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FOREWORD

A significant fraction of the worldwide efforts to demonstrate scientific
breakeven for controlled fusion in a magnetically confined plasma is directed
toward the present generation of large tokamak devices. However, other plasma
physics programmes continue to play an active role in the quest for fusion
power generation. These programmes perform a variety of functions, both
directly and indirectly complementing the large tokamaks research. Some
laboratories are engaged in "small" tokamak projects or work on alternative
magnetic confinement concepts, testing new ideas and technologies, optimizing
existing techniques, performing basic plasma physics studies, etc.

Many countries are eager to participate in these existing "support"
activities. To examine the depth of one facet of international magnetic
fusion research outside the scope of large tokamaks, the IAEA sponsored a
series of Technical Committee Meetings on Research Using Small Tokamaks. The
meetings highlighted some of the achievements of small tokamaks, and special
efforts were made to assess the suitability of starting new programmes in this
area, particularly in developing countries. The last meeting was held on
10-11 October 1988 in Nice, France and was attended by 40 participants from 16
countries,

The programme of the meeting includes 21 reports and was arranged by
reference to the main topics of research: MHD plasma equilibrium and stability
in tokamaks, diagnostic development, computational plasma physics. Each topic
was covered by papers which were either in the nature of a review or were a
detailed description of a particular experiment or concept.

These proceedings contain the manuscripts which are reproduced directly
from the author's copy. It is hoped that the present publication will provide
the fusion specialists of all countries with the material which defines the
main directions of ongoing and future activities in the field of small tokamak
research.
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SUMMARY

Fusion science is presently approaching a critical stage. In the near
future it is expected that the scientific feasibility of fusion will be
demonstrated. Also planned are experiments to study the physics of ignited
plasmas.

The leading concept in the magnetic confinement approach to fusion is the
tokamak. The major fusion blocs all use the tokamak as the basis for their
research leading to an eventual fusion power plant.

Nuclear fusion is still in the stage of intensive scientific research and
many "supporting" plasma physics programmes continue to play an important role
in the solution of the main problem - construction of a commercial fusion
power reactor. A considerable number of plasma physics laboratories
participate in the aspects of fusion research outside of the large tokamak
programmes. Many of these smaller programmes are to be found in developing
Member States and in countries outside of the 4 major fusion blocs. Some of
these are involved in small tokamak projects or programmes on alternative
fusion concepts (inertial confinement, stellarator's type devices, etc.).
They carry out basic plasma physics studies, develop new diagnostic techniques
and study many aspects of plasma technology.

To support this work the Agency has instituted a series of Technical
Committee Meetings on Research Using Small Tokamaks. The major goals of these
meetings are to provide an overview of plasma physics programmes at small
laboratories and to foster collaboration between the smaller programmes
themselves and between them and the larger programmes. Participants at these
meetings strongly supported such scientific cooperation and the establishment
of a conference that would concentrate efforts of small laboratories on the
most interesting directions of plasma research.

The last IAEA TCM on Research Using Small Tokamaks was held 10-11 October
1988 at Nice, France. Since the results of these meetings are important and
useful to a wide range of specialists involved in fusion research the IAEA
Secretariat has prepared this TECDOC as an IAEA publication.



The TCM was attended by about 40 participants who have actually been
involved into the relevant experimental and theoretical works. The programme
for the meeting includes 21 reports.

The meeting was mainly devoted to high beta tokamak operation. The
fundamental objective to high beta tokamak research is to gain understanding
of the physics of equilibrium, stability and confinement, to permit the design
of reliable and economically competitive tokamak power reactors. Since the
cost of fusion power is proportional to the average volume of toroidal beta
the maximization of the achievable beta in a tokamak is a major goal of
controlled fusion research.

Extensive analytical and computational work has established that it is
likely that a tokamak can achieve a stable MHD equilibrium at an average
toroidal beta value in excess of 10% by operation in the regime of "second
stability". High beta together with moderate magnetic field can result in
more compact reactors for a given power output. The optimal range of beta,
from the point of view of minimizing capital cost per kW is (12-18%). In a
test reactor with ITER-sized plasma and magnetic field, operation at beta
~10% will permit sufficiently large density to insure that the nt„
required for ignition can be achieved.

Three papers (D.C. Robinson, Culham Laboratory, UK; G.A. Navratil,
Columbia University, USA; V.V. Demchenko, IAEA) reviewed the experimental and
theoretical research on tokamak behaviour at high plasma pressure and second
regime operation. Several methods has been discussed for the start-up of high
beta tokamaks and the necessary transition from first to second stability
regimes. Among them are the use of indented cross-section, current density
profile, sheared toroidal plasma rotation, plasma self-stabilization effects,
etc. The results obtained on the TOSCA and CLEO devices (UK), tokamaks HBT,
TORUS-II, VERSATOR-II, PBX-M and DI1I-D (USA) were summarized. Specifically,
three useful experimental methods of obtaining the second stability regime
were outlined: 1) the increase of the central q value to reduce the shear in
the central region of the plasma, 2) bean-shaped plasma cross-section, and
3) energetic electron population trapped in regions of bad curvature.
Specifically, experiments on VERSATOR II tokamak (S. Luckhardt, et a.) shows
that RF current drive can be used to produce high poloidal beta plasmas with
the pressure and current supplied by the RF driven energetic electron
component. Stability analysis indicates that these plasmas are near the



transition to the second stability region. Low-n external modes have been
observed in several experiments to set a hard beta limit: at low q„ in
D-Ili, in the Columbia HBT tokamak. High-n ballooning modes have been
identified in very high beta equilibria produced in the TORUS II tokamak and
were inferred as an apparent limit in D-III at high q .

O

In some papers (G. Navratil, A. Sen and A. Sundaram, V. Demchenko,
P. Kaw, et al) an approach to the theoretical study of the key questions on
beta limit is described. The stability analysis of high (n) ideal ballooning
modes in the presence of toroidal plasma rotation indicate that rotation has a
stabilizing influence on those modes. The effect is associated with the
equilibrium modification in the flux surfaces arising from the centrifugal
force. In recent times there have been several experimental observations of
toroidal plasma rotation (e.g. in tokamaks TFTR and JET). An ideal ballooning
mode transport model has been described to explain in many tokamaks
degradation of confinement with increase of auxiliary heating. The model
provides a seIf-consistent description of profile evolution that incorporates
both stability and transport. The model was employed to examine confinement
in a tokamak plasma that can access the second stability regime by means of
different stabilization mechanisms.

The influence of externally induced magnetic fields on magnetic strure
and MHD activity in tokamaks was performed in JIPP T-IIU (Y. Ogawa, et al) and
TBR-1 (J. Nascimento, A. Vannucci) tokamaks. Experiments have shown that under
certain circumstances the interaction of resonant magnetic helical fields with
MHD magnetic islands produces a strong attenuation of the amplitudes of the
modes.

The preliminary conceptual design of some small-scale tokamaks were
presented. The TMR tokamak (A. Kinov, et al) is intended for Alfven heating
and driving current researches. The PROTO-ETA tokamak design is based upon
the spherical torus concept which should allow the investigation of high beta
tokamak operation. The PHAEDRUS-T tokamak (with operation expected in 1989) is
devoted to study edge effects, ponderomotive force stabilizing effects for
mode control, ICRF plasma heating.

Several reports (F. Anmayer, et al, J. Stöckel, et al, J. Bakos, et al,
K. Vukolov, et al, F. Zacek, et al) discussed the recent progress in the
development of diagnostic technique. A variety of methods have been developed



or improved at recent time. The already acquired experience with Li
beam-activated plasma diagnostics shows the great promise of these methods for
measuring a rather complete set of data for fusion plasma (plasma density,
current density distribution, impurity concentration, etc.). A diagnostic
technique for the measurement of the energy of the fast charge-exchange atoms
from plasma was presented. On this basis the analyzer is proposed to
determine the ion temperature;. The characteristic measusurements of the
impurity atoms in a plasma by means of the laser-induced fluorescence are
described for large-scale fusion devices.

Overall, the IAEA TCM on Research Using Small Tokamaks (Nice, 1988)
demonstrated an increasing activity of the groups working on small-sized
plasma devices, which provides a foundation for testing new ideas, such as
access to and operation at the second stability regime, installing modern RF
and neutral beam heating systems, developing new diagnostic techniques, etc.
They also provide useful scaling experiments that allow extrapolation of
results from small to larger devices.
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HIGH BETA PLASMAS AND THE
SECOND STABILITY REGIME

D.C. ROBINSON
UKAEA-Euratom Fusion Association,
Culham Laboratory,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire,
United Kingdom

Abstract

A number of the key tokamak problems for the future can be addressed on
small devices. Among them - the access and operation at the second stability
regime. An extensive small tokamak research programme (CLEO, TOSCA and
COMPASS devices) has been conducted at Culham Laboratory which includes, as
part beta limits, where issues such as access to the second stability region,
more extreme forms of plasma shaping, the influence of superthermal particles
can be addressed. The methods of obtaining the second stability regime is
considered in detail.

Introduction
There is good agreement between theory and experiment for the boundary of
the first regime where the Troyon ß limit is given by ß = (2.8 - 3.5)

%. This formula was developed for the low n kink instability
a(m)B.(T)
but Sykes [1] has shown that it also applies to high n ballooning modes
if the coefficient is replaced by 4. He has also shown that this formula
applies equally well for very tight aspect ratio devices such as STX as
well as for non-circular tight aspect ratio systems such as JET and
COMPASS and bean shaped plasmas. It is to be noted that the optimisation
is for central q values of 1.05 and applies for elongations only up to
about 2. Unfortunately for a number of reactor applications, the Troyon ß
limit is still uncomfortably low, particularly for large aspect ratio
systems without strong shaping (which can generate axisymmetric
instability). It has also been observed in many experiments that the
confinement degrades when the ß value exceeds some 80% of this limit.
Accordingly there is great interest in defining and attaining the second
stability regime.
ß limits
It is interesting to look at ballooning mode calculations for tight aspect
ratio tokamaks, which have a naturally stable elongation of up to ^ 2.
In this case for central q values of ^ 1.5 and boundary q values ^ 4.5,
average values of ß of up to 30% could be obtained with a ß* value of ^
60% even in the first regime of stability.
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In highly elongated equilibria such as those for the crescent shaped EST,
ballooning mode stability is also possible with much larger aspect ratios
at ß values of 45%.

There is good evidence that the aspect ratio scaling of the ß limit is
correct. Experiments on the TOSCA device, with an aspect ratio of 3.5 and
on CLEO, with an aspect ratio of 7, both agree with the Troyon ß limit
expression, Fig l C2]. In both cases substantial MHO activity occurred
close to the ß limit with eß ^ 1 and the confinement degraded - Fig. 2.

o,Q TOSCA R/a = 3.5
* CLEO R/a = 7

10

05

01 02 03
I (MA) / (a(m) B 0 (T))

Fig 1. Average ß value as a function of I/(aB.) for ECRH plasmas on CLEO
and TOSCA. The theoretical limit ßc(%) = 2.8 I{MA)/a(m)B,(T) is shown.
The box point for TOSCA was obtained by decompressing an ohmically heated
plasma, thus obtaining a higher value of I/(aBJ.

!„ = 5 4 kA, B., = 5 1 kG, n„ = 1 5 x 10

6 B (gauss)

Fig 2. Confinement time, poloidal beta (ßy), and amplitude of magnetic
fluctuations observed inside the vacuum vessel on the outer equatorial
plane as a function of the ratio of RF power to initial ohmic power on
CLEO. The maximum RF power was 180 kW.
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Observed ß limits and theory

D I I I - D

ß %

1 -

Fig 3. Observed ß limits and theory on a variety of circular and
non-circular tokamaks.

However with strong ECR heating off axis, it was not possible to further
increase the ß limit though this should have been possible if access to
the second stability regime had been obtained. Figure 3 shows the
observed ß limits compared with the Troyon ß limit for a range of circular
and non-circular tokamaks and includes the latest maximum ß values
obtained from the Doublet III-D device - in the region of 6% C3]. It is
to be noted that even on non-tokamak devices such as REPUTE [4], operating
at low and ultra low q values, the toroidal ß value scales as I/aB even up
to ß values in excess of 10%.

It is clear that access to the second stability regime would give a much
greater choice of aspect ratios to reactor designers. In addition it would
permit the optimisation of the thermonuclear yield, where the a particle
power is proportional to ß2, on existing devices such as JET. For example
a 4 MA X point discharge on JET is ß limited to a thermal Q value of not
more than 0.76 assuming a pure plasma, but at 6 MA an X point H mode
discharge could achieve a Q value of up to 2. It is interesting to note
that comparable values of Q can be obtained at the ß limit by using a
lower current discharge of 4.5 MA and compressing it in major radius. The
required confinement time is consistent with present empirical scaling
laws. Such calculations do not include non-thermal effects.

13



A particular problem in operating in the first regime of stability, is the
appearance of ß limit disruptions which are fast and hard and appear to be
impossible to control. Operation beyond this limit might improve the
flexibility of operation against this particularly difficult problem.
Operation in the second regime of stability would make D-He3 or advanced
fuel operation with reduced environmental impact much more attractive
particularly as more direct energy conversion may well be possible in such
cases.
Methods of obtaining the second stability regime
The first method, which was pursued in electron cyclotron resonant heating
experiments on the TOSCA device and reported at the Oxford conference in
1979 [5], was to raise the central q value to reduce the shear in the
central region of the plasma and then heat the plasma strongly. Figure 4
shows the stability boundary in the central q value - ß space, indicating
that for central q values of 1.5 at this aspect ratio and ß values of 2,
access should be possible. The equilibrium current and pressure
distribution is also shown.

Z o -

-o 6

1 61-

005 -

20

Fig 4. (1) Flux contours, (2) current and (3) pressure distribution for
marginally stable equilibrium with ß = 7. (4) Ballooning mode stable
region in the q(0), ß plane.
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Mender and colleagues [71 have also looked at the access to second
stability regime in JET and here found that the central q value had to
increase to as much as 1.8 before access to the second regime could be
obtained (Fig 5).

10

%

UNSTABLE

1 2 1 A 1 6

Fig 5.
JET.

Limiting ß value for ballooning modes as a function of q(o) for

The second method, which is particularly important in that it may have a
bearing on H-mode discharges, is that access to the second regime can be
obtained by using plasmas bounded by X points in the region of favourable
curvature. For example Bishop [6] showed that stability could be obtained
with significant current flow near the edge of the plasma as shown in Fig
6. Separatrix configurations with the X point on the inboard side are
planned on the COMPASS device at currents of % 100 kA, Figure 7, where the
limiting ß value will be explored with both on and off axis electron
cyclotron resonant heating at the 1MW level. Sabbagh et al [8] have
investigated access to the second regime as a function of aspect ratio,
finding that for central q values significantly above 1, access at large
aspect ratios can be obtained at relatively modest values of ß (< 2%). In
addition for aspect ratios less than 2 this becomes possible even at zero
ß for central q values > 2.
Indentation or triangularity (leading to bean shaped plasmas) is very
helpful in providing access to the second regime, though the existence of
a conducting wall would seem to be an essential pre-requisite for low n
stability.
The third technique is to exploit hot electron plasmas such as suggested
by Van Dam and colleagues C9] .

15



2 0
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I 0

0 5

A = 0 8

UNSTABLE

0 0
0

1 1
5, 06 07

i
0 8 09 1 0

Fig 6. Marginally stable a (pressure gradient) as a function of k (shape
of magnetic surfaces) for f = 3n/4 (angle of X point relative to outer
horizontal axis) and A = 0.8 (toroidal current density parameter), showing
the absence of the unstable region near the edge of the plasma.

q versus radius

03 04 05 OS 07 08

J versus radius

03 04 05 06 07 08

P versus radius

03 04 05 06 07 08

Fig 7. Inboard X-point equilibrium for the COMPASS device with its
initial circular vacuum vessel.
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A fourth approach, as deployed in mirror machine experiments, is to
exploit the ponderomotive force.
Finally, a fifth area, which seems to make the problem easier, is to
operate at larger values of the boundary safety factor - q.
Problems
There are substantial problems associated with access to the second regime
of stability, in particular the achievement of profile control and
low shear leads to "infernal modes". An example of this problem was
investigated for JET - Fig 8 shows the q profile and growth rates as a
function of central q value for a low shear peaked pressure profile case.

12 1 3

to) (b)

Fig 8. Ca) Pressure and q profiles
(b) Growth rate of the n = 3,4,5, Infernal modes as a function

of q(o) for the equilibrium shown in (a).

Here the first regime critical ß value decreases because of these internal
low n modes to less than 8% C7]. By introducing more shear in the core it
becomes possible to stabilise these modes and higher values of ß can be
obtained. It is also important to note that resistively stable q profiles
with central q values less than 1, such as the one shown in Fig 9, permit
higher values of ß and also avoid infernal modes.

One of the key problems with these configurations is that of low m tearing
modes, particularly near the S-a (shear-pressure gradient) boundaries. JET
equilibria which are ballooning mode and n=l kink stable at average values
of ß ^ 3% are found to be n=l tearing mode unstable, though the growth
rate does decrease substantially with increasing Lundquist or magnetic
Reynolds number S, due to favourable average curvature effects. Near the
ideal stability limits the tearing mode stability becomes significantly

17
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r

Fig 9. A toroidal resist ively stable q profile with q(o) < 1.

A'

30

20

2/1 10

0

-10

-20L

q(r)

0-5 1-5 /20 l ß (•/.)

Fig 10. AJ,i as a function of pressure for a flattened q profile with a
single resonant surface.

worse. Hastie and colleagues [10] have shown, Fig 10, that A1 becomes
destabilising before the ideal limit is reached. In the conventional S-a
diagram the n=4 tearing mode is unstable before the ballooning mode limit
is reached, as shown in Fig 11. An essential requirement for low n kink
modes is the presence of a close conducting wall as in the reversed field
pinch. This will however produce its own problems associated with the
finite resistivity of the wall, mode locking and modes which grow on the
timescales at which the helical fields penetrate the conducting wall.
Active control of such modes may well be necessary for long sustainment of
second stability regime plasmas.

18



— — — n = 4 resistive
———— n = oo ideal
— - — n= 4 ideal

j_ I
0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1-0 1-2 1-4

a

Fig 11. S-a stability diagram for ballooning modes (n -» ») and n=4 ideal
and resistive modes.

It is also worth noting that the problem of confinement in the second
regime may be an issue, as the gradient region is substantially smaller
than those in conventional equilibria, although the neo-classical
confinement is theoretically better.
Experimental Access
The problem of access to the second regime is analogous to that of access
to low q or ultra low q operation in a tokamak. This is difficult because
it is necessary to achieve the right conditions for the current profile in
the outer regions ie the edge and boundary region including the limiters
where the plasma is strongly turbulent. It is worth noting that it is
possible to get close to the first regime boundary with ohmic heating
alone. The ratio of the ß value obtained with neo Alcator scaling for
ohmic heating and the ß value associated with the Troyon limit is
proportional to the loop voltage x nR/B, x q- . The voltage tends to be
approximately constant whereas nR/B, can be optimised by operating in
Helium with gettering, for example with titanium, chromium etc. Thus with
careful conditioning it is possible to achieve a ß close to the ß limit
even in an ohmic plasma, though close to the density limit which
presumably produces non-optimum profiles.
There are two techniques which can be employed for investigating access to
the second stability regime:-
(1) to use fast programming such as in the high ß screw pinch experiments
where plasmas with ß values in the second regime of stability can be
obtained, eg TPE2 [11], but sustainment of such plasmas is difficult.

19



(2) the more conventional way is to provide access using slow profile
control from radio frequency heating, beams, or rate of change of current
etc. In this case the access appears to be difficult and indeed many code
calculations suggest that stability and field diffusion are not
compatible. In principle with this technique sustainment should be
somewhat easier. A number of experiments are now tantalisingly close to
the region where access to the second regime should be possible but the
issues of anisotropy and fast ion pressure confuse the picture somewhat.
It is also important to note that the access could become quite difficult
with radio frequency control because in such equilibria there may be
multiple resonances due to plasma paramagnetism distorting the IB I
contours.

-TF Core

.Solenoid
Octupole Winding

1m
-Vessel and limiter

'Axis Vessel-

Fig 12. Sequence of equilibrium for the production of a tight aspect
ratio tokamak with R/a < 1.2.
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We at Cul ham will pursue an active programme on beta limits and control on
the new COMPASS device, which is now in an advanced state of construction.
We are exploring the issue of disruption control at both the density and ß
limits using internal (and external) helical coils with fast feedback. We
are also pursuing a route to higher values of ß in the first regime of
stability by exploring a novel approach to producing a tokamak
configuration at an aspect ratio as low as 1.2. This is shown in Fig 12
for a small tight aspect ratio tokamak, START, where a sequence of
equilibria are compressed to provide naturally stable elongated
configuration whose central electron temperature could be ^ 1 KeV with a
plasma current of ̂  200 kA.

Conclusions
It is clear that at this stage in the development of tokamaks, the small
to medium scale experiments have an important role to play in guiding the
present and future large experiments on plasma pressure optimisation since
there is considerable evidence that the gross MHD behaviour of tokamaks
has remained independent of their size and temperature as long as the
Lundquist number, S, is > 103.
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THE PRODUCTION OF HIGH POLOIDAL BETA TOKAMAK
EQUILIBRIA IN THE VERSATOR II TOKAMAK BY MEANS
OF RF CURRENT DRIVE

S.C. LUCKHARDT, K.I. CHEN, J. KESNER, R. KIRKWOOD,
B. LANE, M. PORKOLAB, J. SQUIRE
Plasma Fusion Center,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts,
United States of America

Abstract

Experiments on the Versator II tokamak have been carried
out in a regime of low plasma current with the aim of reaching
high poloidal beta, ß . Lower-hybrid RF current drive was used to
produce an energetic electron population which carried the plasma
current and pressure. In this mode of operation, plasmas with e/3
approaching or exceeding unity could be produced. Data from
equilibrium magnetic analysis, hard x-ray, and density profiles
display an outward magnetic axis shift in agreement with
equilibrium theory, and analysis of the x-ray profile data
indicates that q(0) ranges up to = 6. PEST code modeling of these
experiments suggests that some of these plasmas may be near or
beyond the transition to the second stability region for
ballooning modes.

INTRODUCTION
In lower-hybrid current sustained plasmas the energetic

electron component produces an anisotropic pressure (P..>P.) which
can sustain high values of poloidal beta if the total plasma
current is comparable to or less than the Alfven current
I ̂ITkAiTpVp/c where v~ is the maximum velocity in the rf driven
plateau distribution function. In particular, the poloidal beta
for such an anisotropic plasma may be written as

ß =ip /(B2/2fi )+ ip . ,/(B2/2fi )*p 2 <p<p v a o ' 4 11 v a 'o'

2 2 2where P =m f v , P. . =m f (v +VQ), B =ji I/(2Tra) . and the overbar<p<p e e f 11 e e v p Q' a o v

indicates velocity moment and toroidal volume average. The
contribution of the rf driven electron population to ß can be
evaluated for a model distribution function consisting of a
current carrying plateau extending to v..=v^ and a reverse current
plateau extending to v..=-v». The result is that ß =C I. (v0)/IDT,II «J p t A Ä Kr
where C is a constant of order unity which scales like C £l/(l-f)t C
were f is the ratio of the forward current to the reverse current.
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Typically in the Versator
indicates that ß = 20kA/I

II experiment.

driven current. Hence
RF

the RF
where IRF is

the above formula
the total steady state RF

driven distribution provides current
drive and a high parallel pressure component which allows
raised significantly above the ohmic value.

to be

LHCD EXPERIMENTS WITH f=0.8GHz and 2.45GHz
Experiments to investigate the high poloidal beta regime were

carried out on the Versator II tokamak (R=0.40m. a=0.13m,
e=a/R=0.31) with lower hybrid current drive at f=800MHz and
2.45GHz. The inverse current scaling predicted by the above
analysis was confirmed as shown in Fig. 1, where the equilibrium

l,/2 isquant i ty
was
ß*=ß -P P

steady state RF driven
current was maintained

plotted against
In

the RF driven current for
plasmas.
so that

these discharges low plasma
Hard x-ray profileIRF<IALFVEK'

measurements of the width of the rf driven current distribution
were carried out using density profiles and plasma hard x-ray
emissivity profiles. Analysis of these data indicates that
1./2=0.9+0.3. Hence in Fig. 1 the lowest current equilibria havev3-2 and eß ranging up to unity.

• 0.9 TESU 800 MHZ
0.7 800 MHZ

10 15 20

RF CURRENT (kA)

25

Fig. 1 Comparison of RF dr iven e q u i l i b r i u m values of ß (-ß + 1 / 2 )
K

w i t h P predic ted f r o m the mode l RF d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n .

At high poloidal beta, MHD equilibrium theory predicts a
large outward shift of the magnetic axis, and such shifts can
result in measurable outward shifts of the density profile. In
Fig. 2 the observed outward shift of the density profile peak, AN,
as measured by a vertical microwave interferometer, is compared to
the magnetic axis shift, AMAr,(ß ), predicted by MHD equilibrium
theory. The outward shift of the density profile peak appears to
agree well with the equilibrium shift of the magnetic axis, within
the experimental uncertainty.

Expe r imen t s w i t h LHCD at f=2 .45GHz have also been carr ied out
to extend the d e n s i t y of high po lo ida l beta operat ion up to

18 —35x10 m . A 36 probe po lo ida l f i e l d magnet ic probe array was used
to d e t e r m i n e the e v o l u t i o n of the magnet ic sur faces in this case.
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0.6
DENSITY PEAK
THEORY J. FREIDBERG. R«v. Mod. Phys. (1982)
MHD CODE

Fig. 2 Comparision between the outward shift of the density
profile peak, A„, and the MHD equilibrium theory
prediction of the magnetic axis shift,
1./2 =1.0 is used here.

'MAG' at high ß

see Fig. 3. In the initial ohtnic phase of the shot shown in Fig.
3, the plasma was well centered. Then after RF current drive was
initiated, the plasma moved to the outside and hit the outer
limiter, this resulted in a continued decay of the plasma current
during this stage. Subsequently, the equilibrium field system
recentered the plasma. Fig. 3c, and a large outward shift of the
magnetic axis appeared. The equilibrium flux surfaces during the
current flattop phase are shown in Fig. 3d. This flux plot also
indicates a large magnetic axis shift.

20 30
TIME (MSEC)

40 50

Fig. 3 Time evolution of the magnetic flux during inductive and
RF current drive as measured by a poloidal array of 36
magnetic probes.
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STABILITY ANALYSIS AND PEST CODE RESULTS
Ideal MHD theory predicts a stable path to the second

stability regime of high toroidal mode number ballooning modes if
2 3q(0) can be raised sufficiently. ' Usually the stability to these

modes is simply estimated using the Troyon criterion. In figure 4
the full data base of these experiments is shown with eß plotted
vs. ß[%]/(I[MA]/a[m]B[T]£Z. Z is the Troyon factor. However, the
simple Troyon criterion which assumes q(0)=l cannot be used to
assess the stability of these RF driven plasmas where q(0) is
believed to be in the range of 4-6. So another proceedure was
followed. Model MHD equilibria were constructed which best fit theHexperimental data for ß , magnetic probe signals, plasma and coil
currents, and density and x-ray profiles. These model equilibria
were then tested for stability against ideal MHD ballooning modes
(high n) using the5 PE

1.5

1.0

p
0.5

n n

ST code.

n _ B=0.9T
A _ • f=0.8 GHz

* n 8=0.7 T
Tk £1 • f=O.B GHz
.4. 1 . B=O.B5T

A ** O • f=2.*5GHz

4>° &p 60.t••

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

0%/(l[MA]/a[M]B[T])

Fig. 4 Data base of RF driven plasmas plotted with &ß vs. the
Troyon parameter.

The results of the PEST code analysis are shown in Fig. 5 for
five model equilibrium points. Four of the points (1-4) are from
the sequence of four equilibria shown in Fig. 3. A fifth point is
from earlier experiments at f=0.8GHz.

HIGH N BALLOONING STABILITY (PEST)

0.5

Fig. 5 Stability diagram for high n ballooning modes. Data points
1-4 represent model equilibria corresponding to the flux
plots in Fig. 3. Data point #5 is from a model equilibium
obtained in an earlier run with f=800MHz.
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In Fig. 5, points lying below the dashed line are stable to
ballooning modes, above are unstable. The solid curves indicate
sequences of flux conserving equilibria generated-numerically. As
ß increases these curves rise and cross the instability boundary
at the first instability transition, then as ß continues to
increase the curves turn over and restabilize at the second
stability transition. The results presented in Fig. 5 syggest that
the three data points 3,4,5 are near or beyond the second
stability transition.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, these experiments show that RF current drive
can be used to produce high poloidal beta plasmas (aß =1) with the
pressure and current supplied by the RF driven energetic electron
component. Magnetic measurements indicate a separatrix did not
enter the plasma as ß was increased from its initial value in the
ohmic phase to its maximum during the RF driven phase of the
discharge. Major disruptions were not observed, and equilibria
with eß ranging up to 1.2 were produced. Stability analysis using
the PEST code indicates that these plasmas are near or beyond the
transition to the second stability region.
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SECOND REGIME TOKAMAK OPERATION
AT LARGE ASPECT RATIO*

G.A. NAVRATIL
Department of Applied Physics,
Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Columbia University,
New York, N.Y.,
United States of America

Abstract

This paper reviews the need for high beta in economic tokamak reactors and
summarizes recent results on the scaling of the second regime beta limit for high-« ballooning modes
using optimized pressure profiles as well as results on low-n mode stability at the first regime beta
limit from the Columbia HBT tokamak. While several experiments have studied ballooning limits
using high eßp plasmas, the most important question for the use of the second stability regime for
tokamak reactor improvement is how to achieve these high values of eßp while at the same time
increasing the value of beta to several times the Troyon beta limit. An approach to the study of this
key question on beta limits using modest sized, large aspect ratio tokamaks is described.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for high beta in order to achieve an economically practical form of
fusion power reactor based on the tokamak has been recognized for some time.
The most recent fusion reactor design study which tried to quantify this point was
the 'Generomak' study led by Sheffield [1] which defined a level of beta for a
generic toroidal device to be economically attractive. This result is shown in Fig. 1
and indicates that values of volume averaged beta, <ß>, greater than about 9% are
needed. This 'attractive' level of beta is a strong function of aspect ratio with a
minimum value about R/a = 7.5. The reason for this is the 1/R scaling of the
toroidal magnetic field in a toroidal system and the strong scaling of the fusion
power density, Pf, with magnetic field for a given value of beta. This can be
expressed simply as:

Pf « p = B ~ ß . P B c o i l (1)

where A is the thickness of the inboard blanket and shield (usually taken as about
1.3 meters). Since the value of magnetic field at the toroidal coil has a maximum
value set by the technology employed (taken as 9 Tesla in the Sheffield study),

* Research supported by United States Department of Energy Grant DE-FG02-86ER53222.
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Figure 1. Attractive volume averaged beta for economic toroidal fusion reactor
from the Generomak study by Sheffield et al. [1]. Also shown is the
Troyon beta limit assuming q* = 2 and K = 1.7 and the curve for the
minimum required current for a-particle confinement.

this leads to a lower beta requirement as R/a is increased due to the improved
toroidal field utilization efficiency. However, at some point the discrete coil effects,
which result in a separation between the coils on the inboard side as R/a is
increased, will limit the maximum value of the toroidal field utilization efficiency
(taken in the Sheffield study as 0.6). This causes the curve to turn upward again
at the point where the field utilization predicted by Eq. (1) approximately equals
this assumed maximum practical value.

Given that the beta necessary for economic fusion power is given by the
curve in Fig. 1, we compare this with the Troyon beta limit [2] for the first stability
regime assuming a cylindrical q, q* = 2 and elongation, K = 1.7. It is clear that
there is a substantial gap in beta at all values of R/a between what we can
presently achieve in a tokamak and what is required. While the increased plasma
current permitted at low R/a yields a larger first regime beta limit, the required beta
due to the poor toroidal field utilization efficiency is also much higher. In fact, the
most easily achievable beta may be found at the large R/a values where the
absolute value of required beta is lowest and the ratio between the Troyon beta
limit and the required beta is also minimized. This was partly the basis for our
proposal in 1986 that large aspect ratio systems may be the best way to exploit
the possibility of the second stability regime for improved tokamak reactor
design [3].

In the sections which follow we first discuss the scaling of the ideal MHD
instability limits for ballooning and kink modes which need to be overcome in order
to produce a stable plasma in the second regime and then describe the advantages
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of large aspect ratio tokamaks for carrying out key experiments to test methods of
instability control which may permit stable access to the second regime.

2. BARRIERS TO OPERATION AT HIGH BETA

We can divide the types of ideal MHD modes we expect to set a limit on
the achievable beta into three categories: Low-n External Modes, High-n Internal
Modes or Ballooning Modes, and Low-« Internal Modes (Ballooning or 'Infernal').
Each of these is discussed briefly below.

Low-n External Modes. These are the external kink modes which are
believed to be responsible for the experimentally observed operational beta limit in
conventional tokamaks described by the Troyon beta limit. Scaling as Ip/aBj, they
were proposed by Troyon et al. as the limiting mode in his numerical study which
led to this widely accepted semi-empirical scaling law for the beta limit. These
modes have been observed in several experiments to set a hard beta limit usually
resulting in the rapid disruption of the plasma stored energy and current. These
were believed to be responsible for the beta limit seen at low qa in D-III [4], were
identified as the limiting mechanism in PBX [5], and have been identified at the
Troyon limit in the Columbia HBT tokamak [6]. In all these cases the n=l mode
was identified or believed to represent the most serious limiting instability. At the
present time it is this mode which is limiting the achievement of larger beta values
in machines operating with qa near the minimum values allowed (typically from just
under 2 to about 3).

High-n Internal Modes (Ballooning). It was these modes which were
originally predicted to set the beta limit in tokamaks [7, 8]. However, they have
proved more elusive in experiments and have only been identified in very high beta
equilibria produced transiently in the Columbia Torus II tokamak [9] and were
inferred as an apparent limit in D-III at high qa [4]. The effect of these modes in
experiments attempting to reach high beta remains unclear. The expectation is
that, due to their short wavelength, they will appear as a 'soft' beta limit by
causing enhanced cross-field energy transport. These modes have been the
subject of considerable theoretical investigation (being more analytically tractable
than the low-n external kinks) and were observed to have the exciting property
that they would re-stabilize at high beta in some equilibria, hence the introduction
of the term "second stability regime" to describe this re-stabilization [10-16].
While the second stability regime is normally thought of a synonym for the
achievement of high beta, in fact these modes and the phenomenon of second
stability is governed by eßp not <ß>. Since the relation between these two is
given by a*2 , 7 \£P> -<p> V(TT^} <2)
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it shows that high eßp experiments can be carried out at low <ß> at sufficiently
high q. Experiments of this type are presently being carried out to test ballooning
limits as described briefly later in Section 4. It is important to keep in mind that
while ballooning and second stability need only deal with equilibria at high values
of eßp, reactor relevant beta values, as described previously in Section 1, require
that high values of <ß> (not only eßp) be achieved. This will necessarily require
control of both ballooning and the low-n kink modes.

Low-n Internal Mode (Ballooning or 'Infernal'). These modes have
recently been predicted to occur in regions of low shear (typically near the center of
the tokamak equilibrium) where a finite Vp exists. In these regions it has been
shown that the standard high-« ballooning theory breaks down and a new class of
low to intermediate-« internal ballooning modes, sometimes called 'infernal'
modes, can set the lowest beta threshold for stability [17]. These modes may
already have been seen as an eßp limit of 0.7 in TFTR supershots which are
characterized by highly peaked pressure profiles [18]. They may block any
attempt to push the core region of the plasma into the second stability regime
where it has direct stable access due to the low shear typically found near the
center of the tokamak q-profile, while leaving the edge region, where the shear is
high, in the first stability regime. Such modes are a particular concern whenever a
low shear configuration is proposed to permit improved stability to high-n modes
for high beta operation.

3. SCALING OF BETA LIMITS AND INSTABILITY CONTROL

High-n Modes
In a recently published study of the parameterization of and access to the

second regime for high-« ballooning modes by Sabbagh, et al. [19] a database of
marginally stably equilibria with varying aspect ratio, edge q, center q, q-profile
shape, and elongation were used to determine the behavior of the threshold <ß>
and eßp above which a second stability regime exists. Use of these 'optimized'
pressure profiles eliminates the pressure profile shape from the set of predictor
variables and provides insight into the parametric dependence of the stability
boundaries.

Shown in Fig. 2 are plots of the scaling of the optimized second regime
boundary for three values of the central q (1.01, 1.5, and 2) as a function of aspect
ratio for a circular cross-section with an edge q of 4.1. Several very important
generalizations can be seen immediately from these curves. At low aspect ratio
with a central q near 1, the second regime only exists at very high beta values.
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CO. 10

Figure 2. Second regime boundary using 'optimized' pressure profiles as a
function of aspect ratio for three values of the central q0: 1.01, 1.5, and
2.0. All have fixed qa = 4.1.

Since these low aspect ratio equilibria in the second regime also require
substantial current flow on the plasma boundary, they may not be practically
achievable. At large aspect ratio the required beta drops to values below 5% with
more realistic current profiles. The effect of increasing the value of the central q is
very strong and for q0 = 2 the second regime beta threshold begins to drop to 0 at
low aspect ratio. The consequence of this is the opening of a completely stable
path from low to high beta against high-« ballooning modes. As the value of q0 is
further increased the point of stable access moves up to larger aspect ratio values
with q0 = 2.3 necessary to stabilize R/a = 3 and q0 = 2.6 needed to stabilize R/a =
7.5.

While the value of q0 needed to allow stable access to the second regime is
somewhat lower at lower aspect ratio, two important facts should be kept in mind.
First, since the central q in a tokamak naturally drops to values below 1, some
form of current drive or current programming needs to be developed to generate
these high central q equilibria. Since the central current density for a given q
scales as a/R, it may be easier to modify the current profile at larger aspect ratio
even if the q0 value needed is somewhat larger. Secondly, and more significantly,
the elevated value of q0 must be maintained indefinitely in low aspect ratio
configurations, since the second regime does not exist (for all practical purposes) if
the q0 is allowed to relax back to 1. At large aspect ratio, the option exists to
allow a relaxation of q0 to 1 after achieving the modest <ß> needed to remain in
the second regime. This may be a practical consideration if current drive
efficiencies are poor or current drive access to the center is cut off after fusion
ignition.

The overall effect of shaping and q-profile modification, leads to the
following conclusions regarding the optimization of access to the second stability
regime:

• q0 > 1 reduces <ß> and eßp thresholds for all parameters.
• At small R/a require q0 > 2 at all times for second regime operation with

moderate shaping.
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• At large R/a require q0 > 2 only for access — can relax to q0 ~ 1 after
second regime is achieved.

• Elongation without triangularity is unfavorable.
• Combination of elongation and triangularity is favorable for sufficiently

large 0 and/or large edge q.

If the favorable effects identified in the study are then combined to produce the
lowest beta thresholds the results is shown in Fig. 3 for an elongated 'dee' shaped
plasma with qa = 8.1. This shows that for q0 = 2.5, completely stable access is
found for all aspect ratios lower than 9, while at q0 = 2 all aspect ratios larger than
3 still have a residual region of ballooning instability.

12 15

Figure 3. Second regime boundary using 'optimized* pressure profiles as a
function of aspect ratio for an elongated K = 2 'dee' shaped 8 = 1
equilibrium for four values of the central q0: 1.01, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. All
have fixed qa = 8.1.

The general conclusion from these studies is that control of the central q
value is the best available technique for high-« mode control given that the
experimental techniques needed to effect such control (such as neutral beam and rf
current drive) now appear to be practical. In a modestly shaped tokamak, access
to the second region is possible over a wide range of aspect ratios from 2 to 9 for
values of q0 larger than 2.

Low-n Modes
The control of the low-« kink modes by proper choice of equilibrium

parameters at high beta has not been as successful as the control of high-« modes
described above and no true 'second stability' regime has been found for kink
modes as high beta. The only well established technique for stabilization of these
instabilities has been the prescription of a perfectly conducting wall near the
plasma boundary. As part of the design study for an experiment called SRX [20]
to investigate access to the second regime, the stabilizing effect of such a
conducting wall for the lowest three toroidal modes was studied as a function of
eßp for two 'dee' shaped equilibria: one at R/a = 8 and one at R/a = 3. This is
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shown in Fig. 4. In both cases it was possible to stabilize the n = 1 mode with a
conducting wall placed about 25% of the plasma minor radius beyond the edge of
the plasma at the most unstable value of beta. Higher n modes require closer wall
placement reaching 15% for the n — 3 mode. In the large aspect ratio example of
Fig. 4, there is an interesting feature which appears for eßp > 0.9 after second
stability is achieved for high-n modes. The kink modes partially re-stabilize in this
region as indicated by the relaxed wall placement distance as beta is increased.
This may be significant for reactor design since the stabilizing effect of the
conducting wall is only expected to be completely effective on a time scale shorter
than the L/R time of the conducting wall for the eddy current pattern induced by the
mode. 0.7
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Figure 4. Minimum conducting wall distance to stabilize low-n external modes as
a function of eßp for two values of aspect ratio: (a) R/a=8, K=1.6, 5=0.5,
q0=2.4, qa=6.74, and (b) R/a=3, K=1.4, 5=0.3, q0=2.0, qa=7.22. The ratio
(b/a) is the ratio of the distance between the plasma edge and the wall
to the plasma minor radius.

These low-n kink modes have been observed at the Troyon beta limit and
shown in Fig. 5 is a summary of a set the stable and unstable discharges in the
Columbia HBT tokamak compared with the Troyon limit taken from Ref. [6].
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Figure 5. Gross stability of several HBT discharges. Open circles indicate

measured parameters during the stable period of the discharge; solid
circles indicate values just prior to the onset of instability.

These unstable discharges have been observed to show a growing n = 1 external
mode whose mode structure is measured with internal magnetic probes to be in
qualitative agreement with the predicted mode structure from the PEST code
stability analysis of a numerical best fit equilibrium to the experimental
measurements. This figure also shows the route to second stability without
exceeding the Troyon limit at large q* mentioned earlier: when q* > 6, the value of
eßp approaches 1 which may be sufficient for second stability against high-«
modes.

4. TOKAMAK EXPERIMENTS TO INVESTIGATE BETA LIMITS:
WHAT CAN 'SMALL' TOKAMAKS DO?

High eßp Experiments
In the past two years there have been a number of experiments which have

studied tokamak plasmas at high values of eßp to study ballooning properties of
tokamaks using a variety of techniques:

Small short pulsed devices such as the HBT [6, 21] at Columbia University
or the the TPE-2 [22] at the Electrotechnical Laboratory at Tsukuba, Japan use
ohmically heated plasmas whose density is substantially above the Murakami
density limit to permit operation near the Troyon beta limit.

A large tokamak, DIII-D, has used tangential neutral beam current drive to
create an elevated central q and high poloidal beta plasma [23] in a manner similar
to that originally proposed for high beta studies as part of the SRX Study [6, 20,
24, 25]. This results in plasmas with very large values of eßp ~ 1.2, but due to the
large q* ~ 30, these equilibria are substantially below the Troyon limit.
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Two other forms of current drive have been used on smaller machines for
the production of high eßp plasmas. On the CDX machine at Princeton [21], an
electron beam generated plasma current is used to sustain a high q* discharge
near the Troyon limit. On the Versator II tokamak at MIT [26] lower hybrid current
drive has been used to create a high q* = 30 discharge with a beta supported by
energetic electrons created by the rf current drive. These Versator equilibria are
near the second regime ballooning limit but considerably below the Troyon beta
limit.

Those experiments which operate near the Troyon limit have reported
observations of instability, while those below the Troyon limit but near the second
regime boundary with high eßp ~ 1 report long lived plasmas with no clear
observation of any instability.

High ß/ßc Experiments
In order to study not only the high-« modes at high eßp, but also the more

reactor relevant issue of low-« mode stability at high <ß>, it is necessary to
provide a significant amount of auxiliary heating power. The only tokamak
experiment presently operating with sufficient power and with a properly designed
conducting shell near the plasma boundary for low-« mode control is PBX-M [27].
However, this device has been designed to test the stability properties of strongly
shaped 'bean' cross-section equilibria. The conducting shell is optimized for such
plasmas and, even if successful, will likely not tell us all we need to know about
the capability for more modestly shaped plasmas with q-profile control to access
the high beta, second regime.

Can smaller tokamaks make a contribution in this area? We believe the
answer is yes, and the present tokamak scaling laws show that the lowest level of
auxiliary power for a given size device is obtained at large aspect ratio. This is
shown in Fig. 6 in the context of an SRX sized device with R/a = 9 and a
comparable volume low aspect ratio device with R/a = 3. Shown in this figure are
the calculated values of <ß> (assuming L-mode scaling) for three power levels
(1 MW, 2 MW and 3 MW) divided by the Troyon beta value, ßc as well as curves
of constant eßp. For the Kaye-Goldston [28] version of L-mode scaling of the
energy confinement time, we see that the combination of current and major radius
scaling shows that the largest values of <ß>/ßc are obtained at the lowest
possible value of q*. This provides a partial explanation of why a machine like
DIII-D can challenge the Troyon limit at low q*, but using neutral beam current
drive at high q*, it falls well short of this limit while still setting record values of
eßp.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Calculated <ß> for three values of auxiliary heating power ( 1 MW, 2
MW, and 3 MW) assuming Kaye-Goldston L-mode scaling for two
values of aspect ratio: (a) R/a=3, a=0.3 m, B=1T, K=l and (b) R/a=9,
a=0.2 m, B=l T, K=l. Also shown are the Troyon limit and curves of
constant eßp for reference.

Also significant is the comparison of the low and high aspect ratio result in
Fig. 6 which shows that for comparable volumes, we can expect to do a factor of 2
better with respect to the Troyon limit at low q* in a large aspect ratio machine.
This fact, together with the reduced neutral beam current drive requirements for
achieving q0 > 2, led us to a large aspect ratio configuration with an inside null
divertor and an adjustable conducting shell, shown schematically in Fig, 7, in the
SRX design study [20] of an optimal device for high beta tokamak research.
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Figure 7. Schematic cross-section of the SRX tokamak design showing an inside
null divertor and adjustable conducting stabilizer with carbon limiter
tiles.

We are presently designing an upgrade to our HBT tokamak at Columbia
University which will incorporate many of the design features discussed above for
the SRX device. The preliminary design parameters are shown in Table I.

Table I. HBT-EP Preliminary Design Parameters_________

R = 90 cm 10 cm < a < 15 cm
BT = 1 Tesla 6 < R/a < 9
tpulse ^ 10 msec 1013 cnr3 < ne < 1015 cm '3

________PICRF ~ 3 MW_______________________________

We expect to retain the capability of the present HBT to operate with a rapid
ohmic start-up substantially above the Murakami density limit to allow ohmically
heated plasmas to exceed ßc. In addition we will use up to 3 MW of ICRF in
either a fast wave or ion Bernstein wave configuration to heat both high density
and conventional density discharges to values above ßc. In order to control the
low-« kink modes, an adjustable conducting shell similar to the one shown in Fig. 7
will be used to quantify the effect of wall stabilization as the Troyon limit is
approached. In this way we hope to be able to provide some important information
not only on the behavior of high-« ballooning modes at high eßp but also whether
the low-« kinks can be controlled sufficiently to allow us to exceed ßc.
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5. CONCLUSION

There are a number of important issues connected with the design of
improved tokamak reactors at high beta which require experimental input.
Specifically we need to know whether or not ballooning modes can be avoided by
proper programming of the q-profile in a tokamak to reach the theoretically
predicted second regime. We also need to know if it is possible to significantly
exceed the Troyon beta limit in order to take advantage of this second regime for
improved reactor performance. While some of this data will necessarily come from
the larger tokamaks, there are several opportunities which have been described in
this paper for smaller devices to make a contribution. In particular, the use of
virtually any form of current drive in a smaller device may allow a study of the
stability of high eßp plasmas. In order to beat the Troyon limit in any device with
limited resources, the optimal approach is to use a larger aspect ratio than
conventional designs in the range of 6 to 9. We plan to build a machine of this type
at Columbia University, called HBT-EP, as a successor to our HBT short pulsed,
high beta tokamak.
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TOKAMAK EXPERIMENTS ON JIPP T-IIU

Y. OGAWA, J. FUJITA, Y. HAMADA,
NTX-GROUP, GA-GROUP*
Institute of Plasma Physics,
Nagoya University,
Nagoya, Japan

Abstract

With a medium-sized tokamak JIPP T-IIU (R/a=0.91m/0.23m, Br=3T
and Ip=300kA), confinement study for ohmic and auxiliarily heated
plasmas (P/c/?F=2MW, Pwe/=0.7MW) has been conducted. To study plasma
microturbulences, FIR laser scattering system has been developed with
a heterodyne detection. In high density ohmically heated plasmas, low
frequency density fluctuations propagating in the ion diamagnetic drift
direction ( ion mode ) have been observed in addition to the electron
mode. The injection of ICRF power remarkably enhances both components
of the density fluctuations. The pellet was also injected into
auxiliarily heated plasmas, and it has been observed that the decay of
the ion mode just after the pellet injection is much faster than that
of the electron mode. This would suggest a stabilization of the ion
mode at the peaked density profile produced by the pellet injection.

In the JIPP T-IIU tokamak, two toroidally localized m=3 multipole
coils are equipped. To demonstrate the concept of the helical island
divertor, a pump limiter was inserted into the magnetic island.
Experimentally, it is found that, when an island 0-point surrounds the
graphite limiter blade, the heat load and plasma recycling at the
neutralizer surface behind the limiter increases, and high Z impurities
in the plasma are reduced.

I. Density Fluctuations [1]
Study on anomalous transport has been carried out for a long time.

Recently it is pointed out theoretically that a dissipative trapped
electron (DTE) mode and an ion temperature gradient mode (r?i mode) would
play an important role[2,3,4]. In ohmic plasma experiments on a TEXT
tokamak, density fluctuations propagating to ion diamagnetic drift
direction has been observed in high density regime, suggesting an

* General Atomics, San Diego, California, United States of America.
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existence of 77; mode, but without experimental informations about ion
temperature profile[5]. In the JIPP T-IIU tokamak, the ru mode is
observed in high density ohmic and also in auxiliarily heated (NBI and
ICRF) plasmas, and its influence on temperature profile is
investigated.

Spatial and temporal behaviors of the density ne(r,t), the electron
Te(r,t) and ion temperatures Tj(r,t) are measured with 6-CH HCN laser
interferometer system, 10-CH grating polychromator (ECE) and
charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS), respectively. In
order to study plasma microturbulences, we have developed FIR laser
scattering system with a heterodyne detection. The main radiation
source is a 5 m long HCN laser which delivers a linearly polarized beam
of 0.5 W with a wave length /lî SST̂ m. For the heterodyne detection
another HCN laser is operated as a local oscillator with the beat
frequency of 2 MHz.

Low frequency density fluctuations which propagate in the ion
diamagnetic drift direction have been observed in high density
ohmically heated plasmas. Figure 1 shows typical power spectra of
density fluctuations with fce=9.9cm~'. They are observed at two
different scattering regions whose centers are located at z=+30cm
(Fig.l(a) and (b)) and z=-30ctn ((c) and (d)). The uppper(/>0) and lower
(/<0) sidebands in Fig.l(a), (b) correspond to the directions of the
electron diamagnetic drift and the ion diamagnetic drift, respectively,
and vice versa in Fig.t(c), (d). In the low density regime, the main
part of the density fluctuations propagates in the direction of the
electron diamagnetic drift (Fig.l(a), (c)), having a linear dispersion
relation for various wavenumber. In the high density regime, the ion
mode propagating in the ion diamagnetic drift direction is observed
(Fig.l(b), (d)).

To evaluate the ion temperature profile for ohmic plasmas, we have
employed CXRS data just after the injection of the neutral beam, which
would give informations of ohmic plasmas if t «T slow-down- Fortunately
the time resolution of our CXRS system is very good (At=1.5msec and
Tstou>-doum=10~20msec). For ohmic plasmas the value of Tji(=dZnTi/cunn,)
has been evaluated with profile data of density and ion temperature,
resulting in r?i = 1.0~1.2 at r/a~0.5 for high density plasmas. This
value is comparable to the threshold value (~0.95) estimated
theoretically for the instability with fcApi
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(à) (c)
low ne

Fig. l Power spectral
distributions of the density
fluctuations with • fce=9.9cnf'
for ohmic plasmas, where
Ip-2UQkA. Sr-2.97 and (a),
(c) n.-̂ .SxlO'V3, and <b),
(d) ne-5.2xlO!9nf3. The
scattering regions are located
at (a). (b) z=+30cm and (c),
(d) z=-30cm, respectively.

ai/2* (400kHz/d.)

Density fluctuations for auxiliarily heated plasmas have been
examined. Figure 2 shows the temporal behaviors of plasma parameters
in the ICRF heated discharge (Pr/~0.8,W). During the ohmic phase the
stored energy increases with the increase in the line averaged electron
density up to 4zl013cm~3, and saturates in high density region of
____, I O __O Mne>4rlO cm . The electron mode component ne(e) increases with the
electron density. On the other hand, the ion mode component ne(i) keeps
the constant level in low density region (ne<4xl013cm~3) and starts to
rise clearly when ne increases above 4xl013cm~3, as pointed out in
previous section. The injection of ICRF power at t=255ms remarkably
enhances both components of the density fluctuations. Here we should
remark that density fluctuations at the ICRF phase are about 4 times
as high as at the ohmic phase for the ion mode ne(i), while those are
2 times for the electron mode ne(e), suggesting that TH mode is playing
an important role for the deterioration of the energy confinement time
in auxiliarily heated plasmas.

An ice pellet has been injected during the ICRF heating, since
the ice pellet is very useful to modify the density profile drastically.
The injection of the pellet has brought about the increases of the
amplitudes for both components just after the injection. A few
milliseconds later, however, the ion mode component ne(i) rapidly
returns to the level just prior to the injection in contrast to the
behaviour of the electron mode component ne(e). These phenomena seem
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Fig. 2 Temporal evolutions of plasma parameters; i.e., plasma current
Ip, ICRF power Pr/, line averaged electron density ne, total
stored energy Wp, electron density fluctuations n«(e) and n e( i) ,
where n«(e) and n e(i) are the electron density fluctuations
propagating in the direction of the electron diamagnetic drift
and that propagating in the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift,
respectively. During an ICRF heating pulse, the pellet is injected
at i-300msec, indicated by arrows.

to be closely related to the temporal behaviour of the electron density
profile. The injected ice pellet (1 .Omm*>xl .3mm' ,v~400m/s) is ablated
around r/a~0.5. The broad density profile formed just after the
injection makes the ion mode unstable, which may cause the increase of
the inward flow. This enhanced inward flow makes the density profile
peaked in 3ms after the injection, which is favorable to reduce the
value of J?i and results in the reduction of the fluctuation level of
the ion mode ne(i)/n<>.
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II. Pump Limiter Experiments [6]
In the fusion reactor, divertor function is indispensable from

the viewpoints of not only particle/heat removal but also the
achievement of an improved confinement like H-modes. In existing
tokamak devices, study on poloidal divertor has been conducted, while
Karger and Lackner has proposed a concept of a resonant helical
divertor, where divertor function is held by helical islands produced
by a weak helical coil current at the plasma edge[7). The JIPP T-IIU
tokamak is equipped with two sets of toroidally localized m=3 multipole
field coils. The Helical Island Divertor Experiment (HIDEX) has been
then conducted, inserting a pump limiter inside the helical island.
The HIDEX pump limiter head has a curved graphite blade ( 10 mm thick,
220 mm poloidal by 160 mm toroidal) which is designed to fit inside
these islands and acts as the main limiter for the plasma. When the
blade of the pump limiter is inserted into the 0-point of the magnetic
island, it is expected that particles flowing along magnetic field lines
can be removed by pumping, resulting in the reduction of the heat load
to the limiter blade. Rough measurements of the island widths are in
agreement with numerical field line mappings that predict values of
15~25mm for m/n=3/l or m/n=4/l islands for typical operationing
conditions of Ip=250fcA,ßr=2.7T and a helical current Ih=6fcA.

The temperature of the HIDEX limiter blade edge has been measured
with an infrared video camera. Figure 3(a) compares the temperatures
for operations with Ih=±6 and QkA with ohmic heating only and a q value
at the blade of qi=3. It is clear that the temperature rise is much
less when the 0-point of an island surrounds the blade than when IH is
zero or reversed to produce an island X-point at the blade. Figure 3(b)
is a comparison between two shots with an additional 100 ms of net 0.5
MW NBI auxiliary heating. The 0-point operation again results in a
lower blade temperature although the difference with the X-point is
smaller. For operation with the blade between islands (e.g.,
Qi=3.5), little or no difference in temperature is observed. The
plasma density and carbon radiation strongly increase during the time
the X-point is on the limiter, probably due to ablation of carbon from
the limiter. The lack of a corresponding increase in oxygen radiation
also indicates that the carbon is coming from the pump limiter rather
than the impurity gases adsorbed on the other surfaces of the vacuum
chamber. In other cases, however, there is no significant change in
the amount of carbon in the plasma. These results verify that the heat
load to the blade is minimized when the blade is set inside the 0-point.
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Fig. 3 A comparison of the surface temperatures of the limiter blade
edge (ion drift side) for m/n = 3/1 island X- and 0-points on the
limiter blade and for Ih=0.
(a) in the ohmic heating case, the blade temperature is much higher
for the X-point or Ih=0 cases than for the 0-point case.
(b) in the NBI heating case, X-point operation is again hotter
although differences are not so large.

A high speed video camera with various interference filters is also
used to view the HIDEX limiter head during plasma discharge.
Photographs in Fig.4 are taken in total visible light for two cases;
(a) the 0-point of a 4/1 island is centered on the limiter, and (b)
the X-point is on the same location. The visible light signal is
brightest at the middle part of the blade in the X-point case,
confirming that the pattern of outward power flow by plasma particles
is changed by the formation of island and concentrated in the region
around the X-point.

A Da detector viewing the limiter blade from the rear shows a
noticeably signal (i.e., greater recycling at the neutralizer surface
behind the limiter) for the 4/1 island 0-point on the blade than for
an 0-point which is slightly displaced radially inward. The plasma
temperatures (Te,Ti) and their profiles are not greatly different for
operations with and without the helical field perturbation. When the
HIDEX limiter is inserted, Ti, Cr and Fe /\V-line intensities become very
weak probably due to less interaction between the core plasma and the
vessel wall.
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{ a ) 0-polnt on limiter head ( b ) X-po1nt on limiter head

Fig. 4 High speed video photographs of the HIDEX limiter head in total
visible light from the electron drift side. The limiter blade is
centered in (a) 0-point ( (b) X-point ) of an m/n = 4/1 island.
For the X-point case, the light is much brighter at the middle part
of the head.

In conclusion, large magnetic islands are formed in the edge of
the JIPP T-IIU plasma by the resonant interaction of the external
helical field at q=3 and 4 flux surfaces. Surrounding the HIDEX limiter
blade with the 0-point of one of these islands changes the outward power
flow from the core plasma, resulting in less heat load to the blade than
when islands are not present.
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STUDY OF PLASMA PASSAGE THROUGH
A TOROIDAL SLOT IN T-13 TOKAMAK

V.I. BELASHOV, A.V. BORTNIKOV, N.N. BREVNOV
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

A short survey of experimental activity on small tokamak T-13 is given.
The work is related to a scheme of quasi-continous tokamak operation. The
experimental data on plasma column behaviour in the process of its passage
through a toroidal slot are presented.

A scheme of quasi-continuous tokamak-reactor operation, was

proposed in £1J . According to it, a plasma, after the fuel burn-out,

is ejected into an auxiliary chamber having the developed internal

surface and a high-power evacuation. The chambers are connected with

each other through a narrow, toroidal slot to reduce a revers flow

of neutral gas into an operating chamber. As a result of plasma eje-

ction, the operating chamber will be ready for the excitation of a

new discharge» Then, the cycles are repeated.

One of the unknown problems in this approach is the absence of

experimental data on the plasma column behaviour in the process of

its passage through a toroidal slot. Some experimental data on this

problem are given in this paper.

An experimental study of the plasma column passage through a

rather narrow toroidal slot was performed on T—13 tokamak [23 with

toroidal partition within its operating chamber (Fig.1). The par-

tition includes four semirings of triangular cross-section extended

in the toroidal direction. Each semiring made of aluminium is insu-

lated from the chamber and from other semirings« The toroidal slot,

"h" wide, was varied from 2 cm to 7 cm. The experiments were carri-

ed out at the following parameters: maximum plasma current, J »

a 15 kA, toroidal magnetic field BT«10 kG at Ro«t40 cm; in motion the
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Fig.1. Geometry of the experiment and disposition of diagnostics
at T-13.

major radius was varied in the range R « 48-65 cm, plasma density
— 1 1 - 3n~1 x 10 •'era , The minor plasma radius, a » 7.5 cm was preset with

rail limitera.
The necessary condition for the plasma passage without magne-

tic structure violation in the plasma column is as follows:
<£* — -,< ̂  ^

An y SK ) ^$K

along the major radius,

where V is the plasma column velocity
SA, is the plasma skin time, °C^ is

the skin time of the partition with the slot. Under T-13 conditions
this requirement is satisfied, when V > 1Crcm/s. There was no con-
ducting casing in the facility, and the plasma equilibrium was pro-
vided by the time coded currents through the poloidal turns. Such
a rapid plasma motion by changes in the currents through poloidal
turns only cannot be technically - provided in T-13 tokamak. There-
fore, a horizontal plasma column instability in the confining mag-
netic field with the high decay index, n = | || > 3/2, within the
slot has been used. The plasma column was produced within the zone
(R < 48 cm) with quasi-resonance confining magnetic field. Then, it
was slowly shifted along the major radius and entered an unstable re-
gion (R>50 cm). The plasma column velocity within the unstable re-
gion was determined by the deceleration force due to induced currents
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in the vacuum chamber and in the partition. The position of a plasma
column ceatre waa measured with magnetic probes (Fig.1). Langmuir
probes were located on the partition surface to measure the periphe-
ry plasma parameters at a time of plasma column passage through the
slot. Optical measurements in a visible range of the spectrum and
the measurements of fast neutral fluxes were performed during the
whole time of plasma motion.

GUI and GV - line intensities measured across the direction
of the plasma column motion in front of the separating wall
(I - R » 54 cm), at the centre of the wall (2-R- 58 cm) and beyond
the wall (3-R=62 cm) are given in Pig.2. The plasma column motion
is well observed with the signals. Its speed is estimated as
V~ 3-5x104 cm/s.
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Pig« 2. GUI, CV-optical line intensity oacillograms across the plas-

ma column motion in the vicinity to the gap.

The discharge parameters during the plasma column passage thro-

ugh the slot withS=^x100#«4C$ of relative wideness, where h is

the distance between the upper and lower semirings (Fig.1), are
o

shown in ffig«3» Within the region of plasma production V ** 10^cm/s,
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o.s
Pig. 3. Discharge parameters at the plasma motion across the gap,

S **4.Q% (I is the plasma current, R is the major radius,^

is the loop voltage, I is 0V - line intensity at R «= 58 cm,

b - is the Langmuir probe current at the gap centre,
I is the hard X-ray radiation intensity.

within the slot in the partition v » 3x1Crcm/s. Spectroscopic mea-

surements and the data from Langrauir probes coincide with the data

from magnetic probes on the plasma position along the major radius.

The Langmuir probes were installed on the surface of the wall to

make measurements at the plasma periphery at a time of the plasma

column passage through the slot, a movable Langmuir probe (Pig.4)
was used to measure the plasma parameters along the Z-axis, in the

middle of the slot, A change in the ion saturation current j sat

from the Langrauir probes on the wall surface during the plasma co-
lumn motion through the slot with varied width, S **3Q% and O »4055,

Pig.4. Langmuir probe disposition in the gap region.



is shown in Pigs. 5,6. One can see that at £«0 Jsat in the range of
R « 54-60 cm does not depend on the slot width, at other "£" the
saturation current rises with a reduction in b . A change in Jsat
along the vertical axis measured with the movable Langmuir probe -
is shown in Pigs. 7,8, On the basis of these measurements one can
build up the dependence laat » f (Z) at the fixad major radius
(1̂ =52 cm, R2=58 cm, R^=64 cm) for various E (Pigs.9,10), In both
cases the distribution can be represented by the power function

otY « 1-(x/h) , when o( %. 4, where h is the slot width* The electron
density distribution in a moving plasma column - measured with an
interferometer in operation without separating wall - is close to
the parabolic one. A signal from the interferometer ( /I «2.3 mm),
when the measurements are done from the gap centre (R «= 58 cm) in
vertical direction, is shown in Pig,11.

foa

5=3*7

5* Si 62

Pig.5. Saturation currents from Langmuir probes at a time of plasma

column passage through the gap at 5 =30%.

too.

Si SI 42

Pig.6. The same for 5 040$.
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Fig.7. Saturation current from a movable Langmuir probe (R « 58 cm)

at a time of plasma column passage through the gap for va-
rious Z at S~

too

£Z

Pig. 8. The same for S

10 20

Pig.9. Relative distribution of saturation current along a movable
Langmuir probe for different plasma column positions at
S »30% ( A =t>R = 52 cm^ * =c> R « 58 cm, a =* R = 64 cm).
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Fig.11. Interferometric phase increment at the plasma passage

through the gap o~ » 3Q% wide (R = 58 cm).

The presence of a plasma column in the auxiliary chamber after

passage through a gap confirms the optical line intensity measure-

ments (GUI, 0V, CV) and those of fast charge-exchange atomic flu-

xes in the T-13 auxiliary chamber. The hord measurements of opti-

cal lines CIII, 0V along the major radius by fast scanning across a

narrow gap along the 2-axis allow one to watch a vertical motion of

the expanding plasma edge in the auxiliary chamber (Pig.12).
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Fig.12. Vertical plasma column edge position found with the spec-

tral lines C III, 0V.



When the plasma column reaches the middel of the gap the line inten-
sity border touches a rail limiter (Z B 75 mm) that probably reve-
als a dumb-bells like configuration of the plasma column at this
instant of time.

A relative change in the plasma current in the plasma column
motion through the slot with the varied width is shown in Fig.13«
A change in the plasma current, when the plasma column is shifted
in the absence of partition, within the T-13 chamber is also shown
there. The loss of charged particles due to diffusion onto the par-
tition was estimated by the saturated ion current to one semiring.

06

0,1.

52 SO

Pig. 13« Plasma current change at the passage through the gap
with the varied width.

The flux of charged particles in the process of motion through the
slot is reduced the stronger, the higher is the velocity of motion
(Fig.14). The power cost by the plasma through this channel does not
exceed 10% of that spent on Joule heating.

10

v-3-ro*?

4 Ctn

5J? ^ SO

Pig. 14. Saturation current from one semiring at the motion with
different apeed.
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A width of the slot determines the nature of the plasma column
passage through it. When % « 30%, there was no passage, the plasma
column waa destroyed in front of the partition. When 30%.£ o < 40%,
the plasma passed through the slot, but the plasma column disruption
resulting in a slight deceleration of the plasma column and in some
energy loss (15%) took place very often. When B?-40%, the plasma co-
lumn passed the slot, as a rule, without disruption.

Thus, on the basis of the experiments done in T-13 tokamak one
can conclude that the plasma ejection through a toroidal slot with
a width sufficiently-loss than the plasma column diameter is possib-
le.
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MHD ACTIVITY UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
HELICAL EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
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Institute of Physics,
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Sào Paulo, Brazil

Abstract

The configuration of the intersection of magnetic field lines with a poloidal surface for a
plasma column in equilibrium in the small torus TBR-I is obtained before and after the application
of m=2 resonant helical fields (RHF). The results support the interpretation that the RHF actuate
on the m = 2 mode causing a strong decrease in the MHD activity.

I - INTRODUCTION

Experiments using resonant magnetic helical fields (RHF) have shown that under certain
circumstances they can strongly influence the MHD activity in tokamaks and even trigger or inhibit
the disruptive instability.

Since the first work by Karger et al in 1974(1) many experiments were performed in several
laboratories to investigate the effect of RHF on the plasma equilibrium*2"4'.

Investigation using RHF of different helicities were also done recently on the TBR-1, a small
tokamak in operation at the Institute of Physics of the University of Sâo Paulo whose main
parameters are: R = 0.30m, a = 0.08m. BA= 0.40T. T -\-200eV, I = 12kA, plasma duration

O (p 6IT19X p ITI3X *•

up to 7ms. In TBR-1 discharges it was already verified that MHD activity can be strongly
attenuated by RHF(5>. In this paper we study the configuration of the magnetic surfaces for
different intensities and composition of MHD modes and the influence of RHF.

II - EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

The RHF at the TBR-1 is created by a set of copper mesh helicoidally installed at the outside
of the toroidal chamber. The coiling is not continuous. For each half-turn the windings are attached
to a panel so the desirable helicity can be easily obtained by setting the right connections as it is
shown in fig. 1.
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CONNECTIONS PANEL CONNECTIONS PANEL

Fig. l - Helical coils and connection system.

The current pulse on the windings has a square wave like format and its amplitude (0 to
700A), duration (1 to 10ms) and instant of firing (concerning a specific tokamak discharge) can be
properly adjusted. Variations in the intensity value is practically negligible reaching ^2% only for
longer pulse conditions.

The influence of the applied RHF on the plasma MHD activity was observed through a set of
twenty Mirnov coils placed inside the vessel, to avoid field attenuation. Sixteen of them were
equally spaced in the poloidal direction at a fixed toroidal position and four coils separated 90° in
the toroidal direction at a fixed poloidal position*6*. The coils output signals were digitalised by two
eight-channel ADC modules and recorded in a microcomputer.

Ill - ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In fig. 2 it is presented an example in which the m/n=2/l winding was activated about 450/is
after the beginning of the plasma discharge. The helical pulse in fig. 2b has 260A of amplitude and
duration of 3ms. It is easily identified in fig. 2c a strong attenuation of the MHD activity while the
current pulse is on. When the pulse ends the intensity of the Mirnov oscillations rapidly increases'51.
The q(a) value was measured to be -v4.

Calculating the relative amplitude of the perturbed magnetic poloidal field in the three
intervals of this discharge (before, under and after the influence of the RHF) it was obtained
BQ/BQ %0.7%, 0.3% and 1.7%, respectively. Fourier analyzing the MHD signals before the
application of RHF it was verified that the dominant mode was m=3 and smaller contributions of
m=2 and m =4. Afterwards, during the application of RHF the dominant mode is essentially m =3.
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Fig. 2 - Profiles of plasma (a) and 2/1 helical windings currents (b) during a discharge in the
TBR-1. In (c) the corresponding mhd activity is presented.

Finally, it is observed mainly a saturated m=2 component when the MHD amplitude increases
with the helical pulse ending. These data are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1.

RHF condition

Before

During (260A)

After

Ip(kA)

10.3

10.5

10.5

qa
r 4.0

3.9

3.9

Be/B9

0. 7 %

0. 3 %

1.7%

B 9 ( T )

15x105

6.2 xia5

4 Ox105

AMPLITUDE OF MHO DOMINANT MODES (T)

m = 2

3.9x10"5

1.6x10"*

23x105

m* 3 i m = 4
l

7. 3 x 10 5

3.6x10'5

12 x 105

3.9x10"5

1.0x10'5

4. 5x105

Constructing the Poincaré maps for the equilibrium field lines distribution^, before and
after the application of the RHF pulse, the diagrams presented in figs. 3 and 4, respectively, were
obtained. Comparing these figures we can see that after the influence of RHF has ceased the q = 2
island associated with the MHD activity is much bigger than before the activation of RHF. In the
region between the q=2 and q=3 islands it is observed the existence of an ergodic region without
any minor disruption as we have identified in many other discharges in TBR-1(8).

During the application of the RHF the approximation made to construct the Poincaré
diagrams are poorer. In fig. 5 we present for comparison purposes the result obtained for the
Poincaré map considering only the MHD measured modes. We can see that the equivalent island
width decreases and the ergodic region between the islands increases.

By other side, if we take into account the m=3 mode with half of its intensity before RHF on
and the m=2 RHF island we obtain the result shown in fig. 6 where we can see a large m = 2 island
and a large ergodic region overlapping the islands showing the destruction of magnetic surfaces.
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Fig. 3 - Intersections of magnetic field lines with a poloidal surface for plasma pulse of Fig. 2,
before the application of RHF and for data of Table 1.
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Fig. 4 - Same as Fig. 3 after the application of RHF.
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Fig 5 - Same as Fig. 3 during the application of RHF. The calculation is for the data of Table 1 but
only the plasma parameters are taken into account (see text).
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Fig 6 - Same äs Fig. 3 during the application of RHF (m=2) and considering only the m=3 mode
with half of its value.
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After the end of the RHF, fig. 4 shows the result for the calculated islands associated with
the MHD activity observed. We see that the q=2 island is much larger than before the application
of the RHF. It is seen also the increased ergodic region between q = 2 and q=3 islands.

The comparison between fig. 3 and 4 shows the evidence that the attenuation of the MHD
modes is caused by the influence of the m=2 RHF.

CONCLUSION

The interaction of the RHF of helicity 2 with MHD magnetic islands produces a strong
attenuation of the amplitudes of the modes. In the discharge investigated the RHF seems to
actuate mainly on the m = 2 mode since after the ending of the RHF pulse there is a sudden
increase in the m = 2 mode amplitude and a growth of the q=2 island.
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EQUILIBRIUM POLOIDAL BETA LIMIT IN TOKAMAKS
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Abstract

The analytical investigation of the flux conserving tokamak equilibrium
problem for a large inverse aspect ratio tokamak is presented. The
Grad-Shafranov equation is used to demonstrate that beta poloidai has an upper
limit of the order of the inverse aspect ratio.

The poloidai ß of a tokamak plasma is defined by the expression
y i2

where the numerator is the pressure averaged over the minor crossection
and I is the total plasma current. Flux conserving tokamak (FCT) theory
has shown that if the safety factor profile q(\|j ) is maintained constant
as p(\|O is increased, then there is no upper limit on $ . However, this

1conclusion is based on the use of a model equilibrium with shifted cir-
cular surfaces and not on an equilibrium obtained by a solution of the
Grad-Shafranov equation. In this paper we carry out an analytical investi-
gation of the FCT equilibrium problem for a large inverse aspect ratio
circular crossection tokamak. We solve the Grad-Shafranov equation analy-
tically by a boundary layer technique and demonstrate that ß has an
upper limit of order the inverse aspect ratio R/a, in contrast to the
predictions of the usual FCT theory.

In dimensionless variables, the Grad-Shafranov equation may be written

2
ex)1 ... 2 dp d ,F.4 ( )

a (2)3x 3z e Y Y
• * • • * • 2where x = (R - R )/a , z = Z/a, £ = a/R , V\|j/R = B , F = a ( 1 + ex) B , , a is theo o p ( p

minor and R the major radius of the conducting torus surrounding the
plasma. The safety factor q(ty )= jßdlF(\|) )/ [(1 + ex) | Vi)j | ] . Our problem is to
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determine the axisymmetric tokamak equilibrium for given
the boundary conditions ty (r=a) = 0, ty = <J>, $ being the total storedmax
poloidal flux.

We introduce the ordering p ~ 1, F ~ 1 , ty ~ 1 which is equivalent to phy-
sical statements p~ B, ~ 1. q~ 1 , Y ~ ̂  ~ 1. Note the contrast with the4> 2conventional ordering in which p/B is ordered small in £.

-2 -1To orders E , £ we find

p + (F2/2)Q = c (3a)

x = -(F2/2)2/2(||) E x (\\i) (3b)

Eqs. (3a,b) determine a core solution in which 4* = 4*'x)- Knowledge of p(ijj},
q(40 in the core may be used to determine x(\|>) by the equation

x /———2 _3/2 \j; dty q(\|>)
/ /1 - x dx = 2 J" / .-r-. ( 4 )-1 o/c - p(ty)

where c is determined by the boundary condition ty = 4>f x = 1-

The above core solution ty= ty (x) corresponds to a poloidal field dominated
by B . It obviously does not satisfy the boundary conditions on the con-
ducting wall everywhere. To find \|;(x,z) in the neighbourhood of the con-
ducting wall, we carry out a boundary layer analysis in the coordinates
p,6 defined by

x = ( 1 + /£ p) cos6, z = { 1 +/£ p) sinÖ.

The /£ scaling of the radial variable p corresponds to a squashing of the
poloidal field near the conducting wall. One can also demonstrate that
the contribution of boundary layer to q(^) is /Ë smaller than the core
contribution and is hence negligible.

The lowest order boundary layer equation (we expand i|j in a series \JJ =
\\) + /£ \b + £ib . . . . ) , is given by

dp
= - 2tt [coso - x (fy ) ] (5)

where a = dp/d^ is assumed to be constant for simplicity and x(ip ) is
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determined by the core equation (4). Note that 6 enters equation (5) only
as a parameter. Eqn. (5) may be solved by quadratures to give the solution

= P

owhere V(\p ,9)=2a / ° [cos6 -x(i^ ) ] d\|) is an effective 'nonlinear poten-
tial' and T\> u = 4 (r = a) = ty (cos9).ob o o

Eqn. (6) satisfies the boundary conditions \|> (p =0} =0, \p (p-* -°° ) =
\(j (cos6) and demonstrates that as p -*• - °°

* o = * o b + K e x p [ ( + 2 a f| | )1/2p] (7)Yo Yob

i.e. the boundary layer solution matches the core solution with an expo-
nentially damped term. One can show that the solutions to next order in
/£ also match beautifully. In the boundary layer, constant \|J contours are
constant p contours i.e. the magnetic surfaces in the layer take the
shape of the conducting vessel until they smoothly join with the vertical
B lines in the core-region. The overall shape of the magnetic surfaces
is therefore D shaped and far from circular. The magnetic axis is also
situated in the boundary layer. A more careful boundary layer analysis
is needed to investigate the shape of the elongated surfaces near the
magnetic axis.

The above detailed solutions can be utilised to demonstrate the scaling

(/4!§,2 (8)
Noting that p ~ a, d/dp ~ /ä , we see that R is a number of order unity
independent of the magnitude of pressure. ß only depends on the forms
of p{4> } , q(\|> ) and the shape of the boundary. Effectively, one finds that
as the pressure goes up, I must go up as vp to provide an equilibrium
such that ß remains limited.

Our conclusion is that even for an FCT equilibrium eß is limited to a
1 2value of order unity. More detailed report will be published elsewhere .
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STABILITY OF BALLOONING MODES IN
THE PRESENCE OF A TOROIDAL FLOW
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Abstract

The stability of high (ra,n) ideal ballooning modes in the presence
of a rigid toroidal flow is examined. Equilibrium modifications
induced by centrifugal forces are found to stabilize the
ballooning modes in all but the outer regions of the plasma.
Plasma rotation can be of help in gaining access to the
second stability regime.

1. Introduction
Ideal ballooning modes have been extensively studied in the past
[1-123 for their importance in setting the ß limit in tokamaks (ft
is the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure)
Much of this work has been carried out for static plasmas and
the problem of ballooning mode stability in the presence of
equilibrium flows has received limited attention [13 ~ 193- In
recent times there have been several experimental observations of
toroidal plasma rotations of the order of sound speed during
neutral beam heating of tokamaks (e.g. on ISX [203, PDX [213
and currently on TFTR [223 and JET [233). Such rotation can
affect the position and form of the magnetic surfaces as well as
alter the density and pressure profiles. It is of importance
therefore to investigate the resultant modification in the
ballooning stability of such a magnetic configuration. Our work
is motivated by such a consideration and further stimulated by
some recent experimental interest [243 in using toroidal rotation
to gain access into the second stability regime.

2. Equilibrium
We consider a plasma confined in a perfectly conducting
axisymmetric torus and which obeys the ideal MHD equations.In the
case when the plasma is rotating rigidly about its axis of
symmetry with a constant angular velocity O = V / R (where V
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is the flow velocity and R is the major radius). the equilibrium
force balance equation can be written down as

where B, J, p, p are the magnetic field, plasma current,
pressure and density respectively and the subscript o denotes
equilibrium quantities. It is clear from (1) that Eo • V p x 0
so that unlike the static case ( O - 0), p is not a surface
quantity. The surfaces of constant pressure and constant magnetic
flux are no longer coincident but are separated due to
centrifugal force effects. Assuming the temperature to be a
surface quantity (in view of the high thermal conductivity along
field lines) and with the further choice of

O2 02

r R T = constant ( 2 )

{where CT - -^j- is the square of the sound velocity) the
parallel component of ( 1 ) can be solved to obtain a simple
expression for the equilibrium pressure [25] :

n n { ——— — } (3)0 0 2

where p ( y ) is an arbitrary function of the poloidal flux y.
Notice that rotation induces a poloidal asymmetry in the
equilibrium pressure on a flux surface (the exponential
factor in ( 3 ) is a function of the poloidal angle & ) . The Vy>
component of (1) yields the equilibrium equation

9 ~p d Ü a I
A \y + R —— exp { —— - } + I —— = 0 (4)

d y 2 CT ô \f>
9

where the equilibrium magnetic field has been expressed as
\ - -jjpC + V C X 7 y (5)

(£ is the unit vector in the toroidal direction) and Û is
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the usual Grad-Shafranov operator In cylindrical coordinates

m & 1 d y dZy
A v = R ——— —— ——— + ——— (6)

a R R d s a Z

The equilibrium given by (6) is characterized by three flux
functions p , O / C and I. Analytic and numerical solutions of
(6) have been obtained in the past [25,26] for specific
choices of these flux functions. The principal changes seen in
these equilibria (compared to the static equilibria) are the
separation of constant p and constant v surfaces, additional
Shafranov shift of the magnetic axis, ellipticity in the shape of
magnetic surfaces etc. We shall see the influence of some of these
features on the stability of ballooning perturbations for these
equilibria.

3. STABILITY
Following Frieman and Rotenberg [13] we will formulate the
linear stability problem in terms of a Lagrangian
displacement vector if about the equilibrium trajectory.
Linearising the ideal MEID equations and using the
boundaryconditions n>B = nxE = n - v = 0, (where n is the
normal to the boundary) one obtains after some standard
algebra,the equation [13,17,19]:

- w2 po ? + 2 i o> po ÎQ • V ? - F { ? } = 0 (7)

( normal mode solutions of the form if (r,t) = Jf (r) exp(-twt) have
been assumed) The operator F { jf } is given in the laboratory
frame by
F { ? } = v ( r PO 7 • ? + £ • 7 po - S o - $ ) + E o - V $

+ * ' * fto + 7 • ( po Mo • 7 »o - p0 *0 *o - * ? ) (8)

The operators i p $ -V and F are Hermitian with respect to the
inner product < a , S > = j d r â - È , but the total operator is
non-Hermitian in general. This is a characteristic difficulty of
analysing stability problems in the presence of flows and prevents
(unlike in the static case ) the use of general Energy Principle

2techniques, o» is in general complex, unless certain conditions
hold. One of these conditions is given by

S ^ J d r ? * F < ? > < 0 ( 9 )
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If condition (9) holds then co is real and the system is
stable. Eq. (9) constitutes a sufficient condition for stability
and has been used in the past to examine the linear stability of
equilibria with flows [18,19]. « is also real at the marginal
stability point and we choose to analyse (7) for such a case.
This has the added advantage of affording a direct comparison
with the various analytic results available for the static limit
studies of the marginal stability of the ballooning mode. The
marginal stability point can be found as follows. Taking the inner
product of (7) with *f we get

- co2 <r*. P0?> + 2 t co <?*, po$o- v" £> - <?* , F {?}> (10)

For o> = co •»• £ co. , the imaginary part of { 10 ) gives

2 co. [ - cor < ?*, P0? > + t < ?*, P0V V ? > ] = 0 (11)

If co. is different from z:ero the mode is unstable. Letting co. tend
to zero, one gets the following condition, if the limiting mode
exists.

where f is now a solution of (7) with to = co (real). Condition
(12) has been shown by Low [27] to be a necessary condition for
marginal stability of the» mode Jf , to We will therefore analyse
equn. (7) for co = co . Wcs consider large n modes (where n is the
toroidal mode number) in the ballooning limit (i.e. long parallel
wavelength and short wavelength perpendicular to the field lines)

ys. **.

and adopt the eikonal description,? - Ç exp ( i n W ) , where Ç
is a slowly varying amplitude, and the phase factor W satisfies
È • V W = 0 . Under this description, the real frequency co is
found from (12) to be o>o a: - n ( $o ? W ).We further express Ç
and the perturbed field Q in terms of its components parallel to
VW, B and VW x B. In order to avoid the fast magnetosonic wave we
assume that the plasma is nearly incompressible [7], t V - Ç j |
VW • Ç ! « I VW | | Ç | . This assumption is not equivalent to
strict incompressibility and retains the slow sound waves in the
system. The system is in fact represented by two coupled second
order equations corresponding to the shear - Alfven and slow sound
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waves. For finite growth rate modes the effects of compressibility
and parallel inertia can then be taken into account by solving the
coupled set of equations. Such calculations carried out in the
static limit have shown that these effects can reduce the growth
rate [7], We do not consider these effects in our calculation,
since at marginal stability they do not play a role and the
equations infact become uncoupled [7]. We concentrate therefore on
the shear - Alfven equation which is obtained by taking the (B x
VW) component of (7). Substituting for w the ideal ballooning
mode equation at the marginal stability point is given by

ÈX VW
<V V> ——f- (V V> ?-t

L o
Ê x VW'Vp B x VW1 (^ -V)$

+ ( ———-——~ ) ( —————r-2———- ) Ç, = 0 (13)
H> Ho o

The first term represents the usual field line bending which has
a stabilizing effect. The second term, which is the usual driving
term for the ballooning mode contains the interaction of the
curvature x - (Ï>-7)S with the pressure gradient. The third term
contains the effect of the centrifugal force due to rotation and
is usually destabilising. However as has been pointed out before
[19], this term can become stabilizing in certain regions if one
takes account of the relative centrifugal separation of the
pressure and the density profiles from each other and from flux
surfaces. If one considers a flux surface in the intermediate
region, lying between the maxima of the pressure and density
profiles, the third term can change sign and have a stabilising
influence. It has been shown however [19] on the basis of
numerical evidence that for rigid • toroidal rotation, the
stabilising effect of this term is not sufficient to overcome the
second term. We have chosen to neglect this stabilising effect in
our analysis and for our equilibrium model this term is always
destabilisng. We next adopt the ballooning representation and
express Eq.(13) in the infinite domain [-00,00] of the ballooning
space &, for a given flux surface. To take account of the
ellipticity effects in the flux surface, we adopt the metric

R = Ro + A(r) + r cos(ö) - S2(r) cos(ö) (14a)

Z = r sin(<?) + S
2<r> sin(ö) (14b)
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where A (r) - the Shafranov shift -represents the displacement of
the centre of a given flux surface from the magnetic axis. S (r)
accounts for the ellipticity effects (for S(r) = 0, (14)
describes the conventional shifted circle equilibrium) . In the
present model - the shifted elliptical model -the following
relation holds(where primes denote differentiation w.r.t. r)

A sin(6>) - S sin(2ö)
r Vr-Vö = ————— - —————— - —— -, ——————— (15)

l + A cos(e) - S2 cos(20)

t «

The quantities A , S can be evaluated from the Grad -Shafranov
equation (6) by carrying out a perturbative expansion in the large
aspect ratio limit. We adopt the high ß tokamak ordering [28] ( ß
*^„ £ , <= ß ~ l , q ~ 1, where ß is the poloidal ß ),andp p
neglecting quantities r/R , A/R and S /R as compared to A and
' ' ' et ôS we obtain , A ^ - a , S ^ - — 5— where2 2 ^

KQq2 02B£ <?po
a — - 2 —— - — exp ( —— - —— ) —

B 2C ora s

is a measure of the mean pressure gradient and
V* (r - L )

6 = _J- ————— 2- (16)
< Ro

with L = (— -j o ) the scale length of the pressure variation andP p or
q the safety factor. Using (15) and following standard procedure
of the ballooning mode representation it is straightforward to
convert Eqn. (13) into the following dimensionless form

dY
——

2 J d>?
z i(sr) - 01 sin r> - a <S sin 2>?) I —— + a { 1 + 6 cos

J

cos r> + sin f) (sn ~ « sin rj - a 6 sin 2r) ) Y = 0 (17)
2 J

where r) = sB, s - (~ )(-sr) is the shear parameter and Y is theq dr
normalised displacement. The boundary conditions are Y •* 0 as Y) -»
± oo. Note that for 6=0 Eq. (18) reduces to the model equation
[5,28] studied for static plasmas.Rotation introduces two major
modifications - Ca!> the (a6/2)sin2r) term arises from the
equilibrium modification in the shape of the magnetic flux
surface, namely ellipticity effects and is associated with the
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poloidal asymmetry in the equilibrium pressure.Cb) the cScosr) term
represents the additional destabilizing force arising from
centrifugalforce effects. We have solved Eq.(17) numerically to
determine the marginal stability boundaries in the (s,ot) space.
The results are displayed in Fig.l for different values of 6. The
static result (Q = 0), shows the first and second stability
regimes separated by a zone of instability extending all the way
to the origin. For 6 > 0 we find the instability zone to broaden.

CH 0-2 0-3 04 0-5 0-6 0-7 0-8 0-9 1-0

Figure 1: Marginal stability boundaries for several values of 6.

However for 6 < 0 the instability zone reduces and also moves
away from the origin thus providing a stable window which
connects the first and second stability regimes. From (16) we see
that cS is a function of the radial coordinate and remains negative
as long as r < L . Thus flux surfaces located within L are stablep p
to ballooning modes in the presence of toroidal rotation. In the
outer regions, rotation has a destabilizing effect.

4. Discussion

We have investigated the stability of high (m,n) ideal
ballooning modes in the presence of toroidal plasma rotation. Our
model calculations indicate that rotation has a stabilizing
influence on ballooning modes on most flux surfaces except in the
outer region. The effect is associated with the equilibrium
modification in the flux surfaces arising from the centrifugal
force - namely an elliptic elongation of the surface. This aspect
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has not been considered in earlier studies of this problem
[18,19] where no stability has been found. Our 'shifted ellipse'
model allows us to take into account this equilibrium modification
of the flux surface and we find it to have a stabilising
influence. The stable region is given by r < L , where L is thep p
pressure scale length. Typically L ~->-L the density scale length)p n
so that this region encompasses the bulk of the plasma profile.
The stabilization can be substantial for quite modest values of 6
as seen by the separation of the finite 6 curves. With observed
plasma rotations of the order of sound speed [20-23], many of the
present neutral beam heating experiments are in the regime where
this stabilization effect can be experimentally investigated. An
additional and important advantage of toroidal rotation is the
creation of a stable window connecting the first and second
stability regimes - the goal of future high ft experiments and for
which several approaches are currently being studied [9,24,29].
Toroidal rotation may provide a simple and attractive option, as
our model calculations demonstrate, and therefore warrants both
experimental and further detailed theoretical investigations.
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HIGH BETA PLASMA SELF-STABILIZATION AND
ACCESS TO THE SECOND STABILITY REGIME

V.V. DEMCHENKO
Division of Physical and Chemical Sciences,
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

Abstract

The shear-induced instability of ideal and resistive ballooning MHD modes
is studied analytically for closed magnetic traps with an arbitrary shape of
the magnetic axis. A stability criteria determining the maximum pressure of a
MHD stable plasma for a wide range of toroidal configurations are derived by
using the method of small oscillations.

The simple ballooning mode transport model are used for self-consistent
investigation of the self-stabilization effect on the high-pressure plasma
confinement in a conventional tokamak with auxiliary heating.

1. Introduction. Intensive theoretical studies of the ideal MHD
internal ballooning modes stability have predicted an existence of a "second
stability regime" for tokamak operation at high beta (see review papers [1,2]
and references therein). Tokamak plasma operating in the second stability
regime can have sound benefits as compared to the first regime of stability:
a) high beta can result in a more compact reactor for a given power output,
b) the lower magnetic field (because of high beta) reduces the difficulty of
using liquid-metal blanket coolants, c) plasma current can be significantly
reduced for the same tokamak size and power which is advantageous from the
engineering requirements by simplifying the design (primarily improved access
for maintenance).

Several mechanisms that can stabilize ballooning modes and provides a
route by which to access the second stability regime have been proposed,
including:

rapid non-uniform and/or sheared toroidal rotation with flow velocity of
the order of the sound speed [3],

- stabilization by energetic (hot) trapped particles [4],
raising central q (safety factor) just above unity [5],
use of indented cross section [6],
current profile control [7].
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Besides stabilization mechanism mentioned above there exists specific
form of plasma self-stabilization [8]: the plasma stability improves with
increasing pressure. The criterion for ideal ballooning modes in toroidal
magnetic systems obtained in Refs. [9-11] predicts the second regime of plasma
stability which was first found in the numerical calculations of Refs. [12,133.

In the second regime of stability beta practically unlimited only under
condition that high beta equilibrium obtained is stable to not only ideal but
all MHD modes. Presumably resistive ballooning modes will come into play and
leads to a new beta limit. The stability of resistive MHD ballooning modes in
a tokamak plasma was analyyzed in Ref. [14]. The generalization of the
results obtained in Ref. [14] to the case of confinement systems with three
dimensional form of magnetic axis (among them various stellarators with
helical windings) was done in Ref. [15].

In Sec. 2 of the present paper a comparative analysis of the stability of
small-scale MHD modes (namely, Mercier modes, ideal and resistive ballooning
modes) is performed for toroidal magnetic systems with spatial magnetic axis.
Stability criteria are given, stabilization and destabilization mechanisms of
the modes considered are indicated. Using these criteria we shall examine
analytically the second stability regime in tokamaks and traps with a
complicated magnetic field geometry. In Sec. 3 the auxiliary heating power
required for tokamak plasma to evolve in time self-consistently into a
high-beta, globally self-stabilized equilibrium is estimated by means of a
simple theoretical model that incorporates both transport and ballooning
stability.

2. Ballooning modes in closed magnetic traps with spatial magnetic
axis. In this part of the paper we shall briefly summarize a formalism
developed for studying ballooning modes in a broad range of three-dimensional
toroidal magnetic configurations in papers [8-11].

2.1 Derivation of an averaged equation and stability condition for the
ideal ballooning modes. The starting equation presents a small-oscillation
equation from Ref. 16 [Eq. (2.30) in this paper]:
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Here the notation is standard:

L i?" ~
(2.2)

O. -» y^ <y* ̂0 l
j * (2.3)

& « C*<O\ , (2'4>

•«>

»̂ -̂. M / JA , the v\ are the signed minors of the tensor
~ * wYt' 3 ^^

yi s £'1$>V Ä ^/«V, «à- ̂ ^ ^v*, V is the Perturbed radial
displacement of the plasma,

(2.6), (2.7)

I is the equilibrium current density, J u <J> are the transverse (along 6)
and longitudinal (along ^ ) magnetic fluxes.

Equation (2.1) is written in a coordinate system with straightened lines
of force. The quantity v is determined by

,

, (s~i* = \
o o
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We consider a toroidal magnetic confinement system with a magnetic axis
which is a closed curve in three-dimensional space. Parameters of this curve
are the curvature (K) and the torsion

By analogy with Ref. 17, we replace the variable Q by u which has an
infinite range and write value \j, in the eikonal form

(2-9)
where F ( ̂ĵ )̂ ) is a slowly varying function of angular variables. Equation
(2.1) can be written

U ^US) - ̂ Vw v U M 3 »o > (2.io)
1 •vv **

(2.11)

^f fT v>

Here and henceforth the superscripts "0" and "1" denote the averaged and
oscillating parts of the corresponding quantities.

The averaging of Eq. (2.10) over the oscillations of the metric is
performed by a technique proposed in Ref. 10. We express F(a, y,^P ) as a
series ,,? * I * t. ~

__
where -v and 4 are the mean and oscillating parts of the function F (a, y,
Then, on averaging over the fast oscillations, Eq. (2.10) takes the form
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Subtracting the averaged Eq. (2.14) from Eq. (2.10), we obtain relations
**

determining functions 9 :

where

: il. ̂  -au
_ 4 f-jL. l

L^ is the oscillating part of the operator V» ̂ H . The substitution of the
**+*

expressions for L into Eq. (2.10) reduces the latter to{ fL

1{ [ it
l ̂  t: cc Win u u o"i l"

The first term in Eq. (2.16) describes the stabilizing action of shear, and
the second term allows for the mean magnetic well. Quadratic terms in A^
correspond to the ballooning effect, the term proportional to U. describes
the combined effect of shear and current density inhomogeneity along the
magnetic field lines. The quantity A takes into account the plasma
self-stabilization effect. Equation (2.16) can be used to analyse the ideal
ballooning mode stability in toroidal magnetic configurations of different
types.
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The coefficients ^l^H, ̂ f\ and w entering Eq, (2.16) are calculated
according to the procedure suggested in Ref. [18]. Omitting cumbersome
intermediate calculations, we write down the finite formulas:

where

>* -

* \ A
Jf

f ^ ^ \i y o -**x vx r A A
V ^v^ (.ŷ vû /J x»̂ !̂  ^ n-v»AvuX l Hv^ ^ H

(. • -1_IA. .VĴ "V"-i

(\
(2.18)

where
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i

W- ntt vl

where

f
1̂

i «,I *• r, -

-*» ^

r ^^ 4. ̂I -r- -v •—— •
^

_. . „
A ^
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(
\

*M> / A
N

t z. VM ̂u * <x ̂  ;.„. i v U —
where the quantity with subscript v\ denotes the Fourier component of the
expansion of the corresponding quantity in the major azimuth of the torus,

rectification function h(Guv* )in Eq. (2.18) is given by

N Jl [ t^t*^ _ f O ̂ 0\̂ >1-*.»} - T L>v -u % ; j

^ .

The equations for £ and a are the same as those obtained in Ref. [19].
The expressions for \4^ ^ ̂  iv^ an<* *"V given above completely describe
the solution of the equation for small oscillations (2.16) thereby providing
the necessary stability criterion for the ballooning modes in toroidal
magnetic traps with an arbitrary shape the magnetic axis.
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In the general case, the stability criterion is cumbersome so that we
confine the analysis of Eq. (2.16) to traps with a parabolic pressure
distribution. In this case, from the equations for the magnetic-axis
displacement Ç and the magnetic surface ellipticity a, we obtain

\ + *> * 1I ________ . i. ———————————— . — ———————— I
L v*^ ^^V^^VWA) Q̂ 4,VO

where

After the substitution of Eqs (2.20) and (2.21) into relations (2.18) and
(2.19), the equation for the small oscillations reduces to the form

t ̂ -1 - ̂  + -i l -o, <2
where

Jfc*1 "I*Tt.v> I _
_l-l-V/O> >̂ •*

(2.25)

.v> H»A U.WX «.
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f .1
L ^

Cy*«u>

„

(2.26)

Xv.y XoyvtA^^X F V\-

Su
4- ——————

'l,

r \
L y.̂ V>4 J'

« o _ -t l p
Using the trial function ^ = (1+t ) from Eq (2.22) we derive the

necessary stability criterion for ideal ballooning modes:

Here, the first term corresponds to the shear stabilization effect of the
flute instability; the second term describes the stabilizing effect of the
geometrical magnetic well on plasma stability. The third term in criterion
(2.27) for S>0 describes the de-stabilization of a high-pressure plasma
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(ballooning effect). The last term corresponds to the plasma
self-stabilization effect.

2.2 The stability of resistive ballooning modes. By generalizing the
method for analyzing resistive ballooning modes in a tokamak (see Ref. 14) to
devices with an arbitrarily shaped magnetic axis, we can show that the
three-dimensional problem reduces to a two-dimension one in terms of the
variables S and ^ , which can in turn be simplified by taking an average
over the oscillations of the metric. It can be reduced to a second order
one-dimensional equation. Near the instability threshold (as the growth rate

"$ -*0) and for a parabolic plasma pressure distribution {. 0= 0̂ (.4- 0> /CX
this equation becomes

where

—y- v ^ /

A.
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An analysis of the small-oscillation equation (2.28) reveals that there
are two branches of resistive electro-magnetic modes: a "fast" branch (t»l)
and a "slow" one (t«l).

Stability condition for the "fast" mode. Under the condition t»l we can
ignore ballooning effects in Eq. (2.28). In this case, the question of the
stability reduces to one of the stability of the g-mode. A geometry-
independent o-mode stability condition for the case of a tokamak is in Ref.
[20]. In this section we generalize the results of Ref. [20] to devices with
a spatial magnetic axis. For the "fast" mode Eq. (2.28) reduces to

29)

where

From Eq. (2.28) we find the stability condition for "fast" resistive mode as
follows:

\^lr> o

(2.30)
5" fe^ ( ^ S* ^ ^

where ^^ Jtf »* v «A p rt^ * ^ n (.\v>Vc ^ ->V vT^ wS^-1" %-
-A

_ t

***
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From the condition that the solution of Eq (2.29) must be bounded, we find the
growth rate of the "fast"

Using condition (2.30), we can analyze the stability of a plasma in a current
free confinement system with a three-dimensional magnetic axis (Spitzer 's
figure eight design) . The stability condition in this case reduces to

. ^ ,-T„ ̂  , ^

where >4^ ~ *v* K ̂  31 Ä *. v/fe^Vv -^ Tl^ ̂«^^XfChe curvature of the magnetic
axis for this trap can be modelled by

where

~

For specific calculations we set "̂ ,= 0.5 and *afcw = 1.5. In either case we
have "3: >0. The "fast" resistive mode is therefore unstable at arbitrary
pressures in devices of this type (condition (2.31) never fulfilled).

- Stability condition for the "slow" resistive mode. Assuming that
solution of Eq (2.29) localizes in a small region CV^-0 » ŵ  find the
condition for "slow" mode stability:

(2.32)
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Near the instability threshold Eq. (2.29) becomes

— )r \ - - \ *—————-I *~ V 1 V ™- \) f J "*"*)•> L * \ rv^/ v J * v> (2-33)

where

From the condition that the solution of Eq. (2.33) must be bounded we find the
growth rate of "slow" mode resistive instability:

/•

Instability condition (2.32), in contrast with that for ideal ballooning modes
e4

2(2.27), does not contain a basic stabilizing term proportional to the S .
On the other hand, it does contain a term of proportional Sa and a
The latter corresponds to a plasma self-stabilization.

Let us use these results to analyze the stability of plasma in a
current-free device (^ =0), when stability conditions transform to:

- for ideal ballooning modes:

v»,
(2.34)
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- for Mercier modes:

(2.35)

o
- for "slow" resistive modes:

(2.36)

Let us consider such a device spatial magnetic axis of which constitutes
closed curves with two Fourier harmonies of the magnetic axis curvature [21].
Using conditions (2.34) - (2.36), it is possible to find explicit dependence
of plasma threshold pressure ß ̂ (at ß>ß ̂  plasma stability occurs)
on the parameters •& , k and two values (m) and (n) which determines the«x *
spatial location of magnetic axis. The results of calculations are presented
at the table.

Parameters _th , , .-2/3ß -(R/a)

X n m ko kn Mercier Ideal balloon- "
mode

0.5
0.1
0.3
1.5
0.4
2.4

2
2
3
3
4
4

I
1
1
1
1
1

1.12
1.03
1.05
1.27
1.05
1.35

k2=l
k2=0
k3=l
k3=2
k4=l
k4=3

.06

.5

.21

.2

.68

.28

1
0
1
5
1
1

.08

.91

.11

.io-2

.24

.io-2

0
1
0
4
0
0

ing mode

.84

.13

.89

.io~2

.98

.9.10~2

Slow" resis-
tive mode

0
1
0
3
0
0

.69

.1

.73

.5.10-2

.76

.6.10~2

It can be concluded from these results that the least value of ß « belongs
to "slow" resistive mode. Further increase of plasma pressure leads to the
stabilization of either ideal ballooning mode or Mercier mode. The most
dangerous mode is found to be the "fast" resistive mode, since it is excited
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in the plasma as the pressure is raised. In a current-free device, this mode
is unstable at arbitrary plasma pressure. This conclusion differs
qualitatively from the conclusion that this mode can be stabilized in a
tokamak .

3. Confinement of self-stabilized tokamak. In Ref. 22 an ideal
balooning mode transport model has been proposed to explain experimentally
observed degradation of confinement in tokamaks with auxiliary heating. This
model provides a single, self-consistent description of profile evolution that
incorporates both stability and transport. In Ref. 23 this model was employed
to examine confinement in a tokamak plasma that can access the second
stability regime by means of energetic particles stabilization mechanism. In
this section we shall use ideal ballooning mode stability condition (2.27)
that incorporated both the effects of magnetic well and the
self-stabilization. Employing this stability condition, in conjunction with
the ballooning mode transport model it is possible to investigate how these
effects modifies energy confinement in a tokamak.

For a more detailed description of the ballooning mode transport
equations see Refs. 22 and 23. Briefly stated, in this model plasma is
divided into a transport zone and ballooning zone. In the transport zone, the
plasma is stable against ideal ballooning modes and the thermal conductivity
is assumed to have been established for low-beta Ohmic discharges. In this
region, the pressure profile is determined by the thermal conduction equation:

(3-D

and the poloidal magnetic field is determined by Ampere's equation and Ohm's
law from

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are written in the large-aspect-ration cylindrical
approximation for equal ion and electron temperatures and constant density n,
with the following normalized quantities: x=r/a is the minor radius normalized

<s#to the plasma radius a; D (x) = p(r)/p(0) is the normalized plasma pressure;
b(x) = BcCr̂ /̂ oÔ is the normalized poloidal magnetic fiejLd; and h(x) is
related to the heating power density, normalized so that \ »X* ~y\\ =t 1 . Theo
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parameter"^-is related to the energy confinement time "Ç by

(3.3)

where
A.H

also, "\Î  r iC,U / *.3»j
termal conductivity ^C

_s INTOR confinement time associated with the
1 A j

~~ S V> for low-beta Ohmic discharges.

In the balloning zone where the plasma would be linearly unstable, the
conductivity is considered to be so large that the pressure profile adjusts
itself to remain marginally stable. Thus the pressure gradient is determined
by the condition for ideal MHD ballooning stability. In the large toroidal
mode number limit, this stability condition involves only the shear
^>- eaC'K/O/̂ * and t*16 quantity <Js, which is related to the pressure
gradient by

V**- A*. (3.4)

Note that

n^ 2. -
approaches the value S = 2 at the plasma edge. The parameter A is the
normalized total input power P

i (3.5)

with I the plasma current, n the density, and R the major radius.

Here, we propose to use the following necessary condition for marginal
stability of ideal balloonig modes:
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The first term represents shear stabilization, the second term is the
average magnetic well, the third term arises from pressure-gradient-driven
destabilization, and the fourth term represents self-stabilization at finite
beta. Here C- &/R. is the inverser aspect ratio and q is the safety factor.
Let us define C,<̂  — i*C \— QW '} • We see that Eq. (3.6) can be written as

â
(3.7)

There is no instability for «V. < «̂ .« - *^, H .s* t at which point
S * «»-a * <o<4 *•*'*• or for Ç^Sr* * <5 .^5 *.**, at which point
^» «à^ S *î>t̂ S tjji • For larger values, the stability boundary becomes

parabolic: v«^ ~ £ U±
For fixed values of the power parameter A, the system of Eqs. (3.1),

(3.2), and (3.7) constitutes an eigenvalue system with X as the eigenvalue
and p(x) and b(x) as the eigenf unctions. The boundary conditions are
dp/dx=0 at x=l; note that b(0)=0 and b(l)=l by definition. This system can
be numerically solved to obtain the trajectory of the plasma profile in
(S,a) space and the corresponding confinement time, as the heating power is
adiabatically increased from zero to large values.

The stability boundary of (3.7) bifurcates as a function of the shear,
and there is a minimum value of the shear, S^, below which ballooning modes
are stable for all a. Therefore, it qualitatively resembles the generic
stability boundary that was used in Ref. 23 to represent enhances stability.
Since Ref. 23 considered the case for which S =1.0 in this work we will takem
ç^ - ̂  (A-ÖL') -Cl.yiH. Strictly speaking, the stability boundary of Eq.
(3.7) is valid in the low-beta, small-shear limit of a circular cross-section
tokamak. In the present analysis, we transcend this limit for the sake of
comparison at finite shear values.

Figure 1 shows the steady-state S-a profile trajectory for several
increasing values of the power parameter A. For values of A greater than
approximately 35, the trajectory enters the second stability region without
encountering ballooning instability. Therefore, for these large powers, the
confinement time, which had been decreasing as a function of A, as shown in
Fig. 2, will revert to its favorable INTOR value. This is seen in Fig. 2,
which is a plot of the confinement time as a function of the power. Figure 2
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shows that the confinement time begins to degrade with auxiliary heating when
the normalized power exceeds A=1.9, but reverts to T— at high power
(A>35.1) when the plasma enters the second stability regime. We might also
expect that if the power were now decreased, the confinement time would
exhibit a hysteresis type of behaviour. That is to say, beginning from the
high-beta regime and decreasing the power, we find that the confinement time
first remains at T_. and then drops to its degraded value, although this
transition occurs at a lower value for A (viz., A=5.4) than when the power is
increased starting from the low-beta regime.

As an example to illustrate how much power would be required in this
model to attain a second-stable plasma profile, we apply our result to the
proposed Second Regime Experiment (SEX) tokamak [24], whose large-aspect-ratio
configuration would operate with toroidal field BQ=1.0 T, minor radius
Ok =0.17 m, major radius R=1.5 m, and edge safety factor q =4.1. Equation3
(3.5) can be rewritten as

(3.8)

** — andif we introduce the Murakami density limit TvC-VO
recall that the plasma current is given by 1
Then, the critical value of Acrit=35.1 corresponds to a power of P=11.4 MW.
It should be cautioned that this is only an estimate; if another confinement
scaling were assumed to be operative in the ballooning-stable regime, the
power estimate could change.
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The large power required to achieve self-stabilization points to a
possible area of improvement within our treatment. Large heating power
(Ae7) tends to depress the safety factor q on axis to a value below unity.
Thus we should perhaps take into account the effect of sawtoothing near the
axis. In Ref. 22 this difficulty was addressed by flattening the p and q
profiles within the q=l surface and matching the pressure gradient at q=l to
the power deposited within it. Including a sawtooth region in this way would
be expected to worsen the confinement.

The calculations in the present work indicate that steady-state
high-beta self-stabilized equilibria exist, albeit at rather high heating
powers. Whether the plasma can actually evolve from a stable low-beta state
to such a high-beta self-stabilized state requires the solutiion of the
temporal evolution problem. Work on this problem is reported elsewhere [25].
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STATUS OF THE PHAEDRUS-T TOKAMAK
AND THE PHAEDRUS PROGRAM

H. HERSHKOWITZ, PHAEDRUS GROUP
Nuclear Engineering and

Engineering Physics Departments,
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
Madison, Wisconsin,
United States of America

Abstract

The middle sized Phaedrus-T tokamak, now under construc-
tion, and the Phaedrus Program are described. The Phaedrus-T
tokamak will employ 3-4 MW of ICRF, Alfven wave power, to
study edge effects, ponderomotive effects, mode control and
mode conversion. The Phaedrus Program also will continue to
employ the Phaedrus-B tandem mirror to study ICRF effects.

Introduction
Many in the small tokamak community are probably not very

familiar with the Phaedrus Program because until recently we
have carried out experiments in a different geometry, i.e. a
tandem mirror. The mission of the Phaedrus Program has for
several years been the study of effects on plasmas associated
with rf in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF).
During the last two years our mission has changed its
emphasis from tandem mirror to tokamak related issues.

At the present time the Phaedrus Program consists of two
major devices: (1) the Phaedrus-B tandem mirror, and (2) the
Phaedrus-T tokamak which is currently under construction
(with operation expected in the summer of 1989). The devel-
opment of our program is shown schematically in Fig. 1 which
gives the evolution of the B field coil sets used in our
experiments. The original design consisted of a central cell
(with B ~ 0.05 T) bounded by quadrupole end cells [1]. By
taking advantage of the radial ponderomotive force associated
with ICRF we were able to operate with a fully axisymmetric
B-field in 1983 [2]. The original device was modified in
1985 by insertion of (0.8 T) "choke coils" at the ends of the
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Evolution of B field Coi! Sets Phaedrus-T (1988)
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Figure 1

Evolution of B field coil sets in
Phaedrus Program

central cell (raised to ~ 0.08 T). This device, Phaedrus-B,
vas modified for axisymmetric operation in February 1988.
During 1988, construction began on the Phaedrus-T tokamak
which is based upon the vacuum chamber and flux core of ISX-A
[3]. The principal difference is the addition of 3-4 MV of
ICRF and the construction of new toroidal field coils which
match the existing Phaedrus power supply.

Phaedrus-B and Phaedrus-T parameters are compared in
Table 1. Phaedrus-T parameters are based on those obtained
in ISX-A, without the application of ICRF. The high ICRF

Table 1
Phaedms-B Tandem Mirror

Best simultaneous
parameters achieved
so far

Phaedrus-T Tokamak

Parameters based on
ISX-A

R(m)

a(m)

B(T) 0.8 (choke coil)
0.08 (cen. cell)

np(cm"3) 4 x 1012, 6 x 1012

< T > ( e V ) 35, 160

T.(0) (eV) 250, 70

t E(msec) -0.2

Prf{MW) < 0.8

0.92

0.26

< 1.2

6 x 10

500.

> 500.

130.

20.

< 4.

13
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energy density combined with the relatively modest volume of
Phaedrus-T should result in some of the highest ICRF power
density tokamak experiments ever carried out.

Experimental Program
Both devices will share the same staff, control room and

power supplies. The staff consists of 7 scientists, 7
technicians, 15 graduate students and 20 undergraduates. We
plan to continue using both devices (with alternate month
operation) to carry out experiments relating to four ICRF
issues — Edge Physics, Ponderomotive Effects, Mode
Conversion, and Mode Control. Combining results from both
devices should result in an improved understanding of scaling
and also help in untangling the physics involved.

Edge physics
Initial experiments on Phaedrus-T will investigate

impurity generation at device boundaries. Once ICRF is
operable, we will concentrate on impurity generation by rf at
the Faraday shield and the device boundaries. We will also
attempt to directly determine rf sheath effects. Pondero-
motive effects on the edge plasma equilibrium and limiter
bias effect on edge plasma potential will be evaluated.

Ponderomotive Effects on the tandem mirror are most
easily studied by observing the effect of ponderomotive force
on the stability of interchange modes [4]. Over the last
five years we have studied ponderomotive effects associated
with a wide range of frequencies both above and below the ion
cyclotron frequency co , and with both the left and right hand
components of rf electric fields. Effects associated with
E , parallel to the de B field are now under investigation.
Z

These effects are likely to be most important on the edge
plasma profile in tokamaks. The ponderomotive force
associated with E is interesting because it is predicted to

£

change sign with w when w is near to . [5]. In addition to
edge profile modification in tokamaks, investigations will be
carried out of predicted ponderomotive force modifications of
sawtooth stability [6] and of magnetic island formation [7].
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Mode Conversion in tandem mirrors normally occurs along
the B field (in the axial direction) while it occurs in the
radial direction in tokamaks. Direct measurements of rf wave
fields in Phaedrus-B allow us the option of investigating the
details of mode conversion. We believe that experience
gained in Phaedrus-B, operated with pure H and with H-D
mixtures will aid us in interpreting mode conversion effects
in Phaedrus-T where direct measurements of the rf field
strengths may not be possible.

Mode Control
The present Phaedrus-B design employs two "rotating field

antennas" (see Fig. 2) spaced l m apart (which each consist
of two closely spaced pair of dual half-turn antennas which
have adjustable relative phasing) in the central cell as well
as two dual half-turn antennas in each end cell. It is
possible to adjust the azirauthal mode from m = +1 to m = -1
by varying the phase of the components of the rotating field
antennas or to vary the k spectrum by operating with two of

£

the dual half-turn antennas spaced l m apart and adjusting
their phase. Phase adjustments to the antenna takes 10 usée
and can be carried out during a discharge.

sonn

- 6000

Figure 2

Phaedrus-B central cell |B| vs z and
sketch of rotating field antennas-200 -100 0 100 200

DISTANCE FROM M1DPLANE (cm)

Mode control experiments in Phaedrus-T will initially
center on Alfven wave current drive. Mode Control experi-
ments in Phaedrus-B will attempt to make use of the present
antenna phasing capability to study effects such as Alfven
resonance associated with radial plasma profile variations.
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Phaedrus-T Tokamak Hardware
A cartoon of the Phaedrus-T tokamak is shown in Fig. 3.

We have chosen to operate with a circular plasma but have
retained rectangular toroidal field coils to allow for future
modifications in the plasma shape and vacuum chamber). A top
view of the stainless steel vacuum chamber and the 18
toroidal field coils is shown in Fig. 4. Nine "pie" sections
are separated by stainless steel bellows. The original ISX-A
vacuum chamber was modified to include four pairs of large
(34 cm diam) vertical access ports and as well as six large
horizontal ports. This configuration will allow a variety of
ICRF toroidal antenna locations. The vertical ports will
allow the possibility of inside as well as outside antennas.

Figure 3

Phaedrus-T Tokamak

'G3rĤ ^̂ ^̂ t:%p5̂ rG?^^^/'.'/^^^^^/j- f

Figure 4

Top view of Phaedrus-T Tokamak

Coil design
The toroidal field coils are each constructed out of 24

copper plates (0.4 cm thick). The coils were designed to
provide the maximum amount of copper consistent with the
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shape of the original ISX-A TF coils to allow us to make
contact with the ISX-A data base.

Phaedrus-T ICRF systems
A four stage amplifier (on loan from Los Alamos National

Laboratory) will provide up to 4 MW over a frequency range of
2-20 MHz. The intermediate stages are broadband and only
the final amplifier (400 kW - 4 MW) is tuned. This makes the
amplifier well suited to the planned Alfven wave experiments.
Addition of a pulse line will extend the amplifier operation
to more than 100 msec.

Initial experiments will utilize the class A transformer
coupled 400 kW amplifier with one partial turn loop antenna.
Subsequent experiments will employ some form of rotating
field antennas (currently under discussion).

Current Relevant Experiments

Model Antenna Experiments 18]
We have made use of the central cell plasma in Phaedrus-B

to study the rf near fields in the vicinity of a model
antenna (located near A4 in Fig. 2). The model antenna,
shown schematically in Fig. 5, is a 60° loop antenna with a
Faraday shield consisting of a single layer of cylinders.

Probe access

Chamber wali
(r = 6Ocm)

Backplane

Antenna strop

Figure 5

Phaedrus-B test antenna sketch
Lateral shields
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Measurements are made with three orthogonal "B-dot" probes in
planes parallel to the plane of the Faraday shield, i.e. the
z- 9 (toroidal-poloidal) plane. Data for |BJ and |B | withG 2
no plasma present, (2 cm from the Faraday shield) are given
in Fig. 6. The strap is indicated by the dashed rectangle
and the current flows in the horizontal direction. The most
surprising result has been that the maximum BQ field is 40
percent as large as the B field. This may be important
because B... fields are often neglected in analyses of theD
vaves excited by such antennas.

0 5 10
azimuthal position (cm)

-10 -50 5 10
azimuthal position (cm)

15

Figure 6
IBZI and B

e in a plane 2 cm above the
Faraday shield of the model antenna

Current Status — as of October 1988
As of October 1988, new lab space has been created for

the Phaedrus-T device and x-ray shielding has been installed.
The re-porting of the vacuum chamber has been completed and
it is now under vacuum at 1 x 10 torr (without any
bakeout). Toroidal field coils are under construction.

Plans
Experiments in the summer of 1989 will begin with ohmic

heating measurements to establish the baseline characteris-
tics of the device and to make contact with the ISX-A data
base. RF studies vill begin with a 60° outside loop antenna
and investigate ion cyclotron and Alfven wave heating.
During 1990 we will begin ICRF edge effect studies with
emphasis on rf sheaths and impurity generation as well as the
first attempts at Alfven wave current drive.
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Abstract

The preliminary conceptual design of a small aspect ratio
tokamak is presented. This tokamak is based upon the spherical torus concept
and will be the prototype (PROTO-ETA) of the Brazilian Advanced Tokamak
Experiment (ETA). The device parameters are derived from engineering and
empirical physical constraints. The tentative parameter values are aspect
ratio A <f 1.8, major radius RQ = 0.36 m, vacuum toroidal magnetic field on
axis BQ = 0.65 T and toroidal plasma current I =0.38 MA for an edge safety
factor qa=4.5. A simplified zero dimensional model is employed to predict
plasma performance and auxiliary heating requirements. RF-assisted startup
and noninductive current drive techniques are envisaged. This study results
in a device design based on conservative assumptions which, when builded-
up, should allow the investigation of high beta tokamak operation in the
first stability regime.

1. INTRODUCTION

A new toroidal device (ETA) with a small aspect ratio A=l.5
and a plasma current in the 1 MA range has been recently proposed to be
constructed at the new Brazilian plasma physics centre [1,2]. Such spherical
torus RF driven tokamak can potentially achieve very high values of ß(̂ 20%)
and its compact geometry is attractive for advanced reactor applications.
Since the efficiency of current drive is a crucial parameter for a low
aspect ratio steady state device, it was felt necessary to preced the larger
experiment by a prototype (PROTO-ETA) which includes a solenoid with limited
inductive capability. The inductive approach is quite reliable and will allow
the testing of other current drive methods such as RF and DC helicity
injection.
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The main objective of the prototype experiment is to study
the physics of small aspect ratio tokamaks, with particular regard for the
dependence of MHD and transport on aspect ratio. In this respect it is
important to test the validity of ß limits as given by the Troyon scaling.
In addition, the device will be used to test efficient current drive
techniques and to develop diagnostics systems and the technical expertise
necessary for the construction of larger experiments such as ETA. It should
be mentioned that in fusion experiments the importance of ß is illustrated
by the condition to achieve ignition written in the form:

ß TEB2 > 2.3,

wich favors high beta configurations such as the spherical torus while
keeping the good confinement properties of the tokamak. Furthermore, the
increase in B due to paramagnetic effects should improve the fusion efficiency.

In the following section simplified engineering considerations
are presented concerning the design of the central column of the device.
Details of the physics basis wich determine the expected plasma behavior are
given next. Finally, the plasma operating conditions are discussed within
the framework of a zero-dimemsional model.

2. SIMPLIFIED ENGINEERING DESIGN

The central column represents a critical design area in a
spherical torus. The reduced space and the large plasma current that must
be generated put severe design constraints on the inductive solenoid, which
fits onto the central toroidal field conductors. The inner leg of the toroidal
field coils is designed to occupy the minimum possible space consistent with
the ampere-turns required to produce the desired magnetic field on axis,

Ntlt = 27rR0B0/]j0 = 1.2 x 106A.

The major radius Ro was taken to be equal to 0.36 m, which
turns out to be about the minimum machine size compatible with the inductive
solenoid requirements. The value of the induction on axis, B0 = 0.65 T, was
chosen to allow the use, at the second harmonic resonance, of the 35 GHz
gyrotrons currently being developed in Brazil [3]. The total current will
be carried by 12 coils formed by hollow conductors water cooled in parallel.
The current density in the inner legs of the toroidal field coils is limited
by the temperature rise ATt = 60 K in copper attained during the flattop
electrical pulse of tt = 2s duration. Neglecting the heat transfer from the
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copper to the water during the pulse one has
jt= [PmcpATt/(ptt)]1/2 = 72 MA/m2,

where pm=8960 kg/m3 is the mass density, cp = 386 J/kg K is the specific
heat and p = 2.0 x 10~8 fim is the resistivity of copper. The external radius
of the central column is, therefore, given by

re= [Ntlt / (7rAtjt)]1/2 = 0.09 m

where At TT re2 is the active area of the central column. The packing factor
was assumed to be Ac=0.65. Instead of hollow conductors it is also possible
to use radially cut or laminated bars. This lamination is necessary to provide
the desired plasma current risetime determined by the inductive solenoid flux
penetration time. The difusion time of magnetic field lines in the toroidal
field coil central column can be estimated by the eddy current time scale
TD^yoa L2, where a is the conductivity and L is the characteristic length of
the system. With appropriate design the solenoid flux exchange time can be
reduced to a few milliseconds, indicating that preionization by, for example,
electron cyclotron radiation would still be required immediately before
current startup.

The thickness s available for the inductive solenoid is
determined by geometrical constraints, as illustrated in Fig. 1 which
defines the dimensions of the device. Setting the distance d, combination
of the thickness of the vacuum vessel inner wall and the distance from the

r

Fig. 1. Definitions of PROTO-ETA dimensions,
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wall to the plasma boundary (including space necessary for instrumentation),
at 0.03m the solenoid thickness is

s = R0(l - e) - re - d = 0.04m,

where the inverse aspect ratio is e = 0.56. The thickness of the inner wall
of the vacuum vessel is chosen to be the smallest possible, compatible with
the requirements of mechanical strength, to increase the wall electrical
resistance and reduce the eddy current induced in the vessel.

The magnetic flux available from a cylindrical coil of
infinite length is <f>m = TT r^ BQ, where r^ = [ (rg + s)3 - r3]/(3s) and
B£> = yo j £, A£I s is the induction at a point inside the coil. The current
density in the inductive solenoid is stress-limited and given by

/ [U0s (re + s/2)]}12 / Afi = 250 MA/m2,

where the peak tangential stress is cu = 70 MPa and the packing factor is
X^ = 0.65. The solenoid will be made up of 4 radial layers of water cooled
hollow conductors wound with opposite helical pitch in order to reduce
field errors. The value of the available magnetic flux is

<{>„= (7Tu0/3) [(re + s)3 - re3] jnXn = 0.30 Wb.

Considerable improvement can be obtained if dispersion
strengthened copper is used, in which case the value of a. can be nearly
doubled (^ 140 MPa) and the available flux increases to 0.42 Wb. Furthermore,
the outer coils can provide an increase in the total flux linkage of ̂  20%
with respect to the flux due to the solenoid alone. It must be pointed out
that in the simple approximation for the stress limit used above it was
assumed that the solenoid is a thin-walled cylinder with uniform tension.
The actual situation is more complex and the peak tangential stress on the
coil is on the small radius edge where the maximum amplitude of the induction
is

Bmax= £BE + (R0Vre>231/2 = 8'4 T ^ Bfi= 8'° T>'

Assuming a copper temperature increase AT^ = 60 K, the maximum
equivalent flattop pulse duration can be estimated by
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3. PHYSICS MODELS AND CONSTRAINTS

The equilibrium toroidal plasma current depends on the true
MHD safety factor qa (at the plasma edge), the induction BQ, the aspect ratio
A=a/Ro=e~1 and the plasma shape (elongation K, triangularity 6), according
to

I = 2-rr a K Bp l + _ 2ir a^ K BQ
u„ R„ q «

1 + f (e, K, <$,),

where qa = qc f (e, K, o), qc = q* (l + K2) / (2i<) is the equivalent
cylindrical safety factor and q* is the kink safety factor. The function
f (e, K, 6) can be fitted by [4]

f(e, K, 6) = (1.12 - 0.99e + O.llic + 0.476) / (1 - e2)2.
For an edge safety factor q = 4.5, near natural elongation

K=1.8 and triangularity 6 = 0.6 (q =2.0) the plasma current is I =0.38 MA.
The density is limited, for stable ohmically heated tokamak

operation, by the Murakami-Hugill density limit [5]
nMH=1.5 B0/(qcR0) =1.3 (in units of 1020 m~3) .

For auxiliary heated plasmas the limit is given by
nMH(aux)=2.1 Bo/(qcRQ) s 1.9 (in units of 1020 m~3).

The critical volume-averaged value of beta that can be reached
within ideal MHD stability is given by the Troyon scaling law [6]

ßc = 0.035 x 10~6 Ip / (a B0) = 0.10.
The critical value of ß has a strong dependence with the inverse

aspect ratio e (for e^ 0.5) as shown in Fig. 2, where the target operating
point for the PROTO-ETA device is indicated.

0.2

O.I

0.0

I x=l.8
6=0.6

I i n
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

e
Fig. 2. Variation of the critical value of 3 with the inverse aspect ratio

e, according to the Troyon scaling law (the target operating point
for PROTO-ETA is indicated).
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The confinement is described globally by combined ohmic and
auxiliary heating scalings

where T^ is given by the Neo-Alcator scaling law

Tß = TNA= 0.071 n20 aR02 qc
and T. by the Kaye-Goldston L-mode confinement time [7]
TA=TKG=6'02x 10~6 V"2** V'55 K°*28 n20°'26 A±0.5/ (WA0.58 aO.«*9 Bo0-09),

where A^ is the ion atomic mciss number and WA is the auxiliary power deposited
in the plasma. In general, for H-mode confinement one can take TA = TKG = 2 T,L .
The global confinement model here considered leads to some of the most
pessimistic predictions.

The plasma flux requirement has both an inductive and a
resistive component

Assuming a coiastant current sequence, the required flux can
be estimated by

V = Vp + VpV
where the plasma resistance R^ was assumed constant during the equivalent
flattop pulse duration t . The plasma inductance can be aproximated by

Lp = y0R0{ln[8R0/(a/K)] + 1± / 2 - 2},

where the value of the plasma internal inductance depends on the current
profile according to

0.6 - broad profile
j = ̂ 0.8 - normal profile

1.0 - peaked profile

Taking 1.̂ 0. 8 one has L =0.35 yH. In order to calculate the
plasma resistance one has to estimate the electron temperature, which is
done in the next section.
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4. PLASMA PERFORMANCE

The physics parameters space of a tokamak experiment can be
explored in a very simple way using a global (zero-dimensional) model [8] .
The global power balance equation is

9Q / 3t = -Q /

where the total plasma energy is

Q= (3/2) < neTe + n±T± > Vp.

Defining the density-averaged temperature T= <n£Te+n^T
<n + n^> and the average density n= <n + n^>/2, the expression for Q
becomes

Q=3n T Vp = 4.81 x 1CT n2Q T V ,

where the density is in units of 1020 m~3, the temperature is in keV (these
units are used in all pratical expressions in this work) and V = 2-n2 a2 K RQ
is the plasma volume. It must be pointed out that in calculating volume-
averaged quantities the plasma poloidal cross-section is assumed elliptical
so that the plasma minor cross-sectional area is A^ = IT a2 K and the plasma
surface area is Aa = 4u2 [(1 + ic2) /2]1'2 aR_. The corrections due too U

triangularity are kept only in the factor f(e, K, <5) relating the MHD and
cylindrical safety factors. The power loss due to transport is Q/TE, where
TE is the energy confinement time described in the previous section.

The power density loss due to radiation (Bremsstrahlung) is
given by

PR = e6 g Z2 ne nz Te
1/2/ [6(3/2) ̂ 2 Tr3/2 eQ3 c3 h me3/2]

= 5.35 x 103 Zeff (ne/1020)2 Te1/2,

where the Gaunt factor l<g<1.2, which corrects for electron-electron
collisions and relativistic effects, was taken equal to 2/3/Tr and
Zeff = £ n.^ Z^2 / ne is the effective ion charge. The volume averaged power
density loss due to radiation is

<PR>=(27r/Ap) /** PR rdr,

where aft = (ab)1'2 = /< a is the minor radius of the equivalent circular
plasma cross section (A^ = ir a*). Assuming parabolic profiles of the form

n(r) = n0(l - i
T(r) = T0(l - i
jp(r) = J0(l - r
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the average density, density-averaged temperature, and average current
density are

n = (2TT/Ap) Si* n(r) rdr = no/2,
T = [2ir/(n Ap)] /** n(r) T(r) rdr = 2 TQ/3,
j = (2̂ /Ap) /** j (r) rdr = 2 jQ/5.

Therefore, the average value of PR can be written in the form

<P R > = 5.35 x 103 g R Z e f f n*0 T^2,

where the radiation profile factor gR is calculated by

gR= ( 2 n / A ) / * [ n 2 ( r ) T 1 / 2 ( r ) / ( n T 1 / 2 ) ] r d r = (8/7) (3/2) 1 /2 = 1.40.R p o o 0

The total power loss due to radiation is

% = <%> Vp = 7.49 x 103 Zeff nf0 Ti/2 Vp.

The ohmic power density is Pj2 = Tl(j j )
2 + j g 2 ) » where n is

the Spitzer classical resistivity corrected for trapped particle effects

n = 0.51 m l / 2 e2 Y Y in A / [32 (2ir T ) 3 / 2 ]

=1.66 x IG"9 Yneo Y± In A / Te3/2.

For Te in keV, the Coulomb logarithm is given by

In A= 15.2 - (1/2) In (ne/1020) + In Te = 14

and Yi is a factor which accounts for the presence of impurities
Y±= 0.580 Zeff + 0.773 Zeff / (0.840 + Zeff).

The local neoclassical resistivity enhancement factor (at
low collisionality v * < 1) is approximated by

^neo = t1 ~ (r/R0)1/2r2.

Note: the electron collisionality is

ve* = velqR0/ [ve(r/R0)3/2]=4.90 x 10~2̂  ne In A Zeff q RQ5/2 / (Tg2 r3/2) ,

which, at the plasma edge, becomes

ve*£6.86 x 10~3 n2Q Zeff qa RQ / (T2 e3/2).
The average ohmic power density is calculated neglecting

the poloidal current contribution (this can be a strong, but conservative
assumption, for a spherical torus equilibrium)

<P^> = <n (ĵ 2 + je2) > = <n jp2>,
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where the average current density is given in terms of the total plasma
current by j = I / A and

jp(r) = (5/2) (Ip/Ap) (1 -r2/a2)3/2.

The current density on axis is

jp (0) = [5B0/ (y0R0qc)] [ (1 + K2) / (2K) ] = [2 BQ / no RQ qQ) ] [ (1 + K2)/(2 K) ] ,

where q = 2 qc/5 is the safety factor on axis for the assumed profiles. Hence,
the average ohmic power density can be written in the form

<V s ^s <T> gfi §neo
where rig (T) is the Spitzer classical resistivity evaluated at the density-
weighted average temperature

TIS (T) = 1.66 x 1(T9 YI In A / T3/2 = 2.33 x 10~8 Y± / T3/2>
the ohmic power profile factor is

gn=(25/3) (2/3)1/2 a~2 /** (1 - r2/a2)3/2 r d r = (5/3) (2/3) 1/2 = 1 . 36,
and the neoclassical resistivity enhancement factor is

r> d -r2/a2)3/2 r d r ] / [/** (1 -r^a2)3/- r d r] .
A rough approximation, in the parameters range of interest, is

given by

t1 - °'767 (/K e
Finally, the total ohmic power is given by

Wß=<Pß> Vp - ̂ s (T) eu gneo Vp (Ip/Ap)2 = RpIp2,
where the plasma resistance is defined by

Rp = 3.17 x 10-8 Y. gneo Vp/(T3/2 Ap2).

The plasma parameters operating space is shown in Fig. 3
for the prototype experiment. The ohmic equilibrium contour corresponds to
a steady-state solution of the global power balance equation when no
auxiliary power (WA= 0) is added. The plasma temperature in this case,
assuming Ze^£ = 2, is T s 0.41 keV. One verifies that, for a plasma density
near the lower Murakami-Hugill limit, 3= 0.0805 n T/B2 reaches the
critical value given by the Troyon scaling law.
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Fig. 3. Steady-state contours in plasma parameters operating space for the
PROTO-ETA device.

Fig. 3 shows., also, auxiliary power contours for WA = 1 and
2 MW. Additional heating opens the possibility of operation at lower densities
or at g values above the Troyon limit. The most sucessful technique for
auxiliary heating of tokamak plasmas has been the injection of high-energy
neutral particles [9]. To ensure adequate heating of the plasma interior
it is necessary to preferentially deposite the particle beam energy in the
center of the plasma according to the criterion a/A ä 4, where A is the beam
trapping length
X=l/(n0oeff) =5.5 x 1017 Eb/ (Ab nQ Z^f f ) (0 < y< 1),
Ev is the energy of the neutral particles and A^ the atomic mass in amu.
Since the central density nQ = 2n, one can estimate the minimum energy
necessary to heat the center region

Eb > 91 Ab ZIff a n20 '
For the small size prototype experiment, a 20 keV beam

energy should suffice for adequate heating. Since this energy value is
above the critical energy Ec=14.8 AbTe/Ai2'3, the energetic ions will
preferentially heat the plasma electrons (for Te = 0.41 keV about 40% of
the injected particle energy is transfered to the ions [10]). Amajor effect
in the determination of the loss rate of energetic ions is the toroidal
field ripple, which must be kept at a minimum. This effect should be taken
in account in the design of the toroidal field coils.

In order to improve plasma performance, and possibly operate
in the H-mode of confinement, a divertor is being considered in the PROTO-
ETA device. The discharge should operate with a single null magnetic
configuration and the divertor plates will be located in a pumping chamber
in the lower part of the device. This configuration will permit the production
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of a broad current profile and the separation of the high impurity level
scrapeoff region from the current channel. Provision will be made for
biasing the toroidal divertor plates with respect to one another to test
current drive by DC-helicity injection [11]. This scheme, if demonstrated
for tokamaks, should lead to an efficient and simple current drive system,
where the power is derived from a relatively low voltage (200̂  300V) DC
source. Furthermore, the current drive efficiency by this method is not
limited by the plasma density, a feature which is particularly atractive for
tokamak reactor applications.

Another current drive scheme that should be tried employs
whistler waves with f-r-r, « f « fce> also known as lower hybrid current
drive (LHCD). One advantage of this scheme is that the whole wave energy can
be coupled to the electrons by an adequate choice of wave frequency. Also,
high power sources are readily available and very reliable, and the coupling
technology is well known and very efficient. On the other hand, from the
theory of RF current drive it is well known that the efficiency is proportional
to l/n t̂ and it has been observed experimentally to fall off with u>Df/<»).,e«
From preliminary ray tracing calculations it was found that the plasma centre
can only be accessed by waves with high nn (^ 4) and typical values of
u3 g/o^e are verY high (̂ 2), which would seriously hinder this current drive
scheme. A ray tracing study in a more realistic magnetic field geometry,
including paramagnetic effects, is underway to allow a better evaluation.

Table 1 summarizes the design parameters of the PROTO-ETA
device. The basic parameters are initially specified, allowing the calculation
of all plasma equilibrium parameters according to the physical constraints
presented in this work. Finally, the plasma performance parameters are
calculated assuming ohmic equilibrium (WA = 0) and operation at the density
limit (n„„ = n ) .
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TABLE 1. PARAMETERS OF THE PROTO-ETA DEVICE

BASIC PARAMETERS (INPUT)

- Inverse aspect ratio, e ....................................... 0.56
- Elongation, K ................................................. 1.80
- Triangularity, 8 ....................... j...................... 0.60
- Major toroidal radius, R.Q(m) .................................. 0.36
- On-axis toroidal induction, BQ(T) ............................. 0.65
- Edge-plasma safety factor, q ................................. 4.5
- Ion atomic mass number, A^ .................................... 1
- Effective ion charge, Z ff .................................... 2.0
PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM

- Toroidal plasma current, I (MA) ............................... 0.38
- Cylindrical safety factor, qc ................................. 2.0
- On-axis safety factor, q ..................................... 0.80
- Murakami-Hugill density limit, n^ (1020 m~3) .................. 1.3
-Troyon beta limit, ßc .......................................... 0.10
- Plasma inductance, L (uH) ..................................... 0.35
- Plasma volume, V (m3) ......................................... 0.52
- Plasma poloidal cross-sectional area, A (m2) .................. 0.23
- Plasma surface area, A„(m2) ................................... 3.6o

PLASMA PERFORMANCE (OHMIC EQUILIBRIUM, n2Q=nMH)

- Density-averaged plasma temperature, T(keV) ................... 0.41
- Ohmic power, Wfi(MW) ........................................... 2.7
- Radiated power, WR(kW) ........................................ 8.8
- Plasma energy, Q(kJ) .......................................... 14
- Energy confinement time, TE(ms) ............................... 5.0
- Plasma resistance, R (yŒ) ..................................... 18
- Equivalent flattop pulse duration, t (ms) ............. 24 (<f> =0.30 Wb)
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Abstract

The conceptual design of a small-scale tokamak TMR is presented. The
tentative parameter values are the aspect ratio A < 5, major radius
R = 0.55 m, toroidal magnetic field on axis Bo = 2.5T and toroidal current
Ip = 100 kA,. RF heating and current sustainment system techniques are
envisaged. Alfven wave heating is chosen as a main method for auxiliary
heating in TMR tokamak.

I. The Goal and the Problems
Alfven heating is chosen as a main method for additional

heating in the TMR tokamak. The TMR device is meant for study
ing the physics of heating and driving current generation by

— 14. — "îAlfven waves for fairly high parameters of ne-e10 ̂ cm Jt
Physical and technological tasks to "be solved by the TMR

device are:
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- developing a method for supplying HP power up to 2-3 MW into
a plasma;
- selection of optimal modes excited (m»n,tO ) and optimization
of antenna spectrum;
- studies of toroidal effects and finite ft influence on Alfven
wave generation and absorption (toroidal coupling of modes,
energy absorption at the periphery,etc);

_ -I / _-2- researches on Alfven heating physics for ne^ 10 "̂cm J and
attaining TQcd 1keV;
- researches of driving current generation efficiencies for
"plateau" ( ne(0)c^10 ̂ cnf̂ ) and "banana" regimes;
- noninductive sustainment of the tokamak current for
- studying the process controlling the energy input position and
the region of local driving current ( j (r) and Te(r) profile
variation) during a pulse and this control influence on the MHD
stability of a discharge and energy confinement;
- researches of nonlinear effects accompanying the Alfven heating.

2. TMR Design and its Principal Parameters
Realization of the above program imposes rather rigid re-

quirements both on the tokamak design and parameters and its
main supply and control systems. The principal plasma parameters
and required Bö ( P and I are calculated in sections below.

We have chosen the following principal parameters for TMH:
a = 12cm, R=55cm
B0max^2,5T, I^ 100kA - Stage 1

=i 5T» Ipnu«r 200kA ' Stage 2

3f1'id ?' = 2'4
^ 10 cm" '

2,OkeV - Stage 2
1%, '"p. =1*5ms, «"c*,,- =10-»20msc ftp= U2 MW - Stage 1
= 2*4 MW - Stage 2

The TMR complex consists of the following components:
the tokamak proper, including the vacuum system;
the poloidal field power supplies and control systems;
HP systems;
diagnostical means
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The electromagnetic system (Fig.1) consists of:
- the longitudinal magnetic field winding comprising 16 coils,
each of them made of a monolithic unit in a stainless steel casing;
- the inductor represented by a four-yoke iron magnet with
field winding;
- control field winding^comprising equilibrium and correcting
windings (Pig.2).

PCD,

FIG.l. Schematic view of the TMR tokamak and positions of the diagnostical
tools.

1. Inductor ferromagnetic core;2. Toroidal field coil;3î OH-induetor windings;4. PFW1- main vertical field windings, B_;5. PFW2- additional vertical field windings, B_;6. PPW3- horizontal field windings, BT z

FIG.2. Cross-section of inductor and poloidal field windings
in the TMR tokamak.
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At Stage 1, the toroidal field windings are fed by a 9 MJ
condenser bank. A modulator of a specific design enables us to
shape magnetic field pulses with BQs2,5T and'Ti — 0,1s and those
with BQ^4T and O^ <^> 0,03s (Fig.3). At Stage 2 feeding from the
electrical network is provided to generate pulses with BQ^ 5T
and <"£--/1s.

The vacuum discharge chamber is made of stainless steel.
The chamber has 14 ports with three branch-pipes (two vertical
pipes and a horizontal one).

Horizontal branch-pipes are supplied to introduce HF antennas
while vertical ones are meant for diagnostic purposes.

FIG.3. TMR discharge scenario.

3« Basic Regimes
3.1 . Ohmic Heating Regimes

Stage 1. For I =100kA, BQ=1,8T, q1=2,4, <n> =1,1014cm"3 within
an assumption of parabolic distribution in n and T, when using
various scaling for the energy life time in the case of re-
sistive heating [_1] , one should expect ̂ r T > =l60*190e? and
t^ £ =7-»10ms^the ohmic heating power being POH=:0,2-0,3MW.

Stage 2.For I =200kA, BQ=5T, q-|=3»3, n =1» 101̂ cm~^, the estimates
yield <Te> =250+350eV,Hue =5, 5+11ms, PQH=0,3->0,5MW.
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3.2. Additional Heating Regimes
The estimations of plasma parameters in L and H regimes for

Alfven heating are given below obtained at &*&\% on the basis of Gold*
stone scaling fl~] f or T^j it should be noted that for H regime,
this scaling has been used with the factor of 2. The values of

1 3 -3are given for * n;> =5 '10 •'cm .
Stage 1. I =100kA, P=2MW, BQ=2*2,5T

L-regime ?<-n]?c> a 5-101 eV- cm"3, ̂  Te>~j 0,SkeV
H-regimeî<nTc> d 9 -10l6eV, cm"3, ^ Tg> d 1, 4keV

Stage 2. I =200 kA, P= 4 MW, B = 4*5 T——"——— p Q-y oI~regime ; ̂ nT_> -± 1.3 «• 10 ' cm-', ̂ T^^akeV———"*—— e 7 .47 T e
H-regime ; <-nT>cr! 2, 6 * 10 ' eV cm J, ^ T>^ 4 fceVl̂ ™"*™"""""""'̂ *̂ ™*̂  C 6Peak values of average densities expected are~ïT „ =(0,7fl,8)

or\ T C3O 7 maxlO^m"-3 for B =2T and "n̂ âd, 8f4,5) TO^m J for B = 5T. Upper
and lower values of densities correspond to Murakami limits:
M= 0,2 (gettered wall) and M =0,5 (additional cleaning of the
chamber by a glow discharge and programmed gas filling) [ 2J .

3.3 Driving Current Generation Regime
Driving current magnitude estimations for absorbed HP powers

may be obtained from the formula taken from Ref.

Temperature evaluations may be derived from the energy balance
equation using Alcator and Goldstone scalings for ̂ C£ . For the
local power input at the half-length of the radius and for PA1MW,
Mi= 2* Zeff. 2' X = Vph/VTe - °»2' ? U,Zi)̂  4, we obtain
the following estimation for the driving current:

with the Goldstone scaling used, and:

for the Alcator scaling.
It follows from these relations that in order to generate a

current of the order of Ohmic one (Inu= 0» 1 MA.) at the plasma den_ on —3 19 —3sity n = lO m J, 2-4 MW of power is required. For n=3»10 3m J ,
both scalings yield about 1 MÏV of the power are required.
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4. HP Heating and Current Sustainment Systems
In order to find an optimal spatial spectrum of the fields ge-

nerated by antennas (the fields which allow to realize tho regimes
with HP power absorption both in the central part of a plasma co-
lumn and at the periphery, to control the driving current profiles),
antenna impedance computations are performed using unidimensional
MHD and kinetic codes and by means of a two-dimensional kinetic
code, as well.

It has been found that for heating and driving current gene -
rating at the plasma column periphery, it is preferable to induce
modes with small N =1,2, M= 1, However, for heating at the central
part, this regime does not appear to be optimal and one needs to
generate the M=-1, N=-(4~6) modes.

In discharges with the central part heating a fairly "high" pu-
rity of the spatial spectrum should be ensured and travelling HP
waves should be used, otherwise, a significant part of the HP power
will be absorbed at the plasma periphery.

The choice of the M=-1, U=-4 mode for plasma heating is also
due to the fact that (as impedance versus Alfven resonance zone po-
sition curves have shown) on generating this mode, as a result of
small variations in the HP field frequency, one can efficiently
realize the scenario of the discharge moving the energy input zone
location from the axial region of the plasma column up to -the peri-
phery Pig.4 • It should be noted that such conditions exist during
significant changes in the discharge parameters: ne, q, BQ.

0 0.1 O.I 6»3

Impedance versus the Alfven resonance no -azone location one: B = 2 T, n(o) =3 10 Jcm ,
q(a) » 3.7, Hg

FIG.4.
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At the first stage of operations on the TMR device modular poloi-
dal antennas will be used which will be introduced into the chamber
through eight horizontal branch-pipes. Such an arrangement allows
us to ensure a fairly convenient spectral. content of the HP fields
generated. As a result of phasing the currents in antenna elements
and due to the choice of their locations we managed to reduce the
amplitudes of harmonica with M=1, UT= 1-4 to the value which is
less than 1$ of the main M=-1, N=-4 harmonic amplitude.

Each antenna module has four radiating elements made of stain-
less steel coated with Cu (100wi) and TiN (6u ) layers. The anten-
nas have slitted screens. On introducing the P^2MW power into the
plasma, the current in the antenna is equal to Iĉ 1,4kA and the in-
put voltage uvrj is nearly 6 kV ( rf = 6MC).

The tetraphase HP generator is assembled on GI-26A triodes ac-
cording to the independent generation circiut. In the driving
generator, means for controlling the output signal frequency (ûé/£
-= ± 0,2) and amplitudes are provided, the control being accomp-
lished via the HP-TMR control system during a discharge.

The HF-TMR control system is a microprocessor real-time system
to control variations in frequencies, phase shifts and HP field
amplitudes during a discharge. The HP-TMR control system is de-
signated for conducting experiments on:
-stabilization of the spatial position of the Alfven wave trans-
formation zone when nß(r), Te(r) and JBQ parameters undergo variat-
ions ;

- scanning the Alfven wave transformation zone;
- scanning the driving current generation zone in order to
shape a desirable current profile, dàïiv r̂' t).

The HP generator is fed by modulators consisting of long L - C
lines and step-up transformers.

The two main operation modes are:
output = 4° kV' W= 5°° kj' ^ = 10 ms'

2- 17 max. output . 20 kV, Wmax = 5°° kj* * 5° ms'

5. Poloidal Field and Plasma Current Control System
(CPPT -TMR)

CPPT-TMR is a relay adaptive system for controlling the plasma
column position and current values in the plasma.

CPPT-TMR consists of the following subsystems:
- power supply of poloidal field and ohmic heating windings
(capacitor banks or industrial electricity, 30 MVA);
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- fast thyristor (12kA, 1kV) and two transistors (1kA, 0,5 kA,
0,3kV) three-position switch, units for the poloidal windings;

- thyristor (l6kA, 1kV) three-position switch units for trans-
former ohmic heating windings;

- fast magnetic data acquisition (16 channels and data transmis-
sion via the Fiber Optic link) ;

- special multiprocessor unit for real time processing of magne-
tic and plasma data (<'n>&J, <"T>&)), and to transmit output
data via the Fiber Optic link to the thyristor and transis-
tors switches«

CPPT-TMR allows us to ensure the longitudinal current generation,
build-up and sustainment in the TMR plasma according to the preset
program for cPp/c(f«2 MA/s, I ̂  200kA, t £ 0,2s, j^ 1,5 and the co-
lumn displacement AR=* 3mm during the whole discharge.

The basic computational course of the THE discharge is shown in
Pig. 3 . Design and function characteristics of CPPT-TMR allow us to
perform researches both with the plasma HP heating and the driving
current generation. CPPT-TMR is designed and produced in Sukhumi
Institute of Physics and Technology and in Institute of Cybernetics
of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences.

6. Diagnostical System and Experimental Data Processing
The following diagnostical tools will be employed in the expe-

riments: UHF (microfrequency) interferometer and HOT laser n.(r);0
Thomson scattering, rubin laser T (r); five-channel analyser forc*neutral TjXo); second harmonics radiation 2i«JCe^Te(r); soft- X-ray
measurements T (o); resonance fluorescence method n.; pyroelectri-
cal detectors Eya^Cr); Langmuir probes, Te,ne, scrape off layer;
electrotechnical measurement s (Rogowsky belts, J • tL, multicoil
probes, a diamagnetic coil, j , m,n, loop winding); spectroscopy
in visible light.

Diagnostical data acquisition and primary processing is accomp-
lished by the measurement-computation control system of TMR (MCCS-
TMR).MCCS-TMR is a three-level control system; it allows us to operate
during the discharge real time and the real-time pause between the
discharges. MCCS-TMR performs: measurements, data acquisition, data
processing; the TMR device control; the discharge real-time control
of the plasma current, the plasma column position, the driving cur-
rent generation zone location and the HP heating zone position; the
data communication between the operating boards of the experimenters
through the local computational network; processing, storage and
presentation of experimental results.
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Abstract

Recent progress in the development of Li-activated charge-exchange
spectroscopy for diagnostics of tokamak edge plasmas is described. The status
of a proof-of-principle study for Li-CVS at the TEXTOR tokamak at KFA (Jülich,
FRG) is lined out.

1 . Li-CXS/Review

The scheme in fig. 1 presents the already known applicabilities of
lithium beam-activated plasma diagnostics. These methods rely on
either impact excitation or offering of an electron for capture by
lithium atoms injected into a. plasma of interest.
Considering at first impact excitation of injected Li atoms, such
processes permit the measurement of electron density, magnetic
fields and electron temperature along the Li beam path.
Corresponding to the region of prior interest, the injection
energy can be chosen accordingly. One may apply either slow Li beams
from heated ovens, moderately fast (some eU) beams produced by laser
ablation or fast (above keV) beams generated by charge exchange /1/.
Of special interest is electron capture from injected Li atoms
into hydrogen or impurity ions residing in the plasma, which in
turn form excited species, since the capture takes place exclusively
into excited states. This has been investigated e.g. for protons /2/,
He2+ (cf. also figs. 2a, b from /3/) and heavier impurity ions
(C^+, Oq+, /4/). A general account of electron capture from Li
by impurities in view to their density measurement by means of
Li-CXS (Li-activated charge exchange spectroscopy) has recently
been presented /5/.
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plasma parameter signal excitation process

electron density

magnetic field distrib.

electron temperature

Lil 670.8 nm electron impact excitation

Lil splitting electron impact excitation

LU + CI +HeI injection of other species + LIF

density of impurity ions uv and visible electron capture into excited states
,...) line radiation

hydrogen ion density

ion temperature

ion drift velocity

local electric field

Ha 656.3 nm

line profiles

Doppler shift

Lil (forbidden
transitions)

electron capture into H(n=3)

electron capture

electron capture

electron impact excitation + LIF

Fig. 1: A schematics! list of Li-activated plasma diagnostic
applicabilities
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Cross sections for electron capture in He^+-Li collisions, from réf. /3/.
(a) Comparison of measured ana calculated He+(n) population cross sections.
(b) Comparison of measured and calculated HBll(468,6 nm) emission cross

sections.

2. Recent measurements at TEXTOR

The feasibility of electron density measurement by means of in-
jected Li beam/impact excitation has been demonstrated since long /6/,
However, for application of Li-CXS the requirements on the injected
Li beam are considerably larger concerning the beam equivalent
current density /?/. Recently, first attempts have been made to
demonstrate the feasibility of Li-CXS at the tokamak experiment
TEXTOR at KFA Jülich /8/. Fig. 3 shows an example, where a 15 keU
Li beam has been injected into the TEXTOR plasma, with the equi-
valent neutral beam current being of the order of 1 mA only.
Nevertheless, a charge exchange signal due to electron capture by
E from injected Li atoms is clearly visible.
At present, these experiments are carried on with much higher
neutral currents of approximately 10 mA, for which a much better
signal/noise ratio for the CX line radiation can be expected /?/.

3. Data base for beam attenuation studies

We have used very simple models to calculate the attenuation
of Li ground state atom intensity along the injected Li beam,
considering either Li ground state atoms and ions only, or Li(2p)
as an intermediate third state /5/. However, it has became apparent
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Fig. 3: USB of a pulsed Li beam for measuring electron density
("Li-I") as well as C5+ density {"C 5 +") in the edge
region of the TEXTUR tokamak, KFA Julien /8/.

The edge region has been scanned by using an oscillating

mirror in the observation path from the Li beam within
the plasma edge toward the optical spectrometer.

Also shown is a monitor signal for the Li beam intensity.

The signals increase rapidly for smaller minor radius
because of increasing plasma and impurity ion density,

but decrease still further inside because of both Li beam
attenuation and vignetting of the observation system.

that such a treatment is too simplef since one must not neglect
the important role of relatively long-lived intermediate excited

Li states, which are relatively easily further excited or ionised

by both electron impact and electron capture.

Therefore we have set out to perform Li beam attenuation calculations
by considering up to 10 states, cf. fig. 4, with the following

goals in mind.
Collection of all relevant data for cross sections of importance

for Li beam attenuation (cf. fig. 4), and calculation of corre-

sponding reaction rate coefficients.

Use of these data base for attenuation calculations, by assuming

particular plasma profiles.
Evaluation of the necessary minimum number of Li states for reliable

attenuation calculations as obtained by comparison from appropriate

measurements.

Eventual inclusion of model impurity species for considering the

importance of these for Li beam attenuation.
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Li(3p)

Li(2p)

Li(4d)
Li(3d)

Li(4f)

Li(2s)

10 - state attenuation model

Li(n,0 2 < n < 4

* e~ - impact excitation/deexcitation

* e" - impact ionization

* radiative decay

* H - impact excitation/deexcitation

* H+ - ionization

* H+ - capture

Fig . 4: Schematical list of Li states ( t o p ) and collisional reactions
( b o t t o m ) considered for advanced Li beam a t tenua t ion
calcula t ions .

In its f ina l state this a t t enua t ion study should provide us wi th
a reliable method to evaluate prof i les of plasma parameters as
dens i ty , t empera tu re and impur i t y charge state f rac t ion even in
the plasma regions where the Li beam is already strongly a t t enua t ed .

In conclus ion, the already acqui red experience wi th Li beam-ac t iva ted
plasma diagnostics shows the great promise of these novel diagnostic
methods for measur ing a ra ther complete set of data for magne t i ca l ly
conf ined fus ion plasmas, wh ich are of great value for a still bet ter
unders tand ing of such exper iments .
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Abstract

A diagnostic technique for the measurement of the energy of fast
charge-exchange atoms from magnetically confined plasma is presented. The
constructive details and its preliminary test on the stand of the
time-of-flight analyzer (TOFAN) are described. The analyzer is proposed for
the determination of the ion temperature on the CASTOR tokamak and for the
ions energy specturm resolution at the scrape-off layer of the T-15 tokamak.

INTRODUCTION

The energy analysis of fast charge exchange atoms from plasma
represents a widespread method for determination of the distribi-
tion function of plasma ions in tokamaks /!/. However, a commonly
used method (i.e. a conversion of the neutral flux to the ion one
in a stripping cell and subsequent energy analysis of the ions /2/)
is generally suitable for energies of atoms greater than 1 keV. In
the lower energy range, the sensitivity of the standard analyzers
rapidly drops with energy and moreover, a large uncertainity in
absolute calibration appears, espectially below 100 eV. Therefore,
such analyzers are less suitable for small devices with the central
ion temperature in the range of hundreds electronvolts, where a
direct time-of-flight analysis of neutral fluxes in the energy
range from 20 to 1000 eV seems to be more convenient.

Basic idea is rather straitforward: a neutral flux from plasma
is at first mechanically chopped to short bunches and after a
sufficiently long flight path through a drift tube is registered
by a secondary-emission-type detector. The form of the detector
output signal can be simply linked to the energy spectrum of
neutrals. The shutter opening time (microseconds) should be suffi-
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ciently shorter than the flight time of the particles through the
drift tube (tens of microseconds) to get reasonable energy resolu-
tion of the analyzer.

The described time-of-flight analyzer (TOFAN) is proposed
for determination of the central ion temperature on the CASTOR
tokamak /3/ and for the monitoring of energy resolved particle
fluxes from the plasma edge in T-15 tokamak. The similar analyzers have
already been installed on PIT /4/, ASDEX /5/ and TORTUR /6/ to-
kamaks for the same reasons.

We report here some construction details of the TOFAN
(described also in /7/) and its preliminary test on the stand
by an auxiliary ion gun.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF TOFAN
The two basic parts of the time-of-flight analyzer, i.e.

the chopper system and detector, are seen in Fig. 1, showing
an experimental arrangement for preliminary test as well.

TO SCOPE

-3,3 kV
-3,7 kV

J r:i 1

HUtriPllER

C Y L I N D E R

«KF

V
i l O V

C H O P P E D BEAM

T A R G E T /

DEI ECTOR

CtS IN

PIG DISCHARGE

Fig. 1 Schematic arrangement for the test of the TOFAN by a
particle beam. The ion gun is shown in Fig. 5 in more
details, L = l m; L DET = 0.36 m.

+ CHOPPER SYSTEM +
The energetic particles from an ion source (or tokamak

plasma) pass at first to a rotating chopper disc. The chopper
(the stainless steel disc of thickness 0.3 mm) has 60 equally
spaced slits of 22 mm length and 0.4 mm width, mechanically
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cutted at a 80 mm radius. The chopper disc is driven by an
asynchronous motor of a gyroscope, modified for operation under
high vacuum conditions. Its short-circuited rotor turns inside
the vacuum chamber on the two standard bearings, coated by a mo-
lybdenum power before installation. The stator winding is at
the atmospheric pressure, separated from the rotating part by a
thin (0.3 mm) stainless steel wall. The stator winding is supp-
lied by a three phase generator, which frequency can be control-
led in the range of 300 - 400 Hz. There is another slit 0.25x20 mm
directly behind the disc, which acts as a vacuum break between
the source of analyzed particles and drift tube. Moreover, the
width of the fixed slit defines the form of the instrumental
(shutter) function of the copper system. The vacuum chamber of
the chopper system can be differentially pumped, if necessary.

Such arrangement, however, doesn t allow a continuous opera-
tion of the motor due to the overheating of the stator winding.
Therefore, a cyclic operating scenario is proposed for operation
under tokamak discharge conditions, see Fig. 2. The chopper disc
can reach the operation speed (20 000 rpm) in about 3 min. The
temperature of the stator winding starts to increase at that time up
to 60 ° due to the power losses in the stator winding. After a
tokamak shot, the power supply is switched off and the speed of
the disc starts to decrease with the rate of about 1000 rpm

20000-

10 000

Fig. 2 The cyclic scenario of the chopper system operation
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per minute. Under high vacuum conditions, the rate of decrease
of rotations is determined namely by the quality of bearings and
it can be used as a measure to controll them. However, another
switching on of the power supply leads to a rapid increase of
the speed of rotations. In principle, the time interval between
the subsequent power on regimes can be shortened by an air cooling
of the stator windings.

+ DETECTOR+
The particle detector arrangement is similar to that used

in /4/. The particle flux impacts an aluminium disc, approx.
90 mm o.d., emitting secondary electrons (or may be negative ions
/5/, which are accelerated through an extraction hole in the shie-
lding cylinder up to energy 400 eV. The secondary particles are
registered by an off-axis electron multiplier. The local electric
field shaping near the target surface, which is necessary for an
efficient collection of secondary particles is reached by tit-
ling of the Al-target (15 ° with respect to the axis of the mul-
tiplier) and by possibility to apply a low voltage between the
target and shielding cylinder. The typical potentials of the va-
rious detector elements are indicated in Fig. 1.

Preliminary test of the TOFAN
The TOFAN assembly was tested by the ion beam from PIG-dis-

charge /8/. The ion beam with an energy E travels at first through
the chopper system, see Fig. 1. Than after the flight path L, the
ions are accelerated by the potential of the detector cylinder
eLI + E and hit the target.

The typical mass-composition of the ion beam, using the
air as a working gas, is presented in Fig. 3. Some characteristic
mass-numbers of the PIG-discharge as H|, OH+, N^, Ojt' C0? can be

simply identified. The similar mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 4
for another discharge conditions and hydrogen as the filling gas.
Beside of OH and N ions, one can resolve three hydrogen compo-
nents H, , H? , H-,.

However, thre are at least two peaks (at t = 3,5 and 16 us),
which can not be simply identified. The flight times and ampli-
tudes of this two peaks remain unchanged after application of the
potential on the deflection plates (also shown in Fig. 1) and
their position is independent on the extraction voltage of the
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Fig. 3 The mass spectrum of the beam from PIG-discharge, using
air as a working gas.

H Y D R O G E N ; E,'1SO »V

W I T H O U T D E F L E C T I O N

Fig. 4 The mass spectrum of the beam from PIG-discharge, using
hydrogen as a working gas,
a) without the deflection voltage
b) the deflection voltage is applied.

ion source. Consequently, this peaks are identified as neutral
particles created just inside the ion gun. Taking into account
the total flight path L , . + L, the E/M ratio of the first peak
gives for energy of neutrals an unreasonable high value with
respect to the anode-cathode voltage of the ion source, when
M = 2 is assumed. Therefore, the first peak is supposed to be
the atomic hydrogen. Assuming now that the neutrals from the se-
cond peak have the same energy, we can estimate their mass-number
in the range of M = 16 - 20. However, more precise identification
of the neutral peaks needs the longer flight path.
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Note that the width of an individual ion peak well corres-
ponds to the form of the shutter function (shown by dotted line
in Fig. 5), whereas the width of the neutral peaks is noticeably
broader. It indicates that the ion component can be assumed as
monoenergetic, while the neutrals should have substantially broa-
der energy distribution.

G A S I N L E T

b)

Fig. 5 a) Schematic arrangement of the PIG-discharge.
Formation of the neutral beam with energy e.U. is
indicated.
b) Distribution of the potential along the axis of the
PIG-discharge (schematically).

The proposed mechanism of the fast neutral generation inside
the PIG-discharge is schematically shown in Fig. 5. The positive
ions from the anode plasma column strike the gas-covered cathode
surface. Some secondary negative ions are produced and accelerated
back towards the anode up to the energy eU.. There, due to colli-
sions they can loss the electron and travel through the extracti-
on hole out from the discharge region as fast neutrals. Such me-
chanism requires for neutrals to be particles with an affinity
to electron, i.e. they should exist as negative ions. Earlier /8/,
we have identified the negative ions H7, 07 and OH~ in the beam
extracted from PIG-discharge, which were produced by this mechanism.
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SUMMARY
The described preliminary test demonstrates that the develo-

ped time-of-flight analyzer works approprietly. From the construc-
tion point of view, the open question is still the life-time of
the copper system bearings. Up to now, the bearings were in opera-
tion more than one hunderd hours without any noticeable drop of
their quality. Such time interval is sufficient for managing of
the preliminary measurements of energy resolved neutral flux from
the CASTOR tokamak plasma, which are planned to start in the near
future. However, before the instalation of TOFAN on the tokamak,
the absolute calibration of the detector should be performed.
Namely, the secondary emission coefficient for the Al-target has
to be determined for correct evaluation of the energy spectrum.
Such calibration procedure is now underway.
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Abstract

The edge plasma density versus plasma radius function of the MT-1 tokamak
plasma is measured by a new laser blow-off method. Thin film of sodium
evaporated on glass substrate is blowed off by a Q-switched ruby laser pulse.
The enhanced shortening of the pulse of neutrals was observed along the beam
propagation toward the plasma center by measuring the resonance light
intensity of atoms excited by the plasma electrons.

The density of the plasma is calculated from the measured exponential
time decay of the blow-off light pulse without any further calibrating
measurement.

The measured density distribution of the edge plasma can be fairly well
described by parabolical function of the plasma radius innerside near to the
limiter radius in consonance with the result of the microwave interferometer
measurement.

The transport of sodium atoms injected into the plasma using laser
blow-off method and that of the intrinsic impurities using deposition probes
are investigated.

The result of the investigations shows a slight toroidal asymmetry of the
fluxes and a similar exponential decay length for fluxes of every kind of
particles. The transport process for the intrinsic and nonintrinsic
impurities seems to be similar to that of the plasma ions.

Measurement of the intensity of the impurity atomic line in the
instrumented limited chamber is used for the determination of the impurity
containment time. Using the scaling law for the impurity containment time the

can be determined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the edge plasma parameters is emphasized
several times in the recent literature as these parameters
determine the bulk plasma behaviour decisively. Therefore the
edge plasma is investigated extensively nowadays.

The edge plasma physical processes can be investigated even
in the case of small size tokamak. Therefore we decided to
make measurements in the edge plasma on the MT-1 tokamak
using nonintrinsic impurity injection by laser blow-off
method, instrumented r a i l l i m i t e r , v i s i b l e multichannel
spectroscopy, deposition probes and nuclear a n a l i t i c a l
methods.

The Mt-1 tokamak is a small size research tokamak, with
restricted number of accesses. The main characteristics of
the tokamak as follows: Ro = 40cm a = 9cm B t=1 T 'max1135** Tne

discharge duration r=9msec.

2. EDGE PLASMA DENSITY DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT

One of the most important edge plasma parameters is the
density versus plasma radius distribution which is measured
besides Langmuir probes by laser blow-off methods.

The Langmuir probe measurements have the usual interpretation
d i f f i c u l t i e s and they disturb the plasma state appreciably.
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All the previous laser blow-off experiment share the same
complication. Namely the blow-off particle density decreases
with decreasing plasma radius because of the ionization by
plasma electrons. The plasma density can be determined if
the intensity of the resonance l i g h t is measured and the
decrease of the blow-off particles is taken into account or
it is measured in a separate measurement [1.2].

In our measurements the decrease of the number of blow-
off neutral particles is directly used to determine the
electron density in the edge region of the tokamak plasma.

2.1. PRINCIPLE OF THE MEASUREMENT

In the laser blow-off process bursts of different particles
are produced w i t h given v e l o c i t y distributions and centre of
mass v e l o c i t i e s of the different p a r t i c l e bursts. Among these
particles only the neutrals penetrate into the plasma in
r a d i a l direction through the magnetic f i e l d of the tokamak.
The neutrals are excited by the tokamak plasma electrons and
they emit - for instance - resonance l i g h t . The intensity of
the resonance l i g h t is

l(r,t)=ne(r).n(r,t).<ae.ve>.V.Q/(4iT) (1)

where ne(r), n(r,t) and <oeve> are the density of plasma
electrons, that of the blow-off neutrals and the electron
v e l o c i t y (ve) averaged excitation cross-section (ae). r is
the plasma radius. V and ft are the volume and the s o l i d angle
of the observation respectively.
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The fast time dependence of the resonance l i g h t pulse is used
for the determination of the density tn the method used in
our measurement.

The space and time dependence of the number of atoms per
volume element and velocity interval (<3vj i.e. the density
(f(x,t;vj) of the atoms of velocity (v) of the burst created
in the laser blow off process is described by the f o l l o w i n g
equat i on :

[a/ôt + v.d/ôx]f(x,t; v)=-«7j.ve>.ne(x).f(x,t;v), (2)

the solution of which is given as
x +K

f (x,t; v)=t°.B(v) ,exp(-1/v. j<o-j .ve>.ne(x) .dx). 1 im ]exp{ i I [t-x/v] }dl (3)

O -K

where the x coordinate is counted from the laser blow-off
atom source in the radial direction. <a,.ve> is the velocity
averaged ionization cross-sect i on . As is w e l l known the
independence of the cross-section on the temperature of the
plasma can be supposed in the temperature range (10-10O eV)
of the edge plasma [3], t° is a constant and B(v) is the
velocity distribution of the blow-off atoms. The density of
atoms can be got after integration on the velocity (v) i.e.

n(x, tj =t°.B(x/t) . x/ta.exp(-t/x. <0j . ve>.ne(x) .dx} . (4)
0

The v e l o c i t y distribution function can be expressed by the
temporal function of the n(xo,t) density of atoms at the xo
position as

B(x0/t)=n(x0, t) .te/{t°.x0} (5)
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*o

where

expl -t/x0. J <a, ve> ,ne.dx }=1 (6)
0

is supposed. The l i g h t intensity of the pulse can be
expressed as follows

x
(x,t)=ne(x) .gix) .n(Xo,t) .x/Xo.expL-t/x. <a, .ve>.ne(x),dx] .V.ft/(4.TT) (7)

o

We also suppose that the function g(x)=<ae.ve> does not
depend on the electron temperature [3]( Sobelman et. al. 1981 )

If the measurement is performed by multichannel device
observing the l i g h t i n t e n s i t y at (x,,x,+j) intervals, the
ratio of the signal of two consecutive channels can be given
as

(8)

where
x. +1 x,

Mj +1 , i=<0j . ve>. (1/x, +1 . |ne(x) . dx-l/x, . jne(x) .dx]o o

M,+}(| can be got as the the result of fitting procedure
i.e. «t is the result of the measurement. Namely C(x l +^,x, )
does not depend on time therefore M,+i j can be
determined from the measured time dependence of the function
I (x , 4. i , t ) / 1 (x , , t ) . If Dx = x l 4.i -xj is far smaller than x,
then the mean density of the plasma in the Xj+j ,Xj interval
can be given as

ne(x,)=1/Dx. j ne(x) .dx=M, +1 t , ve>.x,/Dx
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The mean va l u e of the ionization cross-section can be
calculated using the Sobe Iman- Va i nste i n-Lotz ' s semi emp i r i ca I
formu le [4J( Sobelman et. al. 1981 ) w i t h r e l i a b l e sma II error
and the density d i s t r i b u t i o n ne(x) can be determined in one
tokamak shot without any c a l i b r a t i o n .

2. a. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The scheme of the experimental set-up mounted on the MT- 1
tokamak (R = 4O cm, a = 9 cm, 8-^ = 1 , O T and Imax -^5 kA) can be
seen in F i g . 1 .

RAIL LIMITER

APERTURE LIMITER

BLOW OFF

'OBSERVATION PORT

Fig.l. Schematics! view of the MTt tokamak horizontal cros-
section.

The laser blow-off assembly (CH) is mounted on the lower port
of the tokamak. This is a vacuum vessel pumped separately and
it is separated from the tokamak by the v a l v e (V). This
chamber contains the blow-off target.

A circular glass plate is fastened to the axis of the
stepping motor (SM). This motor rotates the glass plate by a
small angle between tokamak shots under computer control. The
sodiurn f i l m on the glass plate from the tokamak side is
evaporated in situ from the Na source. The t i g h t of the O-
switched ruby laser is focused on the f i l m by the lens (Li).
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Trie properties of t h i s blow-off plasma were described in ci
recent paper [5](Bakos et . a l . 1987), The blow-off particles
procède in the di r e c t i o n of the tokamak centre. The distance
of the blow-off target to the plasma edge is 65 cm. The Na D
resonance l i g h t excited by the tokamaK plasma electrons are
observed in about 2 cm range along the path of the blow-off
neutrals by an optical arrangement through the side port of
the tokamak using a seven channel photomu11 i p l i er array. The
observed region of the f l i g h t of the particles is imaged by
the lens (L2) to the entrance s l i t of the monochromator (M)
which selects the Na D l i n e . M u l tichannel fiber optics (F) is
placed on the e x i t s l i t of the monochromator which guides the
l i g h t o r i g i n a t i n g from different places of the entrance s l i t
to different photomul t i p l i ers (PMS) .

PMS

Fig.2. Experimental set-up. CH : Chamber for in-situ
evaporation of the blow-off target containing
evaporation source (NS) , substrate disK , stepping
motor (SM) and valve (V). L1 : laser beam focusing
lens, L2 : l i g h t collecting lens , M : monochromator,
F : multichannel fiberoptics , PMS photomul11pl iers
observing different spatial sections of the blow-
off beam.
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The signals of the photomul t i pi iers are d i g i t i z e d
every 4 psec. The results are stored in the memory of the
Camac data a c q u i s i t i o n system using i n t e l l i g e n t crate
controller. At the end of the tokamak pulse all the data are
transferred to the TPA 1148 computer for further data
handling and storage.

The tokamak plasma was l i m i t e d to the radius a=7,5 cm
by an adjustable r a i l limiter. The geometry of the aperture
l i m i t e r (a=9 cm) and the r a i l l i m i t e r can be seen in Fig.1.

3. 3. RESULT OF THE MEASUREMENT

The result of a measurement i.e. the signals of the seven
channels which are registered in one laser blow-off shot can
be seen in Fig.3. The laser is fired 3 msec after the

Haul

6.

3.1 3.2 t [msec]

Fig 3. Photomu111pti er signals taken simultaneously in one
toKamak shot. The spatial distance between adjacent
channels is O.3 cm.
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beginning. of the tokamak shot. (The pulse of the third
channel is d i g i t i z e d w i t h the speed of 1 MHz as an
exception.) The toroidal f i e l d is 1 T in this case. The
maxima of the pulses of the different channels are about 25
psec after the time of the ruby laser f i r i n g . This
corresponds to the v e l o c i t y 2,8. 106 cm/sec taking into
account the distance of the blow-off target from the volume
of the observation. No difference in the arrival time of
particles can be observed at the different channels because
of the high speed of propagation of particles and the small
distances (about Dx=0.3 cm) between the channels. The
duration of the pulse is about 150 psec at the channel No 2
which is the furthest from the tokamak centre. The shortening
of the pulses of the photomu 1 1 i pi i ers in the consecutive
channels is clearly seen in Fig. 3. We suppose that this
shortening is simply because slower particles have a shorter
mean free path in the plasma. The time axis in fact
correspond to an atom velocity axis. From the ratio of the
channels the density can be derived without any further
supposition on the velocity distribution of the blow-off
particles. This is just explained in Section 2, Using the
procedure formulated in Section I the electron density versus
plasma radius function can be calculated. The result of the
c a l c u l a t i o n can be seen in Fig. 4. The dots w i t h the error
bars are the mean values of the density with the calculated
experimental errors using the data of many shots. The curve
visualizes the commonly supposed density distribution of
tokamak plasmas

f (r)=n0. [1-(r/a)] (11)
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n T10 n e [ c m |
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10 rlcm]

F ig .4 . Electron density versus plasma radius . Points

denoted by X and dot were measured by the present

method and by Langmuir probes respect ively. The

continuous curve represents a parabol ic density

d is t r ibu t ion corresponding to the l i ne averaged

density wh i ch was measured by m ic rowave

interferometer .

taking into account the l ine averaged density wh ich is

measured by mic rowave interferometer.

The o s c i l l a t o r y behavior of the dens i ty d is t r ibut ion is

remarkable. Further measurements are needed to c lear up the

cause of th is o s c i l l a t i o n , The highest density observed may

be erroneous because the ion iza t ion cross-section can be

changed at this radius because of the increasing temperature

of the plasma. The region of the v a l i d i t y of the supposi t ion

on the temperature independence of the cross-sections

needs further inves t iga t i ons .
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3. IMPURITY TRANSPORT INVESTIGATIONS

Properties of particle transport in tokamak plasmas can be
investigated under clear circumstances using nonintrinsic
impurities [6]. A commonly used method of injecting
impurity atoms into the plasma is the laser blow-off process
[7]. The injected impurity atoms, which are transported by
the plasma, can be collected by deposition probes, by which
the radial d istribution of these atoms can be determined
[8] .

Using the laser blow-off method, a l k a l i metal atoms are
injected into the MT-1 tokamak plasma.

The transport of these nonintrinsic impurity atoms is
investigated by using deposition probes, which are placed at
p o l o i d a l l y different location measuring the r a d i a l
d istribution of the atomflux . SimuItaneosIy the r a d i a l
distribution of intrinsic impurities and the plasma ion flux
can be determined.

Using a bidirectional floating collector probe ( D1 in Fig.
5) the toroidal fluxes of the injected sodium and that of the
intrinsic impurities were detected in dependence on the minor
radius at the plasma edge. The impurities accumulated for
about 20 dicharges were detected post-mortem by RBS and SIMS.
The discharges were reproducible and without disruption
according to the other diagnostics (current, loop-voltage
measurements, magnetic and electric probes, X-ray pin h o l e
camera and density measurement). In addition the plasma ion
flow to both sides of the probe which were isolated from
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each other was temporally monitored at different radial
positions of the probe by biasing the probe up to -60 V with
respect to the liner.

The location of the probe was chosen at the torus top side
p o l o i d a l l y opposite to the entry of the Na-beam into the
plasma and toroidally opposite to the acting sector l i m i t e r ,
which was positioned at a minor radius of 65 or 75 mm (see
Fig.5 and [9]).

MWI
MT-1

RBEROPTICS
PM1 ,PM2

MONOCHROMATOR

Tig.5 Experimental arrangement. PM1-PM8 are
photomuItipiiers. LI, L2 are lenses. CH, SM, D, and
ES, are vacuum chamber of the blow-off assembly,
stepping motor, glass disk substrate and evaporation
source of Na. FL, and SB are the ruby laser beam and
the sodium atomic beam respectively. V is the
observation volume. 01, 02, LP1, and LP2 are double
deposition and erosion probes and single Langmuir
probes. Rl is the r a i l limiter and MWI is the
microwave interferometer.
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This implies that the probe could not measure directional
floweffect caused by the influx of sodium into the plasma or
by particle acceleration toward the l i m i t e r . The connection
length of the probe to the l i m i t e r depends on the safety
factor qj at the l i m i t e r radius. Usually the q|-valus was
between 5 and 6. For these cases the probe had a connection
length to the l i m i t e r greater than 12 m.

Fig.6 shows an example of the radial dependence of impurity
and plasma ion fluxes collected on both probe sides. Among
the collected impurities are the injected impurity Na, the
major m e t a l l i c i n t r i n s i c impurities Fe (wall and l i m i t e r
material) and Mo ( l i m i t e r material) and the trace impurity Li
which was injected in earlier experiments.

Generally, the radial and directional dependences of the
impurity and plasma ion fluxes were s i m i l a r . The distinct
features are an exponential radial decay of these fluxes on
both probe sides with an e-folding length of about 12 mm and
weaK asymétrie toroidal flow to the probe. In the majority of
the experiments the fluxes to the electron side were s l i g h t l y
larger than those to the ion side of the probe at all minor
radii. However the ratio of the fluxes to the electron side
of the probe divided by that to the ion 8id« ehowed
fluctuations from one exposure to the next but which was
always less than a factor of £ at least for the plasma ions
and the injected impurity. Reversal of the direction of the
plasma current did not influence the flux ratio of the plasma
ions and the injected impurity significantly.
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Fig.Sa Plasma ion, the injected sodium and the recycled
l i t h i u m impurity fluxes collected on both probe sides
in dependence of the minor radius. (A) ion side and
(o) electron side. The s o l i d lines with the e-folding
length dLe = 12 and 11 mm are plotted in the figure
only for comparison.
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Fig,6b The nonintrinstc impurities Mo and Fe distributions
versus the minor radius. (A) ion side and (o)
electron side. The solid lines with the e-folding
length dt_e = 11 mm are plotted in the figure only for
compari son.
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Other c o l l e c t i o n features were particularly observed for
fluxes of trace impurities MKe Li (see Fig. 6.}. The
different behavior of Li can probably be explained by the
fact that the sing l e ionized, recycled l i t h i u m atom of low
velocity l i v e s for long time in the SOL. Therefore the
d i s t r i b u t i o n shows the position of the source of the atoms
beeing at the w a l l . But the fluxes of the major i n t r i n s i c
impurities behaves differently from the general behavior for
some exposures. These variations can be explained by impurity
influxes from local sources at the w a l l into the collection
region of the probe. More detailed results on this effect are
described in a separate paper [10].

In the case of the plasma ions and the injected impurity it
can be assumed that the dominant source of the collected
particles is outward radial transport from the main piasma.
In fact the collection features are s i m i l a r to those expected
for particle effluxes from the main plasma. The radial decay
length (oLe ) of such effluxes can be related to the radial
transport coefficient Dt [11,12,13,14]

Dt=dLe

where

D and R are the connection length and the major radius. vp

is the p a r a l l e l ton velocity. The factor 6 results from the
fact that the used sector l i m i t e r spanned a p o l o i d a l angle of
about 6O°.The scrape off action of the collector probe with a
poloidal extend of about 1O° was neglected here.
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For plasma tons the ion sound speed, given by
vp=iakTe/m,)*/2, can be used, where Te is the electron
temperature and m, the proton mass. Taking Te-values of about
20 eV derived from probe measurements at the plasma edge,
the experimental data y i e l d a value of the diffusion constant
of protons which agrees with the Bohm value.

The application of the above formalism to impurtty fluxes
needs data of the pa r a l l e l impurity ion velocity in the SOL-
plasma which may be considerably higher than the impurity ion
thermal speed [15). However from the same radial decay of
plasma ion and impurity fluxes we conclude that the ratio 0^
d i v i d e d by vp is same for both plasma ions and for all the
impurity species. This suggest - together with the s i m i l a r
directional behavior of the collected fluxes - that the
impurity transport is strongly coupled to the dynamics of the
background plasma.

We can not explain the observed weak directional asymmetry of
the plasma ton and the Na-fluxes as w e l l as their
fIuctuation.

Possible explanations for the existence of the directional
asymmetries would be either the flow induced by a variation
of plasma parameters along the magnetic f i e l d lines or plasma
drift processes with significant drag of the impurities.
Furthermore spatial variation of perpendicular particle
transport can cause a p o l o i d a l l y asymmetric edge plasma [16],
which may generate toroidal plasma flow [16J.
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One might suggest that a préffered particle transport to the
probe electron side could occure due to the fact that the
collecting flux tube on this side intersects outer regions of
the torus where the perpendicular transport is expected to
be higher [16,17]. However data obtained with Langmuir probes
(LP1 and LPE in Fig. 1 ) in front of the sector l i m i t e r (18]
are in contrast to this hypothesis. These results showed a

preferred plasma transport to the ion drift side of the
l i m i t e r for both directions of the plasma current during the
same discharges.

This may indicate a dependence of the direction of the
p a r a l l e l plasma flow on the toroidal position. Thus the
results can also not be explained by an uniform drift of the
edge plasma. The observed asymmetry needs further
i nvestigat i ons.

4. NON INTRINSIC IMPURITY CONFINEMENT MEASUREMENTS

The nonintrinsic impurity transport are investigated using
laser blow off impurity injection and instrumented l i m i t e r .

The plasma is l i m i t e d to the radius of 75 mm by a movable
r a i l l i m i t e r of pumped l i m i t e r construction [19],

The radiation of the different atoms can be observed before
the neutralising plate (Fig. 7) projecting this volume to the
entrance s l i t of a monochromator and using photomu11ipiier.
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.VESSEL

Fig. 7 Schematic wiev of the instrumented (imiter with
optical observation NP1 and NP2 are the neutralizing
plates of the ion- and the electronside
respectively. Mon and MPL are the monochromster and
the photomu111pli er.

Laser blow-off burst of atoms of soctium 10 injected into the
plasma edge at an angle 18O° t o r o i d a l l y ana p o l o i d a l l y
r e l a t i v e to the position of the l i m i t e r . The place of the
deposition of the nonintrinsic impurity ions can be
calculated using the electron density d i s t r i b u t i o n measured
also by the blow-off burst of atoms [20] , the centre of mass
and the thermal velocity of the burst.

If the nonintrinsic ions are deposited inside the limiter
radius the ions penetrate into the core plasma and
consecutively ionised. Afterwards the m u l t i p l e charged ions
effuse into the edge plasma where they are accelerated to the
l i m i t e r chamber. If the ions are deposited mainly in the SOL
they diffuse along the f i e l d l i n e strait to the l i m i t e r .

In our case the impurity ions are deposited by the blow-off
burst inside the l i m i t e r radius.
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The increase of the intensity ( l i g h t signal ) of the
resonance l i n e of the sodium atoms in the l i m i t e r chamber
indicate the arrival of the injected ions.

The light signal (V) in the limiter chamber delays about one
msec relative to the time of the injection (t,) and decreases
exponentially (see Fig. 8). The e-foldmg time varies in the
msec region depending on the plasma condition. Using the
scaling law for the impurity confinement time [21]. the Zeff
can be calculated and it is found to be 1.8-2.5 which are
r e I i able values.

logV
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01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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Fig. 8 Intensity of the optical atomic line of the injected
impurity atom versus time in the instrumented
l i m i t e r chamber before the neutralizing plate.

5. SUMMARY

The density distribution of the edge plasma of the MT-1
tokamak is measured using laser blow-off method. Differently
from previous blow-off methods the measured temporal decrease
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of the blow-off l i g h t pulse which caused by lonization is
used for the c a l c u l a t i o n of the density. The advantage of
this method is its s i m p l i c i t y and absolute character without
requiring any ca l i b r a t i o n . The result of the edge plasma
density measurement agrees w i t h the result of microwave
measurement of the bulk plasma density supposing the
parabolic density d i s t r i b u t i o n , The observed density
o s c i l l a t i o n and the range of the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of the method
needs further investigations,

Fluxes of the injected Na collected at the plasma edge showed
s i m i l a r radial and directional dependence as the plasma ion
fluxes monitored using the same probe. The radial decay of
the plasma ton fluxes was in accordance with Bohm diffusion.
There is no p l a u s i b l e explanation for tire observed weaK
directional asymmetry of the particle flow in the edge
piasma.

Observing the increase and consecutive f a l l of the intensity
of the resonance I i n e of the injected nonintrinsic impurity
sodium atoms in the chamber of the instrumented l i m i t e r of
pumped l i m i t e r construction the impurity containment time is
determined. Using the we l l known scaling law the Zeff can be
determined and it is found between the value of 1.8-2.5,
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Abstract

The paper is devoted to a promising diagnostics of impu-
rity atoms in the plasma by means of the laser-induced fluores-
cence. The experiments on the measurement of Fe-atom concentra-
tion in the TO-2 tokamak are described.

The Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is a promising diagnostics
for the study of impurity atoms in the plasma within large fu-
sion devices. The LIF instrumentation for the T-15 tokamak is
being developed now^and the LIF-detectors were tested in the
experiments on the measurement of Fe-atom concentration in the
TO-2 tokamak.

The TO-2 facility is a small racetrack tokamak with two
toroidal divertors. The scheme of the TO-2 are shown on Fig.1.

1 - magnetic core; 2 - main
divertor coils; 3 - divertor
plates; 4 - stainless steel
chamber; 5 - inlet valve;
6 - separatrix; 7 - divertorchambers; 8 - diagnostic ports;
9 - HF-antenna; 10 - additionaldivertor coils.

Fig. 1 . The scheme of the TO-2
tokamak.

Two toroidal divertors are placed in straightforward
sections of the tokamak. The plasma equilibrium is provoded
by a system of feedback automatic control. There is an ICRH
system placed in the central cross-section within a toroidalopart. Its antenna occupies an angle of 150 in the poloidal
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direction and serves as a limiter, when the separatrix is located
in front of it.

The measurements of atomic iron concentration by LIF
were performed in the divertor regime in two experimental runs.
The difference in the experimental conditions is given in
Table I.

Table I.
**

Parameters :
**

Material of antenna sheath
Antenna radius, rcl
Separatrix radius, r
Toroidal magnetic
field, Bo
Electron temperature

Experimental runs
I 1 II

stainless steel
13,5 cm
12,5 cm
1 T

300 eV

carbon
14,5 cm
13,5 cm
1 ,2 T

300 eV

The LIF-experimental arrangements are shown in Fig. 2
and consist of a pulsed laser system, a hollow cathode tube
for the wavelength calibration, movable test limiter, optical
detection system and instrumentation for registration.

IS 9 10 13

1 — excimer laser; 2 — dye laser; 3 - boxcar
integrator; 4 - 19 - 20 - multipliers; 5 -monochromator; 6 - 7 - oscilloscope; 8 - photo-
diode; 9-12 - lens; 11 - mirror; 13 - prism;14 - light pipe ; 1 5 - hollow cathode tube ;
16 - glass plate; 17 - vacuum vessel; 18 - test
limiter.

Fig. 2. The scheme of LIF experimental arrangements,
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The laser system includes an excimer laser and a tunable dye
laser. The main specifications of this system are: sample rate -
100 Hz, output pulse energy of the dye laser at a resonance
line of Fe-atoms ( ̂ = 302,06 mm) - 0,4 m^ , pulse length -
15 ns, spectral width - 0,015 nm.

Radiation of the laser tuned to a selected transition
of iron atoms excites these atoms in the observation volume,
they emit the fluorescence radiation which is collected by lens
and focused at the detection system,

The three level system used for iron atoms is: excitation
from a ground state at 302,06 mm and detection at 382,04 nm
(transition to a metastable level).

The number of fluorescence photons in the unit-volume,
NF, is:

The factor £ A2i> /( ̂3 +n2/f, ) J is the branching ratio,
which takes the account of transitions in all other metastable
levels m. NL is the number of atoms in state 1 , and /7 is the
function of the laser data and atomic transition probabilities.
Taking the account of concrete detection conditions, one can
reduce Eq.(i) to the dependence of atomic iron density, /fc T ,
on a fluorescence signal, UM , in the observation volume:

+ A2m )

Here IL is the factor taking the account of geometrical and op-
tical parameters of the detection system, K^ is the gain of
registration. The optical system is calibrated with band lamp,
and the gains of registration system elements are measured
separately. Factor 2 is the maximal error in the measured den-
sities of Fel.

The separately- resolved neutral Pe-density is measured
as a function of radial position for the test limiter relative
to, the tokamak wall. The observation volume is situated close
in front of the test limiter surface. The movahle test limiter
is a stainless steel cylinder with a diameter 3,2 cm, itsoupper end is cut off at an angle 25 , with an axial aperture
for the laser beam.
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In the first experimental j>un the observation volume3was 0,1 cm , and in the second run, when an interference
fitter was used instead of a monochromator, it was about
0,5 cm3.

The typical experimental oscillograms are shown in Pig. 3,
I,**

I_____l t .___!_

. «••*•
Fig. 3. The typical
experimental oscillo-
grams :
a - plasma current ;
b - electron density;
c - LL

it to so » so ft to to 9» u» no no

A temporal dependence of fluorescence signal is shown in Fig.3c.
The first peak is associated with the discharge ignition. In the
steady-state plasma from the 40th ms up to the 100th ms the level
of fluorescence signal slightly increases that correlates with a
corresponding rise in the plasma density. The final peak is due to
a poor confinement in the end of discharge.

The measurements in the first experimental run were performed
at three test limiter positions at a radius, /£ , equal to 12cm,
13 cm and 14 cm. One can see (Pig. 4a) that the measured atomicq Tiron density in a steady-state is 1Cr cm J at r» =12 cm, when the
test limiter was placed outside the separatrix surface at the plasma
boundary. When the test limiter was moved on 1 cm within the divertor
layer ( r^ = 13 cm), the averaged iron density was about a factor
of 10 lower than that measured at r,

Q. T= 10 cnTJ at
12 cm. One can see that n^-ss

=13 cm. Such a fast drop of iron density indicates
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Pig. 4. Temporal
dependence of Fei
density in front
of the test limi-
ter.

a high efficiency of the divertor layer. Actually, the main erosion
mechanism for these test limiter positions is sputtering by ions
and a drop in the measured iron density means a reduction in the
ion flux loading to the test limiter. With the test limiter with-
drawal into the HP antenna shadow at r, =14 cm, the iron density

7 - 3is reduced to about 10 cm .
The spatial distribution of Pel-density along the laser beam

path was measred with the test limiter at 12 cm. An exponential
decay length, A , was deduced from the signal reduction (see Pig.5),

20 -

g -
6 ,

2 •

= 5 mm

Pig. 5. The spatial
distribution of Pel
density along the
laser beam path with
the test limiter
positioned at iy =
= 12 cm ^

8 to (2 mm

The X-axis represents the distance from the test limiter surface
to the centre of observation volume, giving a good approximation
for a radial distance. Thus we have found that /I = 5 mm.

In the second experimental run the neutral Pe-density depen-
dence on a radial position of the test limiter, when the latter was
placed in the HP-antenna shadow, was measured. The measurements
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were performed at r? =15 cm, 16 cm and 18 cm. Note that the
sensitivity of instruments permits to measure the Pel-density
up to the wall radius 18 cm in this experimental run. The experi-
mental results are shown in Pig. 4b. One can see that the temporal
dependence of Pel-density does not change significantly in com-
parison with that measured in the first experimental run.

In Pig. 6. the Pel-density near the surface of the test
limiter as a function of radial position is shown.

to'-

I 04

iff

10* .i.i. . . !
12 /a it is 16 n rg

Pig. 6. The Pel density
in front of the
test limiter as
a function of
it position in
the 2nd experi-
mental run.

5 — 3The averaged iron density near the wall, n .- 5 10 cm , is 3ess than
that at test limiter position y a =15 cm, r = 16 cm by the order of

6 -3magnitude, i.e. n^£ = 5 1 0 cm . It means that ions have an influ-
ence on the test limiter sputtering on depth no less than 1 ,5 cm
in the antenna shadow.
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Abstract

The paper deals with the results of two years'development
of energetic lithium atom source in the IPP Prague . The
development was made under Research Contract No 4551/RB entit-
led "Lithium beam diagnostics" concluded between the IAEA and
IPP Prague. The submitted paper summarizes the results obtai-
ned in the frame of this Contract.

The source will be used for measurement of the plasma pa-
rameters and poloidal magnetic field on the small tokamak
CASTOR.

1. INTRODUCTION

The active corpuscular diagnostics of the tokamak plasma
using the lithium as the element of the probing beam is a very
prospective method with the wide range of possible applicati-
ons /4»5/. Among the moat atractive one belongs the space
resolved measurements of the electron plasma density, local
measurements of the various types of impurities ions densities
and measurement of the current density distribution in tokamak
plasmas. As the main physical task solved on the tokamak CASTOR
/6/ is the lower hybrid current drive, first of all the measu-
rement of the radial current distribution should extend the
diagnostic possibilities on this device substantially.

The described source of energetic Li atom beam consists
of £ solid ion emitter, extracting electrode system, accelera-
ting system and neutralizer. For the conceptual design of
this device the concept of well-tried neutral lithium beam
gun proposed by McCormick for ASDEX tokamak was employed /7,
8,9/.
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2. EMITTER OP THE Li IONS

Por the reasons of the simplicity we decided to use a
solid type of the lithium ion source (/3-eucryptite). It is
known from literature that such type of emitter has been used
for many purposes including the active corpuscular diagnostics
(e.g. /9,10,11/) and that it proved its ability to provide a
sufficient density of particles flux for smaller plasma devices,

As a model for the construction of auch emitter we took
the Spectra-Mat Corp. of Watsonville ion source described in
/12/ with a certain heater modification, see in more detail
/!/. The results concerning the emissivity of the developed
emitter are given in Pig. 1 and Pig. 2. Pig. 1 shows a long
time dependence of the current Icol measured by a plane collec-
tor biased on the voltage 5 kV and placed 60 mm in front of the
emitter heated to the temperature 1150°C. It is possible to
conclude, that the capacity of the total extracted electrical

charge up to 10 0 (about
3 mAh) is achievable.
Pig. 2 shows the dependen-
ce of Icol on the collec-
tor voltage. The parameter
of the curves is tempera-
ture of the emitter. Prom
this measurements we can
conclude that current of
the Li ions 1 mA will be
obtainable at temperatures
of the emitter about 1300-time [h]

10 12

Fig. 1. Current of the
Li* ions ICOT extra-
cted, from emitter
by a plane collector.

1350°C and extracting vol-
tage above a few kV.

3. THE ION EXTRACTING AND POCUSSING SYSTEM

The ions are extracted from the emitter by the electrical
field of the extracting electrode and they are successively
accelerated and focussed by an electrostatic optical system
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Pig. 2. Dependence of the current Icol on the collector volta-
ge for different temperature of the emitter.

consisting of two cylindrical tubes, see a schematical set-up
of the lithium ion gun given in Pig. 3 together with neu-trali-
zer and testing devices. The first tube (j6 70 mm, length 75mm)
forms one part with extractor. The distance between this tube
and the second one (grounded accelerating electrode £ 30 mm,
length 70 mm) is 100 mm, distance between the emitter and the
extractor is 23 mm. All these very important dimensions of the
optical system were taken on the basis of the McCormick opti-
mized design in /9,12/.

extractor neutraliser
emitter accelerating

electrode

grid
suppressor Faraday

deflecting
plates

plastic
sciatilator
with 2 pm

folia

Udef "60V +50V ' +I5kv

l
200 400 600 800 1000 mm

Pig. 3. Schematical set-up of the lithium ion gun together
with neutralizer and testing devices.
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The main results concerning the properties of the ion
beam in the distance about 0.4 m from emitter are given in
Pigs, 4 and 5. The measurements were carried out using a Fara-
day cup pictured in Fig. 3 (but located in corresponding posi-
tion 400 mm), working in the regime with suppressed secondary
emission, i.e. detected current I^= I-r^ (switch of the Faraday
housing in position b). Fig, 4 shows the lithium ions beam
current IT . in dependence on the accelerating voltage U^ (beam
energy) up to 30 kV for three temperatures of the emitter and
fixed ratio of extracting and beam voltages ̂  /̂Û s 0.14» It
may be seen that the beam current of a several hundreds of juA
will be achievable. Fig, 5 shows the measurement of the ion
beam profile carried out in this geometry using a movable
screen. The profiles given in this figure were obtained as a
space derivative of Irj dependence measured by Faraday cup on
the screen position /2/. The Fig, 5a shows profiles obtained
in two perpendicular directions x and y for the beam voltage
10 kV, Fig, 5b shows comparison of the profiles in the same
direction y for two beam voltages 10 and 20 kV and for the
same ratio Uexi/Ub= 0.14. It may be said that FWHM of the beam
profile is about 15-20 mm without any attempt to optimize it
and that increase of the IJL makes the profile sharper.

200 -,

100 -

°'14

1320°C

1170°C

0 10 20 30

Fig. 4.
Lithium ion beam current

in dependence on the accele-
rating voltage Ufe for fixed
ratio Uext/Ub« O.H and
three different temperatu-
res of the emitter.
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10 kV

1.0

a. u.

1.0 n

a.u.

0.5

y/mm/

0 20 40 0 20 40
a)

Ub=10kV - Ub=20kV

y/nsn/

0 20 40 0 20 40
b)

Pig. 5.
a) Beam profiles mea-
sured in both perpen-
dicular x and y dire-
ctions for Ub= 10 kV
and UQ3ct/Ub= 0.14;
b) Comparison of beam
profile in y directi-
on for two different
values of Û  (10 and
20 kV); Uext/Ub=0.14
in both cases.

4. NEUTRALIZER OF THE ION BEAM

The neutralization of the Li* beam is provided by charge-
-exchange collisions of the beam ions with neutral sodium atoms
inside a neutralizing tube heated to the temperature about
300°G /3/. For the neutraliser design we adopted the concept
proposed by McCormick /8/e The neutralizer consists of a reser-
voir of Na, neutralizing tube and pneumatic valve openning the
reservoir for short time period needed for measurement only»
Th« temperature of the neutralizing tube is kept about 50 C
higher as reservoir one to prevent the condensation of Wa.

Test of the neutralizer efficiency in dependence on the
reservoir temperature was made in geometry schematically shown
in Fig. 3. For measurement of the neutral atoms the detector
(Faraday cup) must be laid out to register the secondary elec-
tron current produced by impinging ions and neutrals (switch
of the Faraday housing in position a). As a deflecting element
for removal of non-neutralized ions we used deflection plates
(length 90 mm, mutual distance 30 mm) shown in Fig. 3 as well.
Measuring two quantities - detector current produced by pure
neutral beam l9 (the deflecting plates activated by voltage 2kV)
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and current 1^ arising from the total beam, we obtain apparent
neutraliser efficiency 8 = Î /Î » The results of such measure-
ment in dependence on the reservoir temperature are given in
Pig. 6 for three values of beam energy. This figure demonstra-
tes that value of efficiency ££»0.9 can be achieved at tempe-
rature 250°C for the whole range of used beam energy.

1.0
00

0
(D
•H
Ü
•H

ao
•H
•P
to
M

-P

<a
a
•p
<D

P.
P.

0.5

Li beam energy

Pig. 6.
Apparent neutraliser effi-
ciency £ in dependence
on the reservoir tempéra-
ture for three value of
ion beam energy U, = 10,
15 and 20 keV.

150 200 250
reservoir temperature /°G/

5. MEASUREMENT OP THE NEUTRAL BEAM PROFILE

Measurement of the beam profile was carried out by visu-
alization of the beam trace using a grounded grid with a plas-
tic scintilator covered by a thin aluminium folie biased on the
positive voltage about 10 kV, see Pig« 3 /3/. The measurement
was made in the distance about l m from the emitter, which
corresponds to the relevant geometry of tokamak GASTOR (during
these measurements Faraday cup was removed, of course).

The image of the beam cross-section is produced in the
scintilator by accelerated secondary electrons arising by both
ions and neutrals striking the grid. Behind the scintilator is
the vacuum chamber sealed by a window which makes possible to
take a photograph of this image immediately. The great advanta-
ge of this method consists in the instant picture of the beam
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profile, which enables us to observe the changes of the profile
during the optimization of the beam changing the ratio U t/U-.
Moreover, using a small deflection of the ions it is possible
to separate the profiles of ions and neutrals and so to see
directly their incidental departures. No observable departures,
however, were discovered. It is possible to say, that profiles
of the both ion and neutral beams are the same. Evidence of
this fact is given in Pig, 7, where comparison of pure ion beam
(Pig. ?a - cool neutralizer) and pure neutral beam (Pig. 7b -
hot neutralizer with £' « 0.86 and activated deflection plates)
is given for beam energy 15 keV. Parameter is ratio uex-t/Ub'
scale on the circular screen is 5mm/div. On the basis of this
results it may be said that diameter of the optimized neutral
beam in the distance l m from the emitter is not greater as
10-15 mm.

ions

22

28.5

20

Uext/Ub

0.05

neutrals

0.075

0.1

28.5

37

28

(a)

Pig. 7. Comparison of the beam profile for
a) the case of pure ion beam;
b) the pure neutral beam ( €.' = 0.86, U, f= 2 kV)j
Ub= 15 keV, parameter Uext/Ub= 0.05, 0.075 and 0.1
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Abstract

Detailed measurements of a spheromak plasma formation at SK/CG-1 device
was performed. The plasma configuration has been produced by the C-gun - a
novel version of a magnetically driven shock tube. The comparison between the
drift wave and the usual spheromak schemes has shown that the compact torus,
in different configurations, can be formed depending upon the operational,
modes of the C-gun. By means of the analysis of density profiles, the
magnetic field configuration, etc., the formation conditions were determined,
taking into account the helicity injection and current drive mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

The machine o-f SK/CG-1 (World Survey of Activities in
Controlled Fusion Research, 1986 Edition, IAEA, Vienna, p.197) is
designed to produce the compact toroids such as Spherical Torus,
Spherical Pinch Tokamak and Spheromak. The conceptual design o-f
this machine had been carried out between 1984-1986. Then, up to
date, the experimental investigations /1-4/ based 'on the basic
principles o-f this design have continued. In summary, the studies
on this machine with the spec i-f icat.i ons o-f distinctly developed
magnetical 1 y driven plasma gun (C-gun) have been done by the view
point o-f validity o-f Taylor's criterion /5/.

In SK/CG-1 machine, at low back ground gas pressures between
3O to 7O mTorr, the dri-ft wave scheme has been very interesting,
due to the continuous dri-ft wave instability lasting 5-20 ms and
bacouse of wave instability peculiarity looks like to a dense and
hot beam-plasma system as a closed plasma loop in the flux
conserver. On the other hand, at higher back ground gas pressures
between 7O and 3OO mTorr, it has also been possible to produce a
typical spheromak plasma. The experimental results obtained have
been evaluated under the light of last studies carried out by
Coppy /6/ and Peng /7/s then it has easily been understood that
in SK/CG-1, the second stability regime may be possible. In these
circumstances, it can also be mentioned -from the plasma -formation
in the shapes o-f Spherical Pinch Tokarnak and Spherical Torus.
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2. SK/CG-1 MACHINE

2.1. System and C-gun

The experimental arrangement has a 4O L octagonal floating
-flux conserver which is also the vacuum chamber either. The back
pressure in the -flux conserver is 5X10''-6 Torr. Four C-guns in 90
degrees angular aparts are arranged around the flux conserver.

The system consists o-f 2 kJ capacitor bank -for each C-gun
and the spark-gap switches controlled by sel-f generated UV ring.

The C-gun is a noval and alternative version of the
conventional magnetically driven plasma gun. The vertical two
electrodes at the toroidal plane o-f flux conserver are the main
structure of the C-gun. Since the profile o-f this structure looks
like to the C-letter, we w i l l call it as a C-gun.

The electrical characteristics of the gun con-form with the
Critical Damping and Under Damping Modes (CDM and UDM) o-f
operation depending upon the back ground gas pressure ranges o-f
40-7O mTorr and 75-25O mTorr respectively. The operating period
o-f the C-gun at UDM is about 1O-12 us, but at the CDM, this is
only 2-3 us. Without using crowbaring technique, the operational
regime o-f this gun can be transformed from UDM scheme into CDM.
For this purpose, it has been sufficient only to be changed the
back ground gas pressure,, The working voltage range of the C-gun
is 1O-15 kv1 and maximum operating loop current is ISO kA. The
logaritmic decrement is about 0.58 at the UDM.

2.2. Diagnostics

The main diagnostic techniques used are: the Langmuir
electrical probes; the magnetic probes and loops; L-R fast
operational integrators; the paramagnetic loop including a fast
integrator; the resistivity probe; the charge-exchange cell and
the visible light spectrum analyzer.

Besides, the fast storage oscilloscope of HP-1744/A and the
other conventional fast o«»c i 1 1 oscopes of HP-130/C and Tektronix
454/A have been used during data recording.

2.3. Flux Conserver

The walls of the conserver is made of Brass in 7 mm
thickness. The aspact ratio of the conserver is approximately 2.
At the centre, there exist four axial passive rods. A part of
the electrons in the plasma belt produced by C-gun itself,
flowing through the mentioned passive rods, toroidal fields of
400-80O G per rod have been generated.

On the other hand, the back strap and the octagonal surfaces
are in inductive coupling., Thus due to the eddy currents in the
operational phase of C-gun, the conserver becomes active. After
the calculations, using data taken from the measurements, some
typical results obtained are as folows: minimum energy storage
time is 288 nsj characteristic impedance is 1O6 ohms; LC time
constant is 2.12 ns (471 MHz); storage energy is 23.4 Joule for
ISO kA C-gun current; time constant <L/R) of decaying flux
density at the flux conserver is 1.13 ms for I/e.

The conserver has been simulated by a practical network
model. The experiments made by this model have indicated that the
eddy currents on the conserver can produce the toroidal multi-
pole cusped magnetic field.
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3. MODES OF OPERATION AND THEIR RESULTS

3.1. Generation of Drift Waves

Due to the distance between the vertical electrodes is not
changed according to the back ground gas pressure in the critical
range o-f 4O-7O mTorr, the discharge through the vertical
electrodes o-f the C-gun occurs with the aid o-f inner walls o-f the
-flux conserver. This result is very natural, since the distance
between the vertical electrodes is larger than the distance -from
these electrodes to the wall. In this condition, the currents
passing through the inner wall and the back strap are in opposite
directions. Becouse o-f the mutual inductance between the wall
and back strap, the serial leakage inductance o-f the capacitor
bank circuit becomes smaller. Thus the discharge ends as can be
expected in the CDM.

In the CDM, the shock heated electrons in the plasma belt
with energies around 2O-5O eV, interacting with the toroidal
magnetic -field produced by the current through the closed loop of
the plasma belt and back strap, a helical plasma current channel
is -formed. Thus, without a pol oi dal-toroi dal flux translation, a
toroidal -field together with a current channel (E-layer produced
by the energetic helical electrons) at the -flux conserver may be
generated. This procedure fits to the principle o-f helicity
injection. On the other hand, by means of the self toroidal
magnetic field of the C-gun directly, it has been generated the
ion cyclotron waves in CDM scheme. So, due to the effects of the
ion cyclotron waves and the density profile of E-layer at the
beginning, in the reasonable back ground gas pressure between 4O
and 70 mTorr, d r i f t wave instabilities in the frequency range of
4-25 kHz have been distinguished.

3.2. Diagnostics for Drift Scheme

Taking into account the specifications of the problem to be
investigated, the main diagnostic techniques such as Langmuir and
electrical surface probes, magnetic loops and charge-exchange
cell have been used. In order to measure the plasma resistivity
for a unit length and then to determine the flow in the current
channel, a low impedance, floating electrical surface probe has
been empl oyed. This probe is v/ery similar to a simple double probe
and its operating point is at the space potential of the plasma.
Besides, to reduce the surface impedance, the terminals of the
probe have shunted with 6.5 mOhms. The primery windings of a low
impedance transformer to the probe and the seconder to the data
processing channel after an operational integrator have been
connected.

The charge-exchange cell without any magnetic analyzer is a
simple ionization cell and it essentially behaves like a
cylindrical Langmuir probe with a radius of 5.4 crn and 16 cm in
length. In this cylinder the back ground gas at the pressures of
4O-7O mTorr is ionized by the run away electrons. The cell takes
part on the way of vacuum connection of the flux conserver and by
means of some interface units, it has been electrically insolated
from either flux conserver or vacuum system. Its place is at the
angular distances of 45 and ISO degrees from the C-gun and the
electrical surface probe respectively.
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When the Langmuir and the electrical surface probe signals
are correlated by the plasma space potential variations of the
charge-exchange cell with respect to time, it has been seen that
the drift wave alternances and the density -fluctuations are at
the same phases. Thus during the on-set and after the o-f f-set o-f
the C-gun, it has been possible to determine the fluctuation
phases of the C-gun.

3.3. Experimental Observations from Drift Scheme

By means of a passive conducting rod, located near the
centre of the flux conserver and parallel to the vertical nail of
the C-gun, the upper and the lower walls of flux conserver are
short circuited. Then the current passing through the wall too is
transformed to a closed-loop current. So, the discharge on the
capacitor bank circuit is suddenly cut-off and between the
electrodes of the C-gun, a potential difference up to 7O t<V
occurs (Fig.l). This voltage decays exponentially in 1.5 us down
to 6-8 UV, which is the minimum threshold voltage of the
capacitors. According to a time constant of the external
discharge circuit of 25O ms, this value continues far the
lifetime of the CT.

Fig. 1. Variation of plasma potential in time when C-gun is open
c i rcui ted.
X axis = 200 ns/div, Y axis = 2O kWdiv.

While the drift wave' is going on, the floating potentials
of the charge-exchange cell are 35O-4OO V. The respective
Langmuir probe potentials are 1OO-150 V, the cell currents are
S5O-40O uA and the probe current are 100-15O uA.

The variations on the plasma space potential of the charge
exchange cell generated probably by means of the transverse shock
-front of the density fluctuations are changed between 1O kHz and
25 UHz. On the other hand, the drift wave frequencies on the
electrical surface probe are in the frequency range of 4-e kHz
(Fig.2).
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Fig. 2. A typical result -from electrical sur-face probe -for dri-ft
scheme.
X axis = 2 ms/div, Y axis = relative units
Lower trace indicates the variation of electron density
in time taken by Langmuir probe. Here the maximum
electron density is about 5X10"14 cm-3.

Calculating the experimental data on Spitzer's resistivity
•formula, the average electron temperatures in the range o-f 30-45
eV have been
cm-3. Wh i le
0.12. The lifetime
2O ms depending on
mTorr.

-found. The maximum electron density is about 5X10^14
the C-gun on-set, the volume averaged beta is about

o-f the CT have been lasted 5 ms or even up to
the back ground gas pressure between 40 and 7O

3.4. Spheromak Formation

At the mentioned C-gun, the shock heated hot electrons <4O-
6O ev1) in the plasma belt, interacting with the toroidal magnetic
•field produced by the current passing through the plasma belt and
back-strap closed loop, a helical plasma current channel is
created. Thus without a toroi dal-poloidal -flux conversion, a
toroidal field together with a current channel Œ-layer) at the
flux conserver may be generated. This procedure fits to the
principle of minimum energy equilibrium (5). On the other hand,
the helicity existence rate is (dK/dt) = 2Vg F where Vg is the
voltage applied to the C-gun, F is the net flux on the area
framed by the plasma belt and the wall of the flux conserver.

When the experimental data obtained from the CT produced by
the C-gun and the above considerations are compared and
evaluated, then they have been understood that as in the other
magnetized co-axial plasma guns, in the C-gun too, the helicity
injection and current drive mechanisms can be come into
existence. Below the thermal energies of 15 eV for the shock
heated electrons in the C-gun, the reconnection probability is
lower than 7O %. To produce the helical electron ring far 15 eV,
it is necessary one microsecond duration. In this duration, the
toroidal field generated by the C-gun is not sufficient.
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At a distance of 7 cm -from the wall of the flux conserver,
the toroidal and the poloidal magnetic -flux densities are very
close being about 60O-3OO G. The decay times o-f the fields have
changed between 2.2-3.5 ms which have been calculated by the
expression o-f t<B) = B/(dB/dt).

The ratio o-f toroidal and poloidal magnetic -field variations
in time are constant. This result verifies the minimum energy
cri ter i on.

It has been understood from the experimental data that C-gun
can translate the energy on capacitor bank to the plasma
inductance with an efficiency o-f 12-18 %. In conclusion, a
spheromak plasma in MHD behaviour (ne = 1O"14 cm-3 - 5X1O"15 cm-3
Te = 2O-35 eV, Bt = 45O-6OO G and <b>v = .085) has been obtained.

3.5. Second Stability Regime

Preliminary experiments have been done using a back ground
- f i l l i n g gas o-f Helium with a pressure range o-f 4O-25O roTorr in a
single C-gun. In this content the main plasma parameters have
been determined as follows: the electron densities between J.O'~15
and 5X10^16 cm-3, the electron temperature in the range of 25-5O
ev" depending on the gas pressure, the life time o-f dense toroid
generated -for 5-6 ms with the sawteeth perturbation but in stable
case in the range o-f 2.5-3.0 ms, the volume averaged total beta
15-18%, the form factor of elliptical shaped plasma b/a = 1.37,
the safety factor q = O.6, poloidal current density 2OO-30O A/cm2
and lastly Troyon - Gruber constant o-f about 3.

If the results obtained are evaluated with respect to a MHD
theory /8/ developed recently and an other study /9/, then this
system realized takes place in the catagories o-f 'High Beta
Sperical Torus' or 'Spherical Pinch Tokamak*.

4. HEATING AND CONFINEMENT MECHANISMS

4.1. The Findings Obtained From Magnetic Devices

By the present status o-f the SK/CG-i machine driven by the
C-gun, which is presented here, it has not yet been applied the
additional heating and confinement techniques on it.

The operating period of the C-gun is about 40-50 us. The
maximum toroidal magnetic -flux density generated by the poloidal
loop current o-f 15O kA o-f the C-gun is approximately 15-2O kG and
the internal electric -field is 9OO V/cm. The optimum Helium gas
pressures are 2OO-25O mTorr.

It has been determined that, in the initial phase o-f the
discharge lasting 2-4 us and at the frequency region of 1O-15 MHz
the intense ion cyclotron waves are generated and as being in the
magnetic beach, the plasma electrons are rethermalized by the
damping o-f these waves in a -few microseconds. The ion cyclotron
waves have been detected directly by a magnetic pick-up coil at
an angular distance o-f 135 degrees from the C-gun. It has been
understood that the mentioned ion cyclotron waves have a
propagation vector and according to the guiding center
approximation principle, it is conserving the characteristics o-f
a closed wave motion in the flux conserver.

On the total -flux measurements, it has been observed that
the diamagnetism is begining again at the initial phase o-f the
discharge. After the off-set state of the C-gun, the diamagnetism
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is translated into paramagnetism. Depending on the total f lux
decay time, the paramagnetism duration is about 2.5-3.5 ms
(Fig.3).

Fig. 3. Total magnetic flux decaying in time.
X axis = O.5 ms/div, Y axis = relative units

On the other hand, the shock heated hot electrons in the
plasma belt by the energies of 45-6O eV, either ionize the back
ground gas at the pressures of 2OO-25O mTorr, or thermal ize this
plasma collectively.

According to the measurements carried out by the Langmuir
probe and paramagnetic loop, after reconnect ion, in 0.5-1.5 us
the electron temperatures of the spheromak plasma have been found
around 15-35 eV.

4.2. Optical Radiation Study

In order to understand the heating mechanism of SK/CG-1
machine more clearly, the optical radiations during the discharge
have been investigated.

The radiation losses of the spheromak plasma have been
searched throughoutly at the gas pressure of 25O mTorr. During
measurements, interference filters by the steps of 5O nm in 25O-
1OOO nm and continuously adjustable visible monochrometer in the
range of 35O-7OO nm have been used. By means of solid state photo
sensitive detectors having four definite spectral responses, the
plasma radiations begining from UV up to IR regions have been
determined. According to the operational data of the C-gun
(15O kA, 95O Wem and 25O mTorr), the expected average electron
temperatures are about 40-75 eV. The spectral analysis of plasma
radiations have also given similar results to these values. It
has consequently been understood that the spheromak plasma
consists of the He II (54.4O eV) and the other high level ionized
N III (47.43 eV>, O III (54.89 eV) and Cu.III (36.8 eV) ions. But
meanwhile the VUV and soft X-ray analysis have not unfortunately
been possible also. At present the construction of the soft X-ray
spectroscopy is continuing. The total radiative power losses at
above conditions for He II in the range of 250-1OOO nm have been
calculated as 3.57X1O"-13 W/electrons.
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It has been determined that the optical plasma radiations in
the band width between 75O and 95O nm, continue about 4OO and
450 us a-fter the o-f-f-set position of the C-gun. In return, on the
band width o-f 50O-7OO nm, the mentioned optical plasma radiations
last only 2OO-25O us (Fig.4). Whereas on the band width o-f 25O-
70O nm, this duration r x ses up to 5OO us by the contribution
of UV radiations (Fig.5). Thus, as the C-gun in operation and in
the first period of 15O-2OO us following the off-set, the
optical radiation band of 2OO-35O nm is more effective and
in this duration, there also exist some contributions of IR
components on total radiative power losses.

Fig. 4. Signal of optical radiation in the detection range of
5OO-70O nm.
X axis = 0.1 ims/div, Y axis = 1OO mWdiv.

Fig. 5. Signal of optical radiation in the detection range of
250-70O nm.
X axis = O.i ms/div, Y axis = 1OO mWdiv.
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According to the total -flux signal, the toroidal -field of
the spheromak plasma last at most 3.5 ms. When the space
potential o-f the Langmuir probe is evaluated with respect to
time, a drop on the space potential level down to the -floating
level in 1.5 ms after the off-set of C-gun and then a rising
up to last space potential value again in 1.5 ms have been
observed (Fig.6). Succesively, the space potential has remained
constant -for 6 ms and -finally, an after-glow region is appeared
-for 12 ms. Due to the gas pressure is not changed, this drop and
succesively rising in the electron density can attribute to the
increase o-f ionization rate or in other words to the contribution
o-f new hot electrons. The total period of this occurence is about
3 ms and this result is very close to the total flux period.
The flat space potential region of 6 ms which probably
characterizes the E-layer, can define =» quiscent and warm plasma
cloud. As a matter of fact, during this period the toroidal and
the poloidal fields ar* zero.

Fig. 6. A result from the Langmuir probe measurements.
X axis = 2 ms/div, Y axis = relative units.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main results obtained in this study are:

- The compact toroid having drift wave instability is not an
unstable state of a toroid in MHO behaviour having the micro-
instabilities, but it is a closed wave-electron ring which is
the current channel modulated by the drift wave itself.

- Taking into consideration the guiding center approximation for
the electrons in this character, one can mention from the closed
loop formation in the flux conserver. The mutual inductance
between E-layer and the flux conserver can confine this system.
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- Due to the current channel o-f the CT modulated, the azimuthal
and toroidal -field distributions may not be in clasical meanings.
Nevertheless in the period o-f 5-20 ms passing up to the di-f-fusion
depending on the back ground gas pressure, it is a hot and dense
plasma ring conserving its properties.

- It has been seen that a CT which is not a conventional
spheromak can be realized. The density pro-file o-f E-layer and its
variations versus time are now investigating.

- A CT model is expected which is occured as a closed loop in the
E-layers consisting o-f temperature and density fluctuations and
serial plasma spheres like a string beads.

- In the initial phase of the discharge, the shock heated
electrons o-f the plasma belt, either ionize the back ground gas
(He, 40-250 mTorr) or thermalize the electrons in this plasma
med i urn.

- By the influence of the toroidal field of about 15-2O kG,
produced by plasma belt inside the flux conserver and the back
strap, a closed helical current channel in the flux conserver is
coming into existance.

- The energetic helical electrons in the current channel are
formed the E-layer and as in the beam-plasma interactions, under
the influence of toroidal field, the ion cyclotron waves in the
frequency range of 1O-15 MHz are generated. Damping these waves
in 3-4 us, the electrons in the plasma are rethermalized.

- The paramagnetism at CT is probably the event of the self
toroidal magnetic field of the helical current channel.

- In the heating mechanism, there exist the phases of shock
heating, rethermalization by ion cyclotron wave damping and the
ohmic heating by paramagnetism.

- For the confinement of CT, the mutual inductance between the
flux conserver and the E-layer is fairly effective. In addition,
it is supposed that the electrons with closed helical orbits
behave as the toroidal electron field coils.

- Due to the mutual inductance between the back strap and the
wall o-f flux conserver, the energy transfer from capacitor bank
to the conserver is possible. Thus, becouse of the eddy currents,
the flux conserver contains the self paloidal fields.
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Abstract

The slow compression along plasma minor radius on HT-6B Tokamak
has been studied theoretically and experimentally in a time scale
several times longer than the energy confinement time of plasma.
There was a good agreement between experiment and theory. The results
showed that during slow compression the plasma-wall interection was re-
duced, the state of plasma in edge region has been changed, so that
plasma confinement was improved efficiently and the plasma parameters
were increased apparetly.

I. Introduction

The research of adiabatic compression of plasma on Tokamak
have been carried out largely both experimentally and theoreti-
cally^ since 1968. First results on ATC and Tuman-II
consisted with adiabatic compression law and demonstrated the
seperation of hot plasma from the limiter. However, the imple-
ment of adiabatic compression along plasma minor radius in large
tokamak meets some essential technological difficulties because
of its requirement of very complicate power supply and magnet
system to provide fast rise of a toroidal field. So that we are
interested in slow compression (The toroidal field rise time is
longer than the energy confinement time of plasma) . It is known
that due to the compression time longer than plasma energy con-
finement time, it is highly important for plasma heating that if
plasma confinement is improved in the compression phase. Our
initial numerical and experimental studies on HT 6B shown that in
compression phase the level of partical recycling reduced, the
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state of plasma near the limiter changed so that nature of plasma
confinement is improved efficiently, and favourable to plasma
heating.

2. Theoretical model and numerical simulation
A system of 1-D transport equations (including neutral parti-

cle process) coupling with toroidal and poloidal field equations
and MHD equilibrium equation has been developed and the process
of slow compression is studied numerically.

9"e = .! ! / n9IS _ }i£ ÎJË. JL_ "e 3urr~ "â x" 3x~ Û x~; a 3x b ax neur a 9x

3Te TeS ur 3Te 2_ Te 3, 3"e. 2 Te^r
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ur is the compression velocity. IL, is the density of neutral
particle, I is the rate of ionization, S=n nvjl̂  Y is anomalous
factor of Spitzer resistance, F is the rate of charge exchange, D
is anomalous diffusion coefficient. Xe» X- is the heat conductivity
of electron and ion respectively.

The transport coefficients are consided as follow:
The resistivity is the Spitzer resistance multiplied by ano-

malous factor Y:

The ion conductivity Xi is neoclassical, electron conductivity
Xe and diffusion coefficient D are anomlous, xe is determined by
psudoclassical mode or ten times of neoclassical value. We define
D as minimum of DA and Dg, D^ is Alcator scaling law, Dg is Bohm
diffusion coefficient.

The neutral particle distribution function f(v,x) is determined
by:

(v|~ + SNf)- | NF(o(v-vi) + o(v4-v±))

S,.f is the decrease of neutral particle by ionization and charge
exchange. In the right side, the value of velocity is ion thermal
velocity before charge exchange, probability of each opposite direc-
tion is 0.5 respectively. The boundary condition is: f(+a,v)=
N0<5(v+ v0), that is, the flux at limiter is N0v0, v0 is the neutral
particle thermal velocity at boundary. We assume the temperature
of influx neutral particle is 10 eV. N0 is determined by recycling
condition.

The calculation was carried out using typical parameters for the
HT-6B experiment, which are listed below.

Major radius R 45cm
Minor radius a 12cm
Before compression B0 4.2KG
After compression Bmax 7.2KG
Raise time of toroidal field TC 3ms
Line average electron density rTe 5.4x1012cm~3
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Figure 1 shows the plasma density profiles before and after
compression. One can see that plasma particles concentrate to
the hot core by compression and central plasma density increased.

eo

—— after compression
—— before compression

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

r/a
Fig.l The computed ne profile before

and after compression

But due to the effect of particle diffusion, there remains a low
density plasma at the edge, plasma separated from wall in certain
extent. Figure 2 (a,b) shows the time evolution of electron and

ion energy loss. One can find out that during compression the

energy loss due to particle diffusion, electron thermal conduc-
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Fig.2 The time evolution of the computed ion (a) and
electron (b) energy loss
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tivity, ionization and charge exchange decreases efficiently. It
is shown that because the interection of plasma with wall re-
duces, the level of particle recycling is suppressed in compres-
sion phase,that results in decrease of ionization and charge ex-
change loss, on the other side the change of plasma profile causes
change of the plasma state at the edge, which leads to the increase
of plasma confinement time as shown in Fig.3. From Fig.3 one can
see that the shorter the conpression time is, the better the T£ is.

T(eV)
160

120

80

40
0

T (after)

: Te(before)

;____ t T^after)

! T-r (before)* "'""•-•"A.r i i i i i l i i
0 0.2 O.A 0.6 0.8 1.0

r/a

Fig.3 The computed profiles of electron
temperature and ion temperature
before and after compression

In conclusion, T^ increases gradually to the value near to Tc
during a slow compression, resulting in an efficiency comparable to
adiabatic compressions. Fig.k gives the simulation results with Te,
TI, Teo reaches up to 165eV, Iio - 63eV and neo «= l .3X1013cm~3
from their initial values Teo = 118eV, TIO = AOeV and neo = 9xl012
cm~3 respectively.

2.0
1.5

1.0

0.5
0

10 12 1A
T(ms)

Fig.4 The time evolution of the computed
energy confinement time with dif-
ferent time of compression (TC=(!)
1.5 ms, (2) 3 ms, (3) 5 ms, (A) 7 ms)
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3. Slow compression experiment on HT-6B tokamak
3.1 The description of HT-6B

HT-6B is a small tokamak with- following parameters
R = 45cm, a = 12.5cm,
Ip = 10 - 50 KA, BT = 0.4 - LOT
"ne = (0.4 - 3.0)xl013cm~3
For meeting the compression requirement, we connected the

toroidal field coils in two parallel series each has 8 coils in
series to decrease the system inductance. Fig.5 shows the cir-
cuit of toroidal field power supply. The capacitor bank 6 is
for the background toroidal field up to 5.0KG with a flat-top
time of 7ms. The toroidal field will raise to LOT within 3ms
using bank 4,5 and keep a plateau of 10ms by the network C\,
C"2» Co and L\, 1>2» ̂3, Cj. is for vertical field wave head,
then the vertical field will hold at a stationary value by the
branch current of toroidal field circuit.

-i- C
*3 « H»

Fig.5 The circuit of toroidal field power supply
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3.2 Experimental results
The background plasma parameters are:

BT = 4 .2KG,

n = 7.0xl012cm~3,
16KA,
0.5 ms.

At the 7th ms, BT jumps to 7.4 KG within 3 ms, Fig. 6 shows
the BT waveform. Fig.7-Fig.12 show the oscillagrair. curves of
plasma parameters. One can see that, during compression, the

" — "" 1 *5V, and Ip have no apparent changes, ne increases from 7.8x10
to 9.0xl012cm~3and keep a flat-top. The signal of Langmuir
probe located at r=12.1 cm shows Iisat decreases and the amplitude
of fluctuation falls greatly during compression. The plasma hori-
zontal displacement increase up to 1.5cm outward because the feed-
back system was not applied. After B-j max, the A// decrease
gradually and turns to inward. The Ip has a tendency of gradual in-
crease. In Fig. 10, soft x-ray at the plasma centre has a considera-
ble increase during compression, at 5.5cm, it keeps constant ap-
proximatly, in the exrernal region, the SX intensity decrease.

BT(kG)

6
3
0
0 10 20 30 40 50

T(ms)
Fig.6 The waveform of toroidal field

A, .(cm)
2
0

-2 W2 46 8 10 12 14
T (ms)

Fig.7 The waveform of plasma horisontal displacement
(with compression at 7 ms)
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Fig.10 X-ray intensity profile
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Fig.12 Waveform of line average electron density
without compression

4. Discussion
There are two significant characteristics in our compression

experiment. One is the compression is very slow, the compression
time is about six times of T£ (T /T£ «* 3ms/0.5ms). Another is the
toroidal field holds at a constant above 10ms after compression.

Table I shows the variations of plasma parameters compared
with computation results.

Was 107eV before compression, and ATeo was ~ 21eV both

using the SX emission analysis. The line average elctron den-
OHsity increased by a factor of 1.15. We could obtain Tg = 0.5ms,

cTg = 0.72ms. From these results one can see compression improves
the confinement of energy and particle significantly.
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TABLE I. VARIATIONS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS COMPARED TO COMPUTATION RESULTS

Parameters Experimental value Computation value

Teo /Teo 1-20 1.40

n I ~nH 1.15 1.17

/ T H 1.44 i .70

During compression, the position of plasma moved outward,
showed the increase of ß value when compression. The Ha line
intensity at r = 7cm had a little decrease, comparing with the
variation of Langmuir probe signal, we can conclude the plasma-
wall interaction was weakened, maybe plasma column was contracted,

From the curve of SX emission intensity as radius, one can
notice corresponding electron density profile sharpened after
compression, and the consistent position (r ~ 6cm) consist with
computation very much.

In conclusion, slow minor radius compression with the time
scale much longer than Tg can improve plasma confinement then
increase plasma parameters apparently, especially to the plasma
hot core. That provides a useful way to us to study the plasma
confinement.
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